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In wireless networks, because of co-channel interference, concurrent transmitters
must be chosen such that they provide a minimal amount of interference to each
other. In a simple path-loss based propagation model, this implies that the concur-
rent transmitters and receivers must be spaced sufficiently far apart. When network
traffic is high, space becomes a limited resource for which every node has to com-
pete. Thus, improving spatial reuse among wireless nodes or reducing spatial usage
of wireless transmissions is crucial to improving overall network throughput.
Among the techniques for improving spatial reuse, transmit power control is
fundamental. In this dissertation, we first analyze the impact of transmit power on
iv
potential network throughput. To do this, we propose a spatial usage metric and
then investigate the impact of transmit power on the spatial usage of single and
multihop communications.
Motivated by our analysis, we propose a Media Access Control (MAC) and
physical layer power control scheme, Optimized Transmit Power (OTP), to balance
the spatial usage of each individual transmission and co-channel interference. This
scheme assumes the worst possible interference at the receiver and reduces transmit
power to be just great enough to guarantee reliable signal reception. Further study
shows that OTP is overly conservative, because the worst case interference does
not occur much of the time. Therefore, we develop an Enhanced OTP (EOTP) to
tradeoff a possible occasional collision for lower power and better spatial usage. Our
simulation results show that EOTP outperforms OTP and both schemes improve
overall network throughput to a moderate or significant degree.
Because MAC layer power control schemes favor short sender-receiver dis-
tances, we study a mini-hop routing strategy that discovers routes consisting of short
distance hops and develop a Mini-Hop Routing (MHR) protocol. When combining
MHR with EOTP, network performance, including throughput, end-to-end packet
delivery latency, and routing overhead, is improved substantially.
Finally, we study a load-sensitive routing strategy that bypasses hot spots
and utilizes idle space. Our investigation demonstrates that the existing blind flood-
ing technique is able to circumvent hot spots to a significant degree. Load-sensitive
routing outperforms the blind flooding technique substantially only when flow life-
time is short or node mobility is high.
v
Thesis Statement
By properly adjusting transmit power with the assistance of enhanced MAC and
network layer protocols, we can improve spatial reuse in multihop wireless networks,
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With the explosion of demand for wireless communication services, wireless net-
working has received significant attention over the last few years. Based on how
packets are forwarded, wireless networks can be divided into two categories: single-
hop and multihop wireless networks. In single-hop networks, after one wireless hop,
packets are forwarded by a centralized usually wired infrastructure. Typical exam-
ples include cellular networks and wireless LANs based on the IEEE 802.11 Point
Coordination Function (PCF) mode [1]. In multihop wireless networks, packets are
forwarded by multiple wireless nodes. Typical examples include mobile ad hoc net-
works [2], sensor networks [3], and mesh networks [4], etc. At present, many aspects
of multihop wireless networking have not been thoroughly investigated.
Unlike the wired channel, which has Giga-bits per second (Gbps) or even
higher transmission capacity, the wireless channel capacity is restricted by limited
spectrum, interference, and signal fading among other factors. Thus, wireless net-
works are challenged to support high-throughput applications, and leveraging var-
ious techniques to improve network performance and in particular throughput is
crucial for extending their applicability. Many factors, such as physical layer tech-
niques, transmit power level, the medium access mechanism, and the network layer
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routing scheme, can affect network throughput, and their impact and interactions
are not intuitive. Therefore, we seek a common factor, or unifier, that can be the
bridge between these factors and network throughput. This common factor should
have a straightforward relationship with these factors and, at the same time, be an
indication of potential network throughput.
We claim that spatial usage (or spatial reuse), which measures the efficiency
of network space utilization, is such a common factor. The intuition behind the rela-
tionship between spatial usage and potential network throughput is straightforward.
When multiple wireless nodes share a common communication channel, concurrent
transmissions interfere with each other. Received signals can be correctly decoded
only when the ratio of the received power level to the level of the interference and
noise is above a certain threshold. Hence, in a simple path-loss based propagation
model, to guarantee reliable signal reception, concurrent transmitters must be kept
a certain distance apart, and the number of concurrent transmissions is constrained
per unit area. In particular, when the traffic load is high, space becomes a limited re-
source for which every node has to compete. Therefore, efficient spatial reuse means
more potential concurrent transmissions and higher potential network throughput.
Schemes that improve spatial reuse potentially improve overall network throughput.
Among the techniques for improving spatial reuse, transmit power control is
a simple and fundamental one. Reducing transmit power level decreases co-channel
interference and the “space” each transmission occupies. Therefore, concurrent
transmission can be packed more tightly, which means better spatial reuse and
higher network throughput. In addition to improving spatial reuse and network
throughput, power control reduces channel contention and, therefore, end-to-end
packet delivery latency. Although improving end-to-end packet delivery latency is
not the major goal of our study, we use it as one of the metrics to evaluate our
proposed protocols.
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In a basic sense, power control relates to issues, such as radio propagation
and signal reception, that are most closely coupled to the physical layer. But, power
control has significant interactions with the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer.
The MAC is part of the data link control (DLC) layer and comprises all mechanisms
that regulate users access to the medium. From the perspective of spatial usage, the
MAC allocates limited network space resources among multiple nodes. Power control
and MAC mechanisms interact with each other such that, on one hand, transmit
power determines link quality and the schedule of concurrent transmissions; and, on
the other hand, enhanced MAC protocols can help to optimize transmit power for
each individual transmission.
Power control plays a role at the network layer as well. The basic func-
tionality of the network layer is to discover and maintain routes between sources
and destinations. The transmit power determines the set of possible neighbors a
node can reach and hence the potential set of next hops and the overall network
connectivity. On the other hand, sophisticated routing techniques can help power
control schemes improve network performance. For example, shortest-path routing
chooses routes that contain the least number of hops each of which spans a long
distance. Under this routing technique, power control cannot gain much of an ad-
vantage, because the chances for reducing transmit power are restricted. Instead,
a routing technique that chooses routes containing shorter hops may provide more
opportunities to reduce transmit power level substantially and improve spatial reuse.
In summary, this thesis focuses on improving spatial reuse by developing
power control schemes at the MAC and network layer. In particular, we focus our
studies on multihop wireless networks, although single-hop wireless networks form




By properly adjusting transmit power with the assistance of enhanced MAC
and network layer protocols, we can improve spatial reuse in multihop wireless
networks, resulting in improved overall network performance.
1.2 Goals and Approaches
Motivated by improving spatial reuse and network performance with transmit power
control, this thesis has two goals:
1. To understand spatial usage, its relation to network throughput, and how it
varies as a function of transmit power.
2. To use this understanding to design enhanced MAC and network layer proto-
cols that improve spatial reuse and network performance.
There are three steps to achieve our goals.
First, we define a spatial usage metric, Ω, and study its relationship to po-
tential network throughput. By bounding each term of the metric as a function
of the transmit power, we find the upperbound and lowerbound of Ω as a func-
tion of transmit power. Further, employing the relationship between Ω and the
potential network throughput, the impact of the transmit power on the potential
network throughput is revealed. To validate our theoretical analysis, we perform
experiments using the Network Simulator (ns2) [5, 6]. Our initial experimental re-
sults do not match our theoretical predictions. The reason for this mismatch is the
border effect that often occurs when dealing with spatial data. The border effect
is caused by the fact that the behavior and characteristics of nodes on the border
of the network are different than those inside. To eliminate the border effect, we
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propose two approaches: enlarging the network scale, and using toriodial geometry.
Applying these two approaches to our experiments, we obtain a close match between
the experimental results and our theoretical predictions.
Second, taking advantage of the insights gained by our analysis, we focus
on research that restricts the strategies for improving spatial reuse to the MAC
layer. We propose two MAC layer power control schemes, Optimized Transmit
Power (OTP) and Enhanced Optimized Transmit Power (EOTP), both of which
adjust transmit power for each individual transmission. OTP always assumes the
worst possible interference at the receiver and tunes the transmit power such that
it is just great enough to guarantee reliable signal reception. Simulations show that
OTP improves overall network throughput to a moderate or even significant degree.
Further study shows that OTP is overly conservative, because the worst interference
case does not occur all the time. Therefore, we propose EOTP to adjust transmit
power by tracking the actual interference level at the receiver. In doing this, we
tradeoff a possible occasional collision with lower power. Simulations show that
EOTP may improve overall network performance substantially.
Third, we study new routing protocols to assist power control schemes in
improving spatial reuse and network performance. Taking advantage of the insights
gained by our analysis of spatial reuse, we propose the Mini-Hop Routing (MHR)
protocol, which attempts to discover routes consisting of many short hops. Combin-
ing MHR with appropriate MAC power control scheme, spatial reuse and network
performance are further improved compared to the MAC only approach. Further-
more, to fully utilize the networks spatial resource, we investigate load-sensitive
routing, which discovers routes that bypass hot spots and utilize idle space. Our
study shows that the blind flooding technique, which is employed by most on-
demand wireless routing protocols, is load-sensitive to a certain degree. To reinforce
the load-sensitivity, we propose two routing schemes, Delaying Propagating RREQ
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(DPR) and Tagged RREQ (TGR) routings. Our simulations show that both DPR
and TGR outperform the blind-flooding technique substantially only when traffic
flow lifetime is relatively short or node mobility is relatively high. This is because
non-congested routes are stable while congested routes are likely to be broken due
to intense channel contention, resulting in the blind flooding technique eventually
converging routes to idle space.
A final point is that the work in this thesis is not fundamentally cross layer
design. Even though a small amount information needs to be passed between the
network, MAC and physical layer, we do not propose a significant merging of the
layers.
1.3 System Assumptions
Our work is based on the following assumptions:
1. All wireless nodes are homogenous and use omni-directional antennas.
2. All wireless nodes share a common communication channel. Even if they use
different channels, the spatial usage analysis in each sub-channel is identical.
3. We base much of our analysis on the random access mechanism, carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA).
4. In terms of radio propagation, we only model large-scale path loss but ignore
small-scale fading and shadowing effects. The large-scale path loss models are
discussed in Chapter 2 and they are mainly used in Chapter 4.
5. We assume fixed modulation and coding schemes at senders, e.g., the senders
do not adapt sending rate as transmit power varies.
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6. We assume that the physical layer is sophisticated enough to measure the aver-
age power of a received signal and the average noise-and-interference level [7].
Further discussion of this issue is found in Chapter 2.
In subsequent Chapters, we discuss the impact on our work if the last two as-
sumptions are relaxed and present potential future work to cope with these issues.
Additionally, in Chapter 8, we discuss the impact of small-scale fading.
1.4 Scope of the Dissertation
Our analysis and proposed protocols are sensitive to a variety of network character-
istics, such as traffic patterns, network topology, node placement and distribution,
etc. In fact, it seems likely that any scheme seeking to optimize spatial usage will be
sensitive to many of these factors. These factors depend on exactly how a wireless
network is deployed and used. Unfortunately, at present, very few multihop wireless
networks have been deployed and thus, very little is really known about these key
network characteristics. Even when more networks are deployed, it is likely that
different networks will have very different topologies and traffic patterns. For exam-
ple, in a sensor network that monitors environmental temperature, nodes would be
mostly static and evenly distributed, traffic flows short-lived, and each individual
packet would be small. On the other hand, in a home-entertainment network whose
purpose is to transfer audio/video content, traffic flows would be long-lived and each
individual packet would be large. Finally at a conference, when people gather into
groups, the network topology is clustered, traffic flows may demonstrate locality and
mobility will perhaps be a factor.
Since we do not know the key network characteristics, designing a protocol
that yields the “the best” performance is essentially impossible and, in fact, probably
there is not a protocol that is optimal for all reasonable network scenarios. Our
thesis is that power control can improve network performance. Our strategy for
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demonstrating our thesis is to show that feasible and plausible protocols exist, that
they do improve network performance by improving spatial reuse, and that they
work on some small but plausible set of topologies and traffic patterns. Given our
limited knowledge this seems only reasonable and so we do not attempt to explore
the whole protocol design space and certainly not the whole set of network scenarios.
We will see a number of examples where key design parameters do depend
on details of the network. For example, in Chapter 7, the load-sensitive routing pro-
tocol, TGR, uses a channel utilization threshold above which a node is considered
congested. Inappropriate choice of this threshold would lead to a node being un-
able to distinguish non-congested status from congested status properly. To identify
the optimal threshold that yields the highest network throughput, we did extensive
simulations. We found that the optimal threshold varies with the degree of conges-
tion and the nature of the flows. We further found that if flows are long lived and
mobility low, existing, naive algorithms actually perform well.
Nevertheless, through spatial usage analysis, protocol design, and limited
experimentation, we gain insights that can be used by designers as the nature of
these networks become more clear. For example, we find that the performance of
power control schemes are sensitive to network scale. We leave the full exploration
of the design space as future work for when key network characteristics are more
clear.
This dissertation focuses on improving network throughput using MAC layer
power control schemes and advanced network layer routing strategies. Although we
considered other performance metrics, such as end-to-end packet delivery latency
and routing overhead, energy consumption is beyond the scope of our study.
We ignore the existence of fast fading and assume that the distance between
a sender and receiver, d, can be derived given the transmit and receive power levels.
This assumption occurs in the OTP and mini-hop routing protocol designs. It is
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not crucial for three reasons. First, the power level proposed by OTP, Potp, is
eventually used mainly as an upperbound in the EOTP scheme. We will show that
Potp is overly conservative. Thus, a slight variation of Potp caused by errors in
the distance calculation just gives EOTP either a tighter or a looser upperbound.
Second, for the mini-hop routing protocol, we propose an alternate solution of setting
the link cost to be a function of the data packet transmit power instead of the
sender-receiver distance. Third, the sender-receiver distance could be obtained using
other existing techniques, such as GPS or more sophisticated physical layer schemes.
Nevertheless, investigating the impact of fast fading on our protocols is an attractive
future research topic.
A final point is that, in much of the dissertation, we assume a fixed trans-
mission rate. Although there are some wireless networks that are strictly fixed rate,
in particular some sensor networks, the primary motivation for this assumption is
to factor the problem at hand into tractable pieces. In particular, our primary goal
is to investigate the impact of transmit power on network performance. In Chap-
ter 3, we relax this assumption and introduced the factor of rate into our spatial
usage analysis. The preliminary analysis shows that when space is at a premium,
it may be more desirable to reduce transmit power than to increase rate. Further,
in each subsequent chapter, we discuss the impact of using rate adaptation on the
protocol being investigated. In part because it is clearly dependent on the (currently
unknown) topologies and traffic patterns of multihop wireless networks, we leave a
thorough investigation on the combined effect of adaptive-power and adaptive-rate
for future work.
1.5 Road Map
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: We introduce some basic background
knowledge and related work in Chapter 2. We analyze spatial usage as a function of
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transmit power in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we propose a MAC layer power control
scheme, OTP, to improve spatial reuse and network throughput. In Chapter 5,
we enhance OTP and develop EOTP. In Chapter 6, we design a mini-hop routing
protocol, MHR. In Chapter 7, we develop two load-sensitive routing protocols, DPR
and TGR. Chapter 8 presents the potential future work and, finally, Chapter 9
concludes with our contributions.
In addition, Appendix A proves two features of shortest-path routing and
Appendix B presents Monte Carlo simulations for the hop-distance distribution of
shortest-path routing. In Appendix C, we derive the spatial reuse factor for a chain





In this Chapter, we introduce some basic background knowledge that is needed for
the rest of the thesis. Since our goal is to propose enhanced MAC power control
schemes and routing protocols to improve spatial reuse, we introduce background
knowledge in three major areas:
1. Radio propagation, signal reception and SINR estimation etc.
2. Basic MAC operations including the random medium access mechanism, an
idealized three-range model of wireless transmission, the exposed and hidden
node problems, and the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF) mode [1].
3. Routing protocols for multihop wireless networks.
At the end of this Chapter, we also review related work. This review is a high level
introduction of current research status on spatial reuse and power control. Specific
related work is presented in more details in each individual chapter.
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2.1 Radio Propagation Models
To understand how to control transmit power, we must first understand the basic
knowledge about radio propagation. Because physical layer techniques are not the
topic of this thesis, we abstract radio propagation to large-scale path loss and ignore
shadowing effects as well as small-scale fading.
In large-scale path loss models, the average received power level, Pr, is a





where Pt is the transmit power, α is the path loss exponent, and β is a constant.
In particular, the free space propagation model and the two-ray propaga-
tion model are commonly used in wireless communication analysis. The free space
propagation model is used when the transmitter and receiver have a clear, unob-
structed line-of-sight path and there is no ground reflection between them. The path







where Gt and Gr are the antenna gain of transmitter and receiver respectively, λ is
the wavelength in meters, and L is the system loss factor not related to propagation
(L ≥ 1). This is an ideal model that captures the basic idea of radio propagation. It
is applicable in scenarios that the transmitter and receiver have a clear, unobstructed
link-of-sight path and that there are no ground reflections, surrounding objects and
obstacles. For example, satellite communications.
The two-ray propagation model considers both the direct path and a ground
reflected propagation path between the transmitter and receiver [8]. The path loss
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where ht is the height of transmitter antenna and hr is the height of receiver antenna.
This model is an approximation that holds for long transmitter-receiver distance.
It considers two paths, the line-of-sight propagation and a ground reflection.
There are other large-scale propagation models corresponding to different
environments and thus different path loss exponents. We use (2.2) and (2.3) in
Chapter 4 to calculate data transmit power, Potp. Using a different model would
not affect the protocol desgin in a fundamental way, since the basic idea of OTP
is not affected by the specific constants or path loss exponents. In fact, we could
have obtained the same results using the general path-loss model (2.1), which would
make our derivation even simpler. We used the other two models because they are
consistent with the NS2 simulator [5, 6].
2.2 Signal Reception
It is also important to understand what happens when a radio attempts to receive a
packet. In reality, a receiver simply attempts to decode the detected signals. As long
as the checksum is valid, the signal is said to be correctly decoded. In theoretical
analysis, we use a model that accounts for when receptions are likely to succeed.
Signals are correctly decoded as long as the following two conditions are satisfied.
First, the received power level must be greater than a certain threshold, Trx. Second,
the ratio of the received power level and the level of interference and noise, i.e., the
signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR), at the receiver must be greater than a
certain threshold, SINR0. This is referred to as the capture effect. When another
transmission drops the SINR below this threshold, we say a collision occurs.
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2.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access
All of this dissertation is based on MAC protocols that use carrier sense multiple
access (CSMA) as part of their basic mechanism. CSMA has a long history, with
roots dating to long before the advent of packet radio [9]. It is a kind of Time
Division Multiplexing (TDM). The basic idea is to listen for a carrier before accessing
the medium, and then access the medium only if the channel is idle. CSMA is usually
combined with a back-off scheme in the case of a busy medium so that some fairness
can be achieved among competing nodes.
Based on what to do when the medium is busy, several versions of CSMA
exist: non-persistent CSMA, p-persistent CSMA, and 1-persistent CSMA [10]. Ad-
ditionally, combined with Collision Detection (CD) and Collision Avoidance (CA),
CSMA results in other schemes: CSMA/CD and CSMA/CA [10, 11]. Both collision
detection and collision avoidance are used to improve the performance of CSMA.
Collision detection terminates transmission as soon as a collision is detected, while
collision avoidance attempts to avoid collisions by reserving the network for individ-
ual transmitters. Collision avoidance is used in media such as radio, where reliable
collision detection is not possible. Nowadays, CSMA/CA is widely used in WLANs.
In theoretical analysis, we use a model that accounts for when a carrier is
likely to be detected. That is, a carrier can be detected as long as the received power
level is greater than the carrier sense threshold, Tcs.
2.4 Three-Range Model
In order to facilitate our theoretical analysis, we use an idealized three-range model [12,
13] to describe CSMA based wireless transmissions. In this model, three thresholds
are important: the carrier sensing threshold, Tcs, the receiving threshold, Trx, and
SINR threshold, SINR0. All of these are characteristics of the wireless nodes phys-
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ical layer implementation.
Closely related to these thresholds are three ranges. When a transmitter X
transmits to a receiver Y, these three ranges are crucial: the carrier sense range
(CSR) around X, the transmit range (TR) around X, and the interference range
(IR) around Y. We explain each of these ranges in turn below.
2.4.1 The Carrier Sense Range
The carrier sense range of the transmitter X, CSRx, is the area around X, within
which a node can detect the transmitted signal. That is, the signal power level Pr
at the node is greater than Tcs. In a CSMA MAC, all nodes within the CSR of an
ongoing transmission defer their own transmissions until the channel is idle. Accord-
ing to this definition and the large scale propagation models discussed earlier [8],






The transmit range of the transmitter X, TRx, is the area around X, within which a
receiver can detect and correctly decode the transmitted signal with high probability,
assuming no interference. That is, the signal power level Pr at the receiver is greater
than Trx. According to this definition and the large scale propagation models [8],











Because Trx and Tcs are characteristics of the wireless nodes physical layer imple-
mentation, γ can be considered as a constant.
2.4.3 Interference Range
The interference range of the receiver Y, IRy, is the area around Y, within which
another node’s simultaneous transmission would corrupt the received signal at Y.
That is, within this region another transmission would cause the SINR at Y to fall
below SINR0. If all nodes transmit with the same power level, the radius of the
IR is
Rir = d α
√
SINR0 , (2.7)
where d is the T-R distance [12]. Depending on d, the IR may be wholly or partly
covered by the CSR. Notice that (2.7) does not consider aggregate interference
from multiple transmitters.
2.5 Hidden and Exposed Nodes
Hidden and exposed node problems are two essential challenges in wireless MAC
protocol design. In Chapter 4, we propose a MAC layer power control scheme based
on an investigation of these two issues. Here, we introduce these issues by associating
them with the three-range physical model.
2.5.1 The Hidden Node Problem
In general, a hidden node is one that the MAC allows to transmit despite the fact





Figure 2.1: The hidden node problem.
ones that are out of the CSR of a transmitter but within the IR of the intended
receiver. Consider the case shown in Figure 2.1. A is transmitting to B. Node C,
which is far away from A but close to B, can not sense this transmission because it
is out of CSRA. Thus, C determines the channel to be idle, and might commence
concurrent transmission corrupting the received signal at B. In this scenario, C is
a hidden node. From the perspective of the three-range model, the receiver’s IR
determines the potential hidden nodes.
The existence of hidden nodes fundamentally reflects a failure on the part of
the MAC to actually reserve the spatial resource needed to support a transmission.
MAC designs must strive to minimize or better yet eliminate hidden nodes.
2.5.2 The Exposed Node Problem
In general, an exposed node is one which the MAC causes to be silent despite the
fact that its transmission would not cause collision. For CSMA, exposed nodes are
ones that are within the CSR of a transmitter but out of the IR of the intended
receiver. Consider the case shown in Figure 2.2. A is transmitting to B. Node C,
which is far away from B but close to A, can sense this transmission because it is





Figure 2.2: The exposed node problem.
though its concurrent transmission would not corrupt the received signal at B. In
this scenario, C is an exposed node. From the perspective of the three-range model,
the transmitter’s CSR determines the potential exposed nodes. The existence of
exposed nodes wastes spatial resources, and should be minimized.
2.6 The IEEE 802.11 MAC Protocol
Currently, the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol [1] is the most widely deployed wireless
LAN MAC protocol. It combines CSMA with a collision avoidance scheme based on
Request To Send (RTS)/Clear To Send (CTS) exchange that attempts to solve the
hidden and exposed node problems. Even though these problems are not completely
eliminated and some other deficiencies exist, they have not prevented the 802.11
MAC from being extremely successful.
The 802.11 MAC works as follows. All transmissions use CSMA and only
proceed when the channel is sensed to be idle. For broadcasts, the transmitter simply
sends out broadcast messages. Nodes that receive this message do not reply with
acknowledgements. For unicasts, reliable transmission is guaranteed by a four-way
handshake between the transmitter and the desired receiver. Figure 2.3 illustrates









Figure 2.3: A four-way handshake between the transmitter and the receiver.
receiver B which, in turn, replies with a CTS. Meanwhile, the nodes in the vicinity
that receive the RTS or CTS defer their own transmissions for a period that is long
enough for the subsequent DATA/ACK exchange. When the RTS/CTS exchange
completes, A sends data packet and B replies with an ACK if the data packet is
correctly decoded. If A does not receive a corresponding CTS or ACK within a
predefined time interval, it initiates retransmissions.
Two things determine what nodes remain silent in IEEE 802.11. First,
CSMA, in which nodes are silent if the strength of some other transmissions ex-
ceeds the carrier sense threshold. Second, nodes are silent if they have decoded
either a RTS or CTS, each of which contain information about the duration of an-
other nodes’ transmission. This duration information is used to create a “virtual”
carrier.
802.11 MAC uses an exponential back-off scheme to avoid and resolve colli-
sions. A node maintains a contention window size, w. After every transmission, it
has to wait for m time slots before sensing carrier. Here, m is a number randomly
chosen from 0 to w. w is doubled every time when the node sends an RTS but
no CTS is received or when the node sends a data packet but no ACK is received.
This exponential backoff is repeated until a retry limitation is reached. In this way,
collisions could be reduced and every node has a fair chance of accessing the channel.
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Two things prevent a node from obtaining the channel. One is that the
node may be silenced by other ongoing transmissions. The other is that the node
may fail to reserve channel because of collisions. How soon the node is able to
gain the channel determines the delay a packet experiences at the node and thus
contributes perhaps significantly to queuing latency. When traffic load is high,
both channel contention and the chances of collision increase, resulting in increased
queuing latency.
2.7 Rate Adaptation
Transmission rate, e.g. data rate, is the number of bits being transmitted during a
unit time interval. It is determined by the symbol rate (or channel bandwidth) and
the number of bits carried by each symbol (or modulation scheme). Rate adaptation
is a technique that optimizes transmission rate according to channel conditions so
as to improve spectral efficiency. It can be done by fixing the symbol rate and using
different modulation schemes, or by fixing the modulation and changing the symbol
rate. In practice, varying the symbol rate is not easy and, therefore, changing
the modulation scheme is the common way to adapt transmission rate [14]. In this
section, we introduce some basic background knowledge about this technique, which
is needed for the discussion in the subsequent chapters.
Shannon’s Theorem [15] states that, for a Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) channel, the maximum transmission rate (or channel capacity), rmax, is a
logarithmic function of the signal to noise ratio, SNR, at the receiver,
rmax = Wc log2(1 + SNR) (2.8)
where Wc is the channel bandwidth, Pt is the transmit power, d is the sender-
receiver distance, β is a constant, N is the interference-plus-noise, and α is the
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path-loss exponent. Rewriting (2.8), we have
SNR = 2
rmax
Wc − 1 . (2.9)
This shows that the SNR threshold for correct signal reception increases as trans-
mission rate increases.
For a given transmission rate (or modulation scheme), the probability of a
symbol error, P, is a monotonically decreasing function of SNR. For example, for a









where Q(x) is the Gaussian Q-function, k = log2M , and γb is the SNR of a bit [15].
It can be observed that as M increases, γb increases. In another words, the SNR
threshold increases as the transmission rate increases.
Previously, we introduced an idealized three-range model which includes the
CSR, TR, and IR. Since transmission rate impacts the SINR threshold for signal
reception, it impacts the size of the TR and IR. However, transmission rate does
not change the carrier sensing threshold, Tcs, and, therefore, does not change the
size of the CSR.
2.8 SINR Estimation
Our work assumes that the physical layer at the receiver is able to measure the
received signal power when it is strong enough to overcome interference and the
packet is actually received. This can be achieved using SINR estimation. Suppose
that Y is the total power measured at the receiver. We have Y = Pr +I +N0, where
Pr is the received signal power, I is the interference, and N0 is thermal noise. Let S
denote the SINR, e.g. S = PrI+N0 . If S is known, we can obtain Pr as well as I +N0.
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More specifically, we have
Pr =
S
1 + S Y (2.11)
and
I + N0 =
1
1 + S Y , (2.12)
where S is the measured SINR.
Off-the-shelf wireless cards readily provide such measured values using SINR
estimators like the ones discussed in [16]. We briefly introduce several major SINR
estimation techniques developed over the last few decades. Notice that, in this
section, we assume interference to be AWGN and, when we mention noise, we mean
interference-plus-thermal-noise.
Many practical SNR estimators have been developed over the last few decades,
including the Split-Symbol Moments Estimator (SSME) [17, 18], the Maximum-
Likelihood Estimator for SNR (ML) [19, 20, 21, 22], the Squared Signal-to-Noise
Variance Estimator (SNV) [23], the Second- and Fourth-Order Moments Estimator
(M2M4) [24, 25, 26] and the Signal-to-Variation Ratio Estimator (SVR) [27]. These
estimators derive the SNR from the baseband, sampled, data-bearing received sig-
nal. The data may either be known, as is the case for a training symbol, or unknown
to the receiver. The techniques that derive the SNR estimates solely from the un-
known, information-bearing portion of the received signal are known as in-service
SNR estimators and are of particular interest. Pauluzzi et al. [16] did extensive
experiments to compare the performance of these techniques. They concluded that
the best estimator to use depends on the given application. Specifically, if known
data is available at the receiver, the ML and SNV estimators perform so well as to
make it not worthwhile to find better estimators. If an uninterrupted SNR estimator
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is required for an application, then one of the in-service SNR estimators would be
more appropriate. The best in-service estimator to use depends on block length, the
number of samples per symbol available, the type of modulation used, etc. Finally,
the estimators that they have found to to perform best are also relatively easy to
implement [16].
Using one of these SNR estimation techniques, the receiver can measure the
SNR of a received signal and separate the average signal power from the noise power.
2.9 Signal Power Approximation
If SINR estimation is not used, we can approximate the received signal power to be
the total power measured at the receiver, e.g. Pr ≈ Y = Pr + I + N0. In this case,
it is important to investigate the error margin introduced by such approximations.
We investigate this issue under two scenarios restricted to our current work.
The first scenario is one where the receiver experiences low interference dur-
ing signal reception. We are interested in this scenario because many 802.11-based
power control schemes use a control packet exchange, for example RTS/CTS, to
estimate channel conditions by measuring the power level of the control packet at
the receiver. The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies that the sender sends an RTS
only when the channel is idle and that the receiver replies with a CTS only if the
channel is idle. Additionally, most physical layers are designed such that, when
the receiver senses a signal power that is greater than a threshold (Tcs for IEEE
802.11 standard), it synchronizes with the corresponding transmitter, starts sam-
pling and, therefore, is not able to capture upcoming even stronger signals. Thus,
before and after the RTS reception, the receiver must be in an idle state and the
interference around is less than Tcs. Otherwise, either the RTS is dropped or the
CTS is not replied. Moreover, if we assume that the interference is mainly caused
by other concurrent transmissions, it is very likely that, during the RTS reception,
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the interference-and-noise around the receiver is less than Tcs, e.g., I + N0 < Tcs,
because no transmissions are shorter than RTS’s. Thus, Pr, is bounded by
Y − Tcs < Pr < Y , (2.13)
where Y is the total power measured at the receiver and Y = Pr + N0 + I. If we
approximate Pr to be one of the bounds, the error margin, Pδ, is less than Tcs.
Moreover, to guarantee signal reception, Pr should be greater than Ttx. Therefore,
the ratio of Pδ to Pr is less than TcsTrx , which is about 3% for the parameters given in
Table 4.1. In addition, if we approximate Pr to be the average of the two bounds,
Pδ is reduced by half.
The second scenario, which is more general, is that the transmitted signal
is correctly received at the receiver despite interference. Otherwise, if the signal
is corrupted, its power approximation is not needed. To guarantee reliable signal
reception, the ratio of Pr and N0 + I must be greater than the SINR threshold,
SINR0, e.g. PrN0+I > SINR0. Because the total power measured at the receiver is




< Pr < Y . (2.14)




which is about 10% for the parameters given in Table 4.1. In addition, if we ap-
proximate Pr as the average of the two bounds, Pδ is reduced by half.
Thus, signal power approximation during control packet exchange may be
more accurate than that during data packet reception. It is worthwhile to investigate
the impact of these error margins on our proposed power control schemes. We leave
it as potential future work.
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2.10 Positioning Techniques
In Chapter 4 and 6, knowledge of the sender-receiver distance, d, is needed. If
we ignore small-scale fading and assume that the path-loss exponent is known, we
can derive d from the transmit and receive signal power levels. If we relax these
assumptions, d can be obtained using positioning techniques, such as the Global
Positioning System (GPS) [28] and triangulation [29, 30].
GPS is the only fully-functional satellite navigation system. A constellation
of more than two dozen GPS satellites broadcasts precise timing signals by radio,
allowing any GPS receiver to accurately determine its location anywhere on Earth.
But, GPS works well only in line of sight where satellite visibility is high and it is
not efficient for indoor communication systems where the reception of the satellite
signal is limited.
The triangulation technique works as follows. First, neighboring nodes esti-
mate distance from each other using transmit and receive signal power levels and
establishes relative local coordinates. Thereafter, global coordinates are established
for each node within wireless networks. Therefore, the distance between any two
nodes can be deduced. The limitation of triangulation is that it has to estimate the
sender-receiver distance using transmit and receive power, which is limited by the
specific large-scale path loss model, much the same as our design.
2.11 Routing Protocols for Multihop Wireless Networks
At the network level, routing protocols play a key role. Based on when and how
routes are discovered and maintained [31], routing protocols in multihop wireless net-
works can be divided into two categories: table-driven (proactive) and on-demand
(reactive) routing. It is generally believed that on-demand routing is more appro-
priate for multihop wireless networks [31].
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2.11.1 Table-Driven Routing Protocols
For table-driven routing protocols, a node attempts to maintain one or more rout-
ing tables that contain up-to-date routing information to every other node in the
network. The typical examples are Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Rout-
ing (DSDV) [32], Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) [33] and Wireless
Routing Protocol (WRP) [34]. The areas in which they differ are the number of nec-
essary routing-related tables and the method by which changes in network topology
are broadcasted [31].
To discover routes, each node periodically broadcasts to its neighbors its
view of the distance to all the other nodes (distance vector) or to the whole network
the status of its links (link status). Based on the advertised information, each node
computes the path to all the others in the network. To maintain routes, each node
periodically broadcasts routing updates to cope with network topology changes.
2.11.2 On-Demand Routing Protocols
For on-demand routing protocols, routes are created only when needed by the source
node. Typical examples are Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [35], Ad Hoc On-
Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [36] and Temporally Ordered Routing
Algorithm (TORA) [37].
Most of the on-demand routing protocols employ a blind flooding technique
to discover routes, which works as follows. The source broadcasts a route request
(RREQ) packet which contains the source address, the destination address, and a
unique identification number. The RREQ is flooded throughout the whole network
until it reaches the destination or an intermediate node who has the routing infor-
mation to the destination. During this process, a reverse path from the destination
to the source is established. Then, the destination, or the intermediate node, gen-
erates a route reply (RREP) packet and sends it back to the source. To return the
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RREP, the responding node has three choices. First, if it has a route to the source,
it can use that routing information. Second, if symmetric links are supported, the
responding node can use the reverse route discovered by the RREQ. Third, the
responding node can initiate its own route discovery and piggyback the RREP.
The blind flooding technique requires an intermediate node to forward the
first arriving RREQ as quickly as possible and discard subsequent duplicates. Thus,
the discovered route is the one with the minimum delivery latency of the RREQ.
When network traffic is light, forwarding latency dominates the end-to-end packet
delivery latency and so the discovered route is the one with the least number of
hops, e.g. the shortest-path. However, when network traffic is heavy, queuing
latency due to channel contention dominates the end-to-end packet delivery latency
and, therefore, the discovered route may not be the shortest-path.
To maintain routes, each forwarding node monitors the status of its next hop
and sends a notification to the source once a link failure is detected. A node that
receives this link failure notification removes the routes that contain the failure hop.
If the route is still desired, the source may initiate a new route discovery.
2.12 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
Because our proposed routing protocols are based on DSR, we introduce it in more
details. We choose DSR for two reasons. First, on-demand routing protocols are
more appropriate for multihop wireless networks than table-driven routing proto-
cols. Second, DSR is a typical on-demand routing protocol and incorporating our
routing strategies into other on-demand routing protocols is essentially the same as
incorporating the strategies into DSR.
As with most on-demand routing protocols, DSR employs the blind flooding
technique to discover routes. In DSR, the RREQ contains a route record field.
Every time before a node forwards the RREQ, it adds its address into the record.
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Thus, the route record contains the sequence of hops the RREQ traversed. When
the destination receives the RREQ, it copies the record into a RREP packet and
replies with the RREP to the source.
When the source sends a data packet, it copies the route record into the data
packet header and the data packet is forwarded along the hops listed in the record.
2.13 Enhanced Routing Features
Several enhanced routing features are supported by DSR and other on-demand
protocols. We introduce those that are needed in our subsequent study.
2.13.1 Multiple Route Replies
Destinations are allowed to response to every arriving RREQ and thus send multiple
RREPs to the source. In addition, an intermediate node that knows the route to
the intended destination is allowed to reply with a RREP. If the intermediate node
knows multiple routes to the same destination, it chooses one according to certain
routing strategy.
2.13.2 Route Cache
A source node is allowed to cache multiple routes to the same destination. Before
sending a data packet, the source node chooses a route according to certain routing
strategy. Most on-demand routing protocols, including DSR, employ the shortest-
path routing strategy. That is, the source node would choose the route with the
least number of hops.
Once a route is broken, the source node resorts to another cached route




A node is allowed to obtain route information by eavesdropping on routing packets
being transmitted to other nodes. Thus, passively, a node may populate its route
cache. These routes may be used by the node itself, or can be used to short circuit
route discoveries.
2.14 Route Discovery and Transmit Power
Transmit power plays a key role in the route discovery process. It determines the set
of possible neighbors and thus the network connectivity. The transmit power level
at which the routing control packets are sent determines the potential next hops,
hop distances, and potential routes between sources and destinations. Essentially,
the higher the transmit power, the longer the hop-distance, and the stronger the
network is connected.
2.15 Shortest-Path Routing
Based on the metric with which the route is chosen, routing protocols in multihop
wireless networks can be divided into shortest-path routing, energy-aware routing,
QOS-aware routing, etc. We focus on shortest-path routing because most of our
subsequent analysis is based on it.
Shortest-path routing attempts to choose a route that contains the least
number of hops, and in doing so tends to maximize each hop-distance. Many classic
routing protocols are based on this strategy. For example, DSDV, DSR and AODV.
In addition to the basic routing strategy, two features are important in
shortest-path routing. The details of the proof are presented in Appendix A.
Lemma 1 Let Rtr denote the transmit range of the power level at which a short-
est path is discovered. The average hop-distance of two consecutive hops along the
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shortest path, d2, is bounded by
0.5Rtr < d2 < Rtr . (2.15)
Lemma 1 suggests that, when using shortest-path routing, the average hop
distance cannot be shorter than 0.5Rtr. We will show that MAC layer power con-
trol schemes favor short hops. Thus, employing shortest-path routing at the network
layer may prevent MAC layer power control schemes from gaining much of an ad-
vantage.
Lemma 2 Let L denote the source-destination distance, and Rtr denote the trans-
mit range of the power level at which a shortest path is discovered. The number of
hops on the shortest path is a function of Rtr, denoted by H(Rtr). We have the
following three inequalities
H(R′tr) ≤ H(Rtr), (R′tr > Rtr) , (2.16)




H(Rtr), (n = 1, 2, 3, ..., nRtr < L) . (2.18)
Lemma 2 suggests that, for a given source-destination pair, the number of
hops increases as the power level decreases. This is a tradeoff that needs to be
considered, when we attempt to minimize hop distances and thus minimize the
transmit power at each individual hop.
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2.16 Related Work
There has not been very much work done directly on spatial usage. But, in a
broader sense, spatial usage relates to all the studies on wireless network capacity
and throughput. Because we are interested in improving spatial reuse by controlling
transmit power, we present related work in two categories: those related to spatial
usage, and those related to power control.
2.16.1 Spatial Usage
The studies we are aware of on spatial reuse include [38, 39, 40, 41] and [42].
Characterizing spatial reuse as the ratio between the transmitter-transmitter (T-T)
distance and T-R distance, Guo et al. [38] showed that increasing transmit power
has little effect on spatial reuse in co-channel interference limited scenarios. Zhu
et al. [39] demonstrated that physical carrier sensing with optimal tuned sensing
thresholds improves spatial reuse and network throughput. Motivated by the same
considerations, Yang et al. [40] took MAC overhead into account and identified the
optimal carrier sensing range. Using an enhanced virtual carrier sense, namely Ag-
gressive Virtual Carrier Sensing (AVCS), Ye et al. [41] improved the performance of
IEEE 802.11 based ad hoc networks from the perspective of spatial reuse. Gupta [42]
derives an asymptotic upperbound on wireless network capacity by analyzing the
spatial usage of transmissions. This is related to part of our work in Chapter 3. But
we study the concrete functional form of the bounds on spatial usage, which means
we study not only the asymptotic expression but also the constants.
2.16.2 The Border Effect
The border effect is a common issue when analyzing spatial data [43]. In networking
systems, it is caused by the fact that the nodes on the border of the network have a
different behavior and characteristics from those inside. This causes inconsistences
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when comparing a theoretical analysis, which often ignores these effects, with ex-
perimental results, which take them into account. The border effect impacts our
spatial usage analysis in Chapter 3.
The typical approach to eliminate the border effect is using toroidal geom-
etry. That is, the network topology is modeled such that nodes at the border are
considered as being close to nodes on the opposite border. Thus, a flat simulation
area becomes a torus [43]. This approach is used in studies such as user distribution
and channel assignment in cellular networks [44, 45, 46, 47, 48], multihop wireless
networks connectivity analysis [49, 50, 51], and others.
Bettstetter et al. [49] proposed another approach to eliminate the border
effect. They divided the entire simulation area into disjunct zones: a border zone
and an inner zone. Only nodes that are located in the inner zone are considered
for the statistics of the simulation. A disadvantage of this approach is that the
number of nodes that contribute to the statistics of the simulation decreases as the
size of border zone increases. This increases the required simulation time, perhaps
significantly.
2.16.3 Power Control
Transmit power has a significant impact on network capacity. Theoretic analysis of
multihop wireless network capacity can be found in [42, 52, 53, 54, 55]. Gupta et
al. [42] derived upper and lower bounds on the capacity of ad hoc networks. Weber
et al. [52] derived the bounds for transmission capacity of CDMA ad hoc networks
and showed that frequency hopped CDMA (FH-CDMA) achieves a higher trans-
mission capacity than direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) for path loss exponent
that is greater than 2. Hasan et al. [54, 55] showed that the performance of CDMA
(both DS-CDMA and FH-CDMA) wireless ad-hoc networks can be improved by em-
ploying a suitable sized guard zone around each receiver. With these guard zones,
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transmissions are scheduled in a “carrier sensing” manner. They identified the op-
timal size of the guard zone using stochastic geometry and implemented it using
DS-CDMA techniques.
Power control techniques have been used in multihop wireless networks to
control network topology and construct energy-efficient broadcast (or multicast)
trees [56, 57, 58, 49, 59, 60, 61]. More importantly, power control improves network
performance with respect to energy conservation [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71],
fairness [72, 73], throughput and packet delivery latency [74]. In this dissertation,
we focus on its effect on throughput and latency.
Several joint scheduling and power control algorithms have been proposed
to improve multihop wireless network throughput [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80]. ElBatt
et al. [75] provided a joint scheduling and power control algorithm working in two
phases. In the first phase, a centralized TDMA or TDMA/CDMA scheduling al-
gorithm coordinates independent users’ transmissions to eliminate strong levels of
interference. In the second phase, a distributed power control algorithm determines
the set of powers that could be used by the scheduled users to satisfy their trans-
missions. Behzad et al. [76] improved the scheduling and power control strategy
in [75] such that both phases are distributed and operate based on local information
exchange. Li et al. [77] assumed a TDMA-based wireless ad-hoc network and pro-
vided a centralized algorithm of joint power control, scheduling and routing. Wang
et al. [78] proposed a joint scheduling and power control algorithm in ad hoc net-
works supporting multicast traffic. They considered an ad hoc network composed of
stationary nodes that access the channel by using a TDMA/CDMA scheme. Cruz et
al. [79] developed an integrated routing, link scheduling and power allocation policy
for a multihop wireless network that minimizes the total average power consump-
tion to support minimum average rate requirements per link. Their policy requires
time synchronization between transmitters, and requires that channel conditions
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remain constant over several time slots. Huang et al. [80] proposed a cross-layer op-
timization framework to jointly design the scheduling, power control and adaptive
modulation in TDMA/CDMA wireless ad hoc networks.
The above algorithms adjust transmit power based on a TDMA or CDMA
scheduling scheme. However, we are focused on CSMA because it is more appro-
priate for the “infrastructureless” and “distributed” nature of multihop wireless
networks.
Some CSMA-based power control schemes have been proposed [81, 82, 83,
84]. These works introduce either a control channel or busy tones to cooperate trans-
missions among wireless nodes. Wu et al. [81] explored the possibility of combining
the concept of power control with RTS/CST-based and busy-tone-based protocols
to increase channel utilization. Also, using a separate busy-tone channel, Monks et
al. [82] presented a power controlled MAC protocol within the collision avoidance
framework to increase spatial reuse. In [83], Lin et al. enhanced the 802.11 stan-
dard by improving the handshaking mechanism and adding a control channel to
notify the neighbors around a receiver about the noise tolerance. Thus, the neigh-
bors can adjust their transmission power to avoid packet collision at the receiver.
Alizadeh-Shabdiz et al. [84] proposed a new IEEE 802.11-based MAC protocol that
incorporates multiple transmit power options in the MAC layer by letting nodes
adaptively select the transmit power and vary the coverage area. They showed that
this MAC protocol reduces network latency when compared to the standard IEEE
802.11 DCF.
The above algorithms employ multiple channels and some may need mul-
tiple transceivers at each node, which complicates the hardware design and re-
strict the applications. To make power control schemes more practical and com-
patible with the widely used IEEE 802.11 standard, some research groups focus
on designing power control algorithms based on single-channel, single-transceiver
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systems [85, 86, 87, 88, 7]. Agarwal et al. [85] proposed a power control loop
for ad-hoc wireless networks, which is similar to those commonly found in cellu-
lar CDMA networks. They showed that this power control loop increases overall
network throughput by 15%. Poon et al. [86] proposed that, after special handling
of control packet exchange, data packets are transmitted at the minimum required
power level. Although this is a simple strategy, data packets are vulnerable when
they are transmitted at the minimum required power level. Yu et al. [87] proposed a
Power-Stepped Protocol (PSP) to enhance spatial utilization in clustered mobile ad
hoc networks. The essential idea of PSP is that each node can operate at a different
radio power level but no more than one level higher or lower than that of any of its
neighbors. The algorithm specifies that a node increases its power when the number
of neighbors is less than a predefined threshold and decreases its power when the
number of neighbors is greater than a predefined threshold. Thus, PSP is sensitive
to node density and is suitable in a clustered topology. The drawback of PSP is that
it uses periodic hello messages to exchange neighbor set information and, therefore,
may result in substantial overhead. In the framework of 802.11 standard, Zhang et
al. [88] studied the correlation between the necessary transmit power of RTS, CTS,
DATA and ACK packets. The essential idea is to use virtual carrier sense to sup-
press the transmission of the potential interferers and, therefore, guarantee the next
packet reception. For example, the transmission of CTS clears a floor around the
receiver so that the upcoming data packets won’t be corrupted. Virtual carrier sense
works well if all the neighbors in the transmit range decode the transmitted signal
correctly and, therefore, keep silent for the rest of the packet exchange. However,
it is impossible for all the neighbors to correctly decode the transmitted signal due
to kinds of reasons such as collisions, etc. Muqattash et al. [7] proposed a rather
complicate power control MAC protocol, called POWMAC, which uses an access
window (AW) to schedule several concurrent data packet transmissions by using a
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series of RTS/CTS exchange. In POWMAC, the transmit power is set such that the
received signal power at the receiver is high enough to not only overcome current
interference but also allow a certain amount of additions to overcome upcoming con-
current transmissions that might be scheduled in the vicinity. Therefore, POWMAC
reserves a larger than needed CSR for an individual transmission. Other transmis-
sions within this larger CSR are scheduled using a series of RTS/CTS exchange in
the AW interval. A potential limitation of POWMAC is the AW synchronization
among neighboring nodes, especially for those that are two hops away, e.g., the
nodes that are inside the CSR but out of TR. These two-hop-away nodes should be
able to transmit if the transmit power is lower than that specified in POWMAC.
2.16.4 Multihop Wireless Network Routing Protocols
Routing protocols play a key role in network performance. Different route selec-
tion criteria favor different performance metrics. Based on these different route
selection metrics, multihop wireless network routing protocols can be divided into
several categories: energy-efficient routing, load-sensitive routing, channel-aware
routing, link-loss-rate routing, stability-aware routing, shortest-path routing, etc.
Energy-efficient routing [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97] maximizes battery life
by minimizing the energy consumption for delivering each individual data packet.
Load-sensitive routing [98, 99, 100, 101, 102] improves network throughput by cir-
cumventing hot spots and delivering data packets along under-utilized paths. We
introduce these load-sensitive routing protocols in detail in Chapter 7. Both channel-
aware routing [103, 104, 105, 106] and link-loss-rate routing [107, 108, 109] attempt
to reduce packet loss by choosing routes according to channel (link) conditions or
signal strength. Stability-aware routing [110] attempts to reduce the frequency of
route outage due to mobility by choosing routes based on the stability of mobile
nodes.
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Among these routing strategies, shortest-path routing [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]
is the fundamental one, because it introduces the basic methods of route discovery
and maintenance. In shortest-path routing, all link-costs are identical and, therefore,
the discovered routes consist of the least number of hops. When network traffic
load is not high, the shortest routes deliver packets with the minimal latency. Most
other routing strategies differ from shortest-path routing in the way that they use
different metrics to assign the link-cost. We briefly introduce some shortest-path
routing protocols to provide a glance at different route discovery schemes used in
multihop wireless networks.
Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [32], Clusterhead Gateway
Switch Routing (CGSR) [33] and Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) [34] are table-
driven routing protocols. They maintain up-to-date routing information from each
node to every other node in the network, no matter whether the route is needed or
not. DSDV [32] uses a distance-vector routing mechanism. Every node maintains
a routing table, where all of the possible destinations and the number of hops to
each destination are recorded, and then exchanges routing table updates periodically
with its neighbors. According to the exchanged information, each node calculates
the routing table based on the classical Bellman-Ford algorithm [111]. CGSR [33]
introduces hierarchy into multihop wireless networks by grouping wireless nodes into
clusters. Within each cluster, a cluster head is elected using a distributed algorithm.
CGSR uses DSDV as the underlying routing scheme. It modifies DSDV by using a
hierarchical cluster-head-to-gateway routing approach to route traffic from source to
destination. In WRP [34], each node maintains four tables and neighboring nodes
inform each other of link changes through the use of update messages. Nodes learn
of the existence of their neighbors from the receipt of acknowledgements and hello
messages.
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [35], Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
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Routing (AODV) [36] and Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [37] are
on-demand routing protocols, which discover a route only when it is needed by the
source node. These protocols use the blind-flooding technique to discover routes.
In Chapter 7, we show that, although blind-flooding does not strictly discover the
shortest-path, it tends to find the path consisting of the least number of hops espe-
cially when there are not congested areas. DSR is based on the concept of source
routing and it is introduced in the previous section in great detail. In TORA, a
source node initiates a route creating process by broadcasting a query (QRY) packet
to the desired destination. During the process of route creation, each node updates
its “height” metric and links are assigned a direction (upstream or downstream)
based on the relative height metric of neighboring nodes. Thus, a directed acyclic
graph rooted at the destination is established. AODV establishes a reverse path
during the process of forwarding the RREQ and a forward path when the RREP is
sent back along the reverse path. Both DSR and TORA can provide multiple routes
between a source-destination pair while AODV only provides a single route.
In our work, to increase the efficiency of spatial utilization, we use the
mini-hop routing strategy, which chooses routes consisting of a greater number of
short hops. Combined with an appropriate MAC layer power control scheme, mini-
hop routing increases the efficiency of spatial utilization and may improve network
performance significantly. Several combined mini-hop routing and power control
schemes are proposed in [112, 113, 114, 115].
ElBatt et al. [112] presented a protocol to dynamically determine a connec-
tivity range wherein each node adapts it transmit power so as to only reach a subset
of the nodes in the network. The connectivity range contains a predefined number
of closest neighbors. This scheme employs a contention-free MAC during the con-
nectivity setup phase, and the connectivity range is chosen not based on network
connectivity but on choosing a fixed number of the closest nodes. Muqattash et
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al. [115] proposed an algorithm to produce spatial-efficient routes while maintaining
network connectivity. In [115], each node maintains a connectivity set that contains
only the neighboring nodes with which direct communication requires less power
than indirect communication via any other node that is already in the set. There-
after, each node adjusts its transmit power just enough to reach the furthest nodes
in the connectivity set and uses this power level to broadcast routing control mes-
sages. The advantage of [112] and [115] is that existing routing protocols can be
used on top of them without modification. But the disadvantage is that the routes
discovered may not be optimal in terms of spatial usage.
Narayanaswamy et al. [113] presented a routing strategy where a node main-
tains multiple routing tables each of which corresponds a power level Pi and the
routing table for Pi is constructed by sending and receiving routing control packets
at Pi. The optimum power level selected for a node is the smallest one whose routing
table has the same number of entries as that of the routing table for the maximum
power level. Thus, all nodes use the same optimized transmit power. Kawadia et
al. [114] improves [113] by considering cluster topologies and claims that a common
transmit power is inappropriate in this case. The basic idea of their routing schemes
is the same, except that [114] uses a lower transmit power level for intra-cluster com-
munications and a higher transmit power level for inter-cluster communications. It
recursively looks up the next hop in lower power level routing tables until gets to the
lowest power level routing table at which the next hop is reachable. Unfortunately,
this routing strategy has enormous routing traffic overhead.
2.17 Notation
For reference, Table 2.1 lists the major notation used in this dissertation.
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Notation Meaning
Pt transmit power level
Pr receive power level
Pmin the minimal required transmit power defined by path loss propagation
Pmax the maximal transmit power
Popt power level defined by OTP
Peotp power level defined by EOTP
dref the reference distance
Gt gain of the transmit antenna
Gr gain of the receive antenna
ht height of the transmit antenna
hr height of the receive antenna
λ wavelength
α path loss exponent
SINR0 SINR threshold for the capture effect
Trx power level of receiving threshold
Tcs power level of carrier sensing threshold
TRx transmit range of transmitter X
CSRx carrier sense range of transmitter X
IRy interference range of receiver Y
Rtr radius of the transmit range
Rcs radius of the carrier sense range
Rir radius of the interference range
γ ratio of Rcs and Rtr
Ω spatial usage metric
nh number of hops
nr number of retransmissions
a reserved area of a single transmission





Table 2.1: List of notation.
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Chapter 3
Spatial Usage and Transmit
Power
In wireless networks, multiple wireless nodes share a common communication chan-
nel and concurrent transmissions interfere with each other. Signals can be correctly
received only when the ratio of its received power level to the interference is above
a certain threshold. Therefore, to guarantee reliable signal reception, concurrent
transmitters must be kept a certain distance away, and transmitters that are close
cannot transmit simultaneously. For this reason, every node has to compete for two
kinds of limited resource, space and time, both of which are crucial to potential
network throughput. First, efficient spatial usage means more concurrent transmis-
sions can be packed together. Second, efficient time usage means more transmissions
can be completed in a unit period. Thus, the concept of “space-time” is needed to
analyze potential network throughput.
In this Chapter, we have two objectives.
• First, to find a space-time metric, Ω, that quantifies the idea of space-time
usage and that can be connected to network throughput.
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• Second, to analyze the impact of transmit power on Ω so as to reveal the
impact on potential network throughput.
To achieve the first objective, we claim that Ω must account for all factors
contributing to the space-time usage in forwarding a packet, e.g. it is the space-
time usage of each individual hop summed over all hops from source to destination.
Thus, Ω is a metric consisting of both a network factor, which is the number of
hops between source and destination, and a MAC layer factor, which is the space-
time usage at each individual hop. There might be multiple retransmissions at each
hop, and therefore, the space-time usage at each individual hop is the accumulation
of the space-time consumed for each single transmission. Moreover, the intuition
behind Ω and potential network throughput can be explained as follows. Consider
a network system with area, S, and a communication duration, T . The total space-
time resource provided by this system is S×T . This is analogous to the capacity of
a container with transversal area, S, and height, T . If each packet needs Ω space-
time to be successfully forwarded from source to destination, the potential number
of packets that could be forwarded is S×TΩ , which is the potential overall network
throughput. Because S and T are fixed parameters of the system, Ω determines the
potential network throughput, or in another words, Ω is an effective indication of
the potential network throughput.
To achieve the second objective, we bound each terms in Ω as a function of
transmit power and thus bound Ω as a function of transmit power. Associating the
relationship between Ω and potential network throughput, the impact of transmit
power on potential network throughput is disclosed.
Further, to validate our theoretical analysis, we performed simulation exper-
iments using NS2 [5, 6]. The initial simulation results turn out not to match our
analytical results. The source of this mismatch is the border effect that often occurs
when dealing with spatial data. Our study of this effect leads to two approaches to
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alleviate or eliminate it. By applying those approaches to the same experiments, we
obtain a close match between the experimental results and the theoretical predic-
tions.
All of our studies are performed in both one dimensional (1D) space and
two dimensional (2D) space. Though the analysis of 1D case is straightforward,
it models the spatial utilization of an end-to-end transmission. In particular, the
behavior of each individual traffic flow in 2D or 3D space is similar to a 1D traffic
flow. In addition, studying the 1D case gives us insights into the 2D and 3D cases.
Because the concepts, definitions and derivations of spatial usage in 3D space is
similar to those in 2D space, we do not present them here.
3.1 System Model
The majority of our analysis assumes that the MAC is based on carrier sensing, i.e.,
CSMA. We make this assumption for two reasons. First, CSMA is widely used in
multihop wireless networks and forms the basis for the IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC.
Second, in pure CSMA, the reserved area of a single transmission is exactly the
CSR, making our analysis tractable.
We make three assumptions throughout the analysis:
1. Every node transmits at the same power level. This means that the size of
CSR and TR are identical for each node’s transmission.
2. The path from source to destination is discovered by a shortest-path routing
protocol.
3. The channel capacity, modulation, and coding scheme are identical throughout
the whole network system. Thus, given the packet length, the transmission
duration is identical for each transmission taken from source to destination.
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As a reminder, Rcs and Rtr denote the radius of the CSR and TR respectively.
In addition, γ is the ratio of Rcs and Rtr. As discusses in Section 2.4, γ is determined
by the wireless node physical layer implementation. It does not vary with transmit
power. Moreover, according to our propagation models, the transmit power Pt and
the corresponding Rtr are a one-to-one mapping. Thus, bounding Ω and its terms
as functions of Pt is equivalent to bound them as functions of Rtr. For simplicity,
we choose the latter.
3.2 An Upperbound on Network Capacity
We begin by deriving an upperbound for the network capacity of a fixed size wireless
network as a function of transmit power. We associate the network capacity with
transmit power by way of the spatial usage of a single transmission. In addition
to the inherent interest of finding the network capacity, this derivation foreshadows
the subsequent analysis of network throughput. Further, it allows us to introduce
some key concepts about spatial usage in a straightforward context.
We define the network capacity to be the channel capacity times the number
of concurrent transmissions. The network capacity is maximized when all commu-
nications are single hop and there are the maximum possible number of concurrent
transmissions in the network. Thus, for fixed transmission rate, an upperbound
on network capacity is simply the channel capacity, W , times the maximum num-
ber of concurrent transmissions, MCT . We define three factors that contribute to
MCT : the network area, S, the spatial usage of a single transmission, a, and the
upperbound on the spatial reuse factor, ηu.
Definition 1 Define the network area, S, as the smallest convex polygon that con-
tains all the wireless nodes in the network.
Definition 2 Define the spatial usage of a single transmission, a, as the area re-
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served by the transmission within which no other concurrent transmissions occur.
The specific MAC mechanism determines a. For CSMA, a is the size of the
CSR, denoted by acs.
Definition 3 Define the spatial reuse factor, η, as the average number of concurrent
transmitters that reuse a unit area.
The spatial reuse factor, η, captures the efficiency of spatial utilization. Its
upperbound, ηu, determines an upperbound of spatial reuse. To derive ηu, we will
introduce a model of concurrent transmissions within which η is maximized, yielding
ηu. This model will maximize the network capacity as well.





Further, network capacity is maximized when there are no transmission failures and
all transmissions are at the full channel capacity W . In this case, the upperbound
on network capacity is
Cu = ηu S
acs
W . (3.2)
Notice that (3.2) is an accurate estimation under the assumption that S
covers the acs of all the transmissions. However, this assumption may not be sat-
isfied in real networks due to the fact that S may not be able to cover the acs of
the transmissions at the border. For large networks, this effect is asymptotic ne-
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Figure 3.1: Concurrent transmission model in 1D space.
3.2.1 Network Capacity in 1D Space
In 1D space, for CSMA, concurrent transmitters must be separated by at least
Rcs. Therefore, to pack concurrent transmissions as tightly as possible, transmitters
must occur exactly Rcs apart, as shown in Figure 3.1. This topology represents the
best possible spatial utilization. Note, we assume that there is a receiver within
the transmit range of each transmitter. Those receivers do not affect our further
analysis, and so they are ignored for now.
For this model, the terms in (3.2) are
S : Is the distance between the leftmost and rightmost nodes.
acs : Since a transmitter reserves an Rcs-length area on its left and right side
respectively, acs = 2Rcs.
ηu : Here, each Rcs-length area is reused by two concurrent transmitters. Therefore,
ηu = 2.
Substituting these terms into (3.2), yields an upperbound on network capac-















This upperbound on network capacity is an inverse function of Rtr. It increases as
transmit power decreases. The intuition of this equation is simple. When nodes
transmit with a lower power level, each single transmission utilizes a smaller area.
Thus, more concurrent transmissions can be commenced simultaneously, which leads









Figure 3.2: Concurrent transmission model in 2D space.
3.2.2 Network Capacity in 2D Space
In 2D space, to maximize network capacity, transmitters must also be placed exactly
Rcs apart. Following the cellular network structure, some studies [38, 40] proposed a
concurrent transmission model that represents the best possible spatial utilization.
As shown in Figure 3.2, concurrent transmitters are put at the vertices and the
centers of hexagons so that neighboring transmitters are just Rcs apart. Again, we
assume that there is a receiver within the transmit range of each transmitter. In
Figure 3.2, we use hexagons to approximate the circular ranges of the CSR so that
we can derive ηu straightforwardly. In addition, we can borrow some research results
obtained from such cellular hexagon structures.
For this model, the terms in (3.2) are the following:
S : Is the same as the definition.
acs : Is the size of the CSR, a circular range around the transmitter with radius







ηu : The best spatial reuse case is shown in Figure 3.3. Each transmitter reserves
a hexagonal area consisting of six equal-lateral triangles. Each equal-lateral





Figure 3.3: A transmitter reserves a hexagon consisting of six equal-lateral triangles
each of which is reserved by three concurrent transmitters residing at the vertices.
For example, as shown in Figure 3.3, node 1 reserves a hexagonal area when
it is transmitting and, for each of the equal-lateral triangle inside its hexagon,
node 1 can share the area with other two concurrent transmitters at the ver-
tices (for example, node 2 and 3). Therefore, each unit area can be reused by
three concurrent transmitters for the best case and we have ηu = 3.
Substituting these terms into (3.2), yields the upperbound on network ca-




















This upperbound for the network capacity is an inverse function of R2tr. It increases
as transmit power decreases. When nodes transmit with lower power level, each
single transmission utilizes a smaller area. Thus, more concurrent transmissions can
be scheduled at the same time, which leads to a higher network capacity. Comparing
to (3.3), the network capacity in 2D space varies with the transmit power more
aggressively than the network capacity in 1D space.
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3.3 A Spatial Usage Metric
Now, we consider the spatial usage of multihop transmissions. We define a metric,
Ω, to measure the spatial usage of forwarding a packet from source to destination,
and derive its upperbound and lowerbound as a function of the transmit power Pt,
or, equivalently, the transmit range, Rtr. Because Ω indicates the potential network
throughput, our study leads to insights about how power control might be used to
improve spatial reuse as well as potential network throughput.
Essentially, Ω is the accumulation of the spatial usage of each individual
transmission that a packet undergoes. Thus, not only the number of hops but also
the number of retransmissions and the transmission duration at each hop must be
taken into account. Ω is defined as below:
Definition 4 Define a spatial usage metric, Ω, as the total amount of space-time





where nh is the number of hops from source to destination, and nri, ai and ti are
the number of retransmissions, the reserved area, and the transmission duration at
the ith-hop respectively.
Note that, if nh and nr are set to be one, Ω becomes the space-time usage of
a single transmission. In another words, the spatial usage of a single transmission
is a special case of Ω.
To find bounds on Ω, we derive bounds on each term individually. A basic
assumption is that the transmission duration, ti, is identical at each hop for a given
packet length. In addition, because we are using CSMA and constant transmit















In the following sections, we will bound the number of retransmissions, nr,
and the number of hops, nh, as a function of Rtr. Combining these will yield the
upperbound and lowerbound on Ω.
3.3.1 Hop Distance
We bound the average hop distance, dh, along the shortest path as a function of
Rtr. dh affects two important factors in Ω: the number of hops nh for a given
source-destination (S-D) pair, and the number of retransmissions nr at each hop.
In addition, it is important in localization and distance estimations [116].
Related work is presented by Cheng et al [117] and Vural et al [116]. Cheng
et al [117] studied the distribution of the distance to the furthest node in a single
broadcast. But this is not the distribution of the single hop distance along the short-
est path, because the furthest nodes may not be chosen as the forwarding nodes.
Under the assumption of spatially uniform distributed networks, Vural et al [116]
studied the 1D case and attempted to derive the distribution of the maximal distance
in a given number of broadcast cycles. Unfortunately, no closed-form expression is
derived. Also, this distribution is not for the multi-hop distance along the short-
est path, because the destination may not be in the same direction of the furthest
broadcast cycles. Instead of deriving the distribution of the single hop distance, we
bound the average hop-distance, dh, from the perspective of “shortest-path rout-
ing”. In particular, we derive bounds that are valid for networks where nodes are
arbitrarily distributed.
For reliable transmission, every hop-distance cannot be greater than Rtr.
Therefore, dh ≤ Rtr. To find the lowerbound on dh, we use Lemma 1 ( Appendix A)
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which shows that the average hop-distance, d2, of two consecutive hops is bounded
by 0.5Rtr < d2 ≤ Rtr. Let h denote the number of hops along the shortest path,
and di,i+1 denote the hop-distance from node i to i + 1. We consider two cases: h
is even and h is odd.
First, when h is even, we have
dh = 1h{(d1,2 + d2,3) + (d3,4 + d4,5) + ... + (dh−1,h + dh,h+1)}
> 1h{Rtr + Rtr + ... + Rtr︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.5h
} = 0.5Rtr .
(3.7)
Second, when h is odd, we have
dh = 1h{(d1,2 + d2,3) + (d3,4 + d4,5) + ... + (dh−2,h−1 + dh−1,h) + dh,h+1}
> 1h{Rtr + Rtr + ... + Rtr︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.5(h−1)
+dh,h+1}
> 1h{Rtr + Rtr + ... + Rtr︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.5(h−1)
} = (h−1h )0.5Rtr .
(3.8)
Thus, when h goes to large odd number, dh is also bounded by 0.5Rtr and Rtr.
Combining the above two cases, we know that when h goes to large, dh is
bounded by
0.5Rtr < dh ≤ Rtr . (3.9)
Thus, dh is bounded by two linear function of Rtr. The larger the Rtr, the longer
the dh. The derivation above applies to both 2D and 1D space. Therefore, (3.9) is
valid for both cases.
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3.3.2 Number of Retransmissions
Now, we find the upperbound and lowerbound of the number of retransmissions, nr,
at each hop as a function of Rtr.
The number of retransmissions, nr, is a function of the Packet Error Rate






1− pper . (3.10)
This shows that nr increases as the PER increases. Moreover, the PER and BER
increase as the SINR at the receiver decreases, if we consider the interference to
be AWGN. For a given modulation scheme, their relationship can be quantitatively
expressed and nr is a function of SINR, which increases as SINR decreases.
An obvious lowerbound of nr is 1, since there must be at least one transmis-
sion at each hop
1 ≤ nr . (3.11)
To show that nr has an upperbounded, we derive a lowerbound on the SINR,
SINRmin, under the worst co-channel interference cases, which are modeled by Fig-
ure 3.1 and 3.2 for the 1D and 2D space respectively. The number of retransmissions
corresponding to SINRmin is an upperbound for nr. Another reason for consid-
ering these worst case models is that they approximate network scenarios of high
node density and heavy traffic load. It is exactly these situations in which spatial
utilization is crucial to overall network throughput.
Our analysis will demonstrate that SINRmin is a constant value that does
not change as a function of Rtr. The intuition behind is that both receive power
level and interference vary in the same scale as transmit power varies, resulting in
the SINR at the receiver being independent of Rtr. Thus, although we will not show
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Figure 3.4: The worst SINR in the 1D model
a specific upperbound on nr and, in fact, the specific upperbound depends on the
receiver, we will know it is independent of Rtr.
Number of Retransmissions in 1D Space
To facilitate our presentation, we slightly modify the 1D model in Figure 3.1 to be
the one in Figure 3.4. All the concurrent transmitters are evenly separated by Rcs.
A receiver, node 0, is put in the transmit range of node 1. The transmitters on the
left of 0 are numbered as odds, and those on the right are numbered as evens. The
distance between transmitter 1 and receiver 0 is d (0 < d ≤ Rtr).
Let Pt denote the transmit power corresponding to Rtr, α denotes the path
loss exponent, β denote the constant for the large-scale propagation, N0 denotes the
thermal noise, and di denotes the distance from transmitter i to receiver 0. The















2 + d (i is odd)
iRcs
2 − d (i is even)
. (3.13)


























Obviously, as d increases, each of the three terms increases, and the SINR decreases.







































































Because both Trx and γ are constants, and the ratio of Rαtr and Pt is a constant
according to the large propagation model, SINR(1D)min is a constant that does not
change with Rtr.
The number of retransmissions N (1D)r corresponding to SINR
(1D)
min is the
upperbound of nr. Combining with (3.11) yields
1 ≤ nr ≤ N (1D)r . (3.16)
This shows that nr is not a function of the transmit range Rtr. Instead, it depends
on the physical characteristics of the receiver. Note that if Rcs is too small such
that γ = 1, SINR(1D)min goes to 0, which makes signal reception impossible and hence
a very large number of N (1D)r . In system design, Rcs needs to be carefully chosen so
that the N (1D)r is within an acceptable range. A reasonable choice is Rcs > Rtr+Rir,
which means that the CSR covers the TR and IR so that no hidden nodes can corrupt
the transmission. In this way, a high probability of reliable transmissions can be
















Figure 3.5: The worst SINR in the 2D model
Number of Retransmissions in 2D Space
To facilitate our presentation, we add one receiver, node 0, in the 2D model in
Figure 3.2. Node 0 is in the transmit range of transmitter 1, and their distance, d,
is constraint by 0 < d ≤ Rtr. All the other concurrent transmitters are separated






















where di is the distance from transmitter i to receiver 0.
Note that Figure 3.2 is the cellular telephony structure which has been widely
studied. Lee et al. [118] showed that the SINR at receiver 0 reaches the lowest level
when d = Rtr and the distance from receiver 0 to the six first tier transmitters
are Rcs − Rtr, Rcs, Rcs + Rtr, Rcs + Rtr2 , Rcs − Rtr2 and Rcs − Rtr respectively.
Figure 3.5 illustrates this scenario. Here, the co-channel interference from other
tiers of concurrent transmitters is ignored because it is trivial compared to the
































































Because both Trx and γ are constants, SINR(2D)min is a constant which does not
change as a function of Rtr.
The number of retransmissions N (2D)r corresponding to SINR
(2D)
min is the
upperbound of nr. Combining with (3.11) yields
1 ≤ nr ≤ N (2D)r . (3.19)
This shows that nr is not a function of the transmit range Rtr. Instead, it depends
on the physical characteristics of the receiver. As in the 1D space, if Rcs is too small
such that γ = 1, SINR(2D)min becomes 0 and signal reception is almost impossible.
N
(2D)
r would be a very large number. In system design, Rcs should be carefully
chosen so that N (2D)r is within an acceptable range. Also, a possible choice of Rcs
is a value greater than Rtr + Rir, which means that the CSR covers the TR and
IR so that no hidden nodes could corrupt the transmission and, therefore, N (2D)r is
reasonably low.
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3.3.3 Number of Hops
We find a lowerbound and upperbound on the number of hops, nh, as a function of
Rtr for a source, S, and destination, D, separated by a distance L.
A common lowerbound can be found for both 1D and 2D space. If all the
forwarding nodes are located on a straight line between S and D, and each hop-
distance spans the maximum distance Rtr, nh is minimized, i.e.,
L
Rtr
≤ nh . (3.20)
We derive an upperbound for nh in 1D and 2D space independently.
An Upperbound on the Number of Hops in 1D Space
Since by definition, all nodes lie on a straight line in 1D space, and the minimum




≤ nh < 2L
Rtr
. (3.21)
Those bounds show that nh is an inverse function of Rtr, and it decreases as Rtr
increases. Intuitively, while transmit power increases, each single hop spans a longer
distance, and therefore it takes a smaller number of hops from the source to the
destination. Notice that when Rtr is greater than L, nh is 1 which means the source
can reach the destination in a single hop.
An Upperbound on the Number of Hops in 2D space
Unlike the case in 1D space, forwarding nodes may deviate from a straight line in
2D space, and the upperbound on nh depends significantly on node distribution.
We derive an upperbound for networks where nodes are arbitrarily distributed.
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Thereafter, we find a tighter upperbound for the special case of where nodes are
uniformly distributed.
For an arbitrary network, there is a critical transmit power Pc below which
the source and destination are disconnected. Let Rc denote the critical transmit
range corresponding to Pc, and hc denote the number of hops in the shortest path,
Pathc, at this power level. Given a power level Pt where Pt > Pc, the corresponding
number of hops at power level Pt cannot be greater than hc because at least Pathc is
reachable. Denote the number of hops in the shortest path as a function of transmit
range Rtr, i.e., H(Rtr). We have H(Rc) = hc.
According to Lemma 2 (Appendix A), we know
H(2Rtr) ≤ 12H(Rtr) (Rtr ≥ Rc) . (3.22)
This is a recurrence inequality which describes a function in terms of its value
on smaller inputs. Cormen et al. [119] introduces three methods of finding the
asymptotic bounds for the recurrence equation or inequality. One of them is the
substitution method, which involves guessing the form of the solution and then using
mathematical induction to find the constants and show that the solution works.
Here, we use the substitution method to find the upperbound of H(Rtr).




where k is an appropriately chosen constant.
Second, we show this solution holds for the base case which is Rtr ∈ [Rc, 2Rc).
According to Lemma 2, we have














Figure 3.6: The shortest path from source 1 to destination N in a network where
nodes are uniformly distributed.
Thus, by choosing k = 2hcRc, our solution holds for the base case.
Third, we show that if the solution holds for Rtr, it holds for 2Rtr. Substi-
tuting H(Rtr) ≤ kRtr into (3.22) yields















≤ nh ≤ k
Rtr
. (3.26)
This equation shows the functional bounds of nh. That is, given the S-D distance,
the number of hops from source to destination is determined by the transmit power
level. Intuitively, when transmit power increases, each single hop may span a longer
distance, and therefore a smaller number of hops need to be taken from the source
to the destination. Note that this bound is valid only when Rtr ≤ L. Otherwise, nh
is always 1.
An Upperbound for Uniformly Distributed Nodes
If the node distribution in the network is known, a tighter upperbound for nh can
















Figure 3.7: Nodes are uniformly distributed in node i’s transmit range.
distributed. Figure 3.6 illustrates the shortest path from source 1 to destination N .
i− 1, i and i + 1 are consecutive forwarding nodes. Without loss of generality, put
node 1 at the origin and the S-D direction along the x-axis. The position of each
node is determined. Based on these coordinates, we make five definitions:
1. The ith hop is the hop from node i to node i + 1 (i ≥ 1).
2. The ith hop distance, di,i+1, is the euclidian distance from node i to node i+1.
3. The ith hop direction, θi, is the angle between the ith hop and the x-axis.
4. The ith hop progressive distance, dpi, is the projection of di,i+1 on x-axis, i.e.,
dpi = di,i+1cosθi.
5. The height, hi, of node i is the perpendicular distance from node i to the
x-axis. Specifically, if node i is above the x-axis, hi > 0; if it is on the x-axis,
hi = 0; Otherwise, hi < 0.
Consider forwarding node i. Figure 3.7 illustrates its transmit range as a
disk with radius Rtr. For a node j within the disk, its position can be determined
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by the polar coordinates: the distance, d, from i to j, and the angle, θ, between
i → j and the x-axis. Because nodes are uniformly distributed in the network, they
are uniformly distributed in this disk. According to [120], the probability density






(0 ≤ d ≤ Rtr)
p(θ) = 12π (−π ≤ θ ≤ π)
. (3.27)
Now, consider a sub-shortest-path routing (SSPR) protocol which attempts
to find a path from the source to the destination, but which is not optimal in terms
of the hop count. Note that, in Figure 3.7, we label two regions: BCDE denoted





0.5Rtr < d ≤ Rtr
0 < θ < π2
, (3.28)




0.5Rtr < d ≤ Rtr
−π2 < θ ≤ 0
. (3.29)
SSPR proceeds by the following steps. Starting from node 1, each forwarding node
i randomly chooses a node from region 1 as its successor if hi < 0, and from region
2 if hi > 0. This is under the assumption that at least one node exists in the desired
region. We will analyze the probability of this assumption subsequently. SSPR
guarantees that the height of each forwarding node is less than Rtr and greater than
−Rtr and that a path will be found from the source to the destination.






where p(x) is the probability density function of x. Thus, the expected value of the
progressive hop-distance, E(dp), is


















Since shortest-path routing chooses the shortest path from the source to




≤ nh ≤ πL
Rtr
. (3.33)
Now, we analyze the probability of successfully finding a SSPR path. Let λ
denote the number of nodes in the transmit range disk. For any node, the probability








p(θ)dθ = 0.1875 . (3.34)
For all λ nodes, the probability that at least one node falls into region 1 is
pλ = 1− (1− p1)λ = 1− 0.8125λ . (3.35)
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The same probability can be obtained for the region 2. Since on average there are
πL
Rtr
forwarding nodes along the path, the probability that a SSPR path can be found









This shows that, when λ is sufficiently large, pssrp → 1. In another words, when λ
is large, nh is bounded by (3.33) with a high probability.
3.3.4 The Spatial Usage Metric
Based on the previous studies, we derive the upperbound and lowerbound of Ω. As
a summary, we list the bounds for each term:
ti: This is constant as a function of Rtr and is identical at each hop.
ai: In 1D space, ai = 2γRtr and, in 2D space, ai = πγ2R2tr (See (3.6)).
nri: It is bounded by 1 ≤ nri ≤ N1Dr in 1D space and 1 ≤ nri ≤ N2Dr in 2D space
(See (3.16) and (3.19)).
nh: Given the S-D distance L, nh is bounded by LRtr ≤ nh ≤ 2LRtr in 1D space and
L
Rtr
≤ nh ≤ kRtr in 2D space (See (3.21) and (3.26)). In particular, for 2D
uniformly distributed networks, LRtr ≤ nh ≤ πLRtr with a high probability when
node density is sufficiently high (See (3.33)).
Substituting these terms into (3.5), the spatial usage Ω of forwarding a packet

















This shows that, in 1D space, Ω does not change with Rtr, while in 2D space, it
increases linearly as a function of Rtr. Note that if nr and nh are set to be 1, Ω is
the spatial usage of a single transmission which has been presented in Section 3.2.
3.3.5 Network Throughput for A Special Traffic Pattern
To confirm (3.37), we consider a special traffic patten and node distribution, bound
its potential network throughput using Ω, and compare these theoretical bounds to
simulation results.
Consider a distribution in which each traffic flow has the same S-D distance L
and uses the same amount of Ω to forward a packet. Let S and T denote the network
area and system communication duration respectively, thus the total amount of
space-time resource is ST . Because ηu is the maximum spatial reuse factor, the
maximum number of packets that the system could forward in T duration is ηu STΩ .
The upperbound on network throughput is
Pu = ηu SΩ (pps) . (3.38)
This equation is in packets per second (pps). Substituting Ω into (3.38) with (3.37),
and noting that a packet’s transmission duration t is the packet length l divided by























(bps) (ηu = 3)
. (3.39)
Thus for this case, the upperbound on network throughput does not change as a
function of Rtr in 1D space, while it is inversely proportional to Rtr in 2D space.
Pu ignores the overhead, co, caused by collisions and protocol control mes-
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sages. It can be achieved only when the network area, S, is fully utilized by the
traffic flows, which means the spatial reuse factor must achieve ηu. But, in reality,
co is not neglectable (0 < co < 1), and the spatial reuse factor η is less than ηu

























3.4 Revisiting Our Analysis with Consideration of Rate
Adaptation
Power control and rate adaptation are two basic physical layer techniques that might
be used to improve the efficiency of spatial utilization. Power control improves spa-
tial utilization by reducing the reserved space for each individual transmission and
thus allowing more concurrent transmissions, while rate adaptation improves spa-
tial utilization by reducing the duration of each space reservation and thus allowing
more transmissions to be completed in a time period. Thus, the former focuses on
“space efficiency” and the latter focuses on “time efficiency”.
Our analysis above investigates the relationship between transmit power and
network capacity and throughput. It is based on the assumption that every node
transmits at the same rate, r, and that r does not change during communications. In
this section, we consider a further question. That is, if we allow varying transmission
rates, what would the impact be on the above analysis? Further discussion about
the impact of rate adaptation on each protocol design is presented in the subsequent
chapters.
If we were to consider rate adaptation, two observations are important:
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1. First, the size of the CSR is a function of transmit power and the carrier
sensing threshold, Tcs. Because Tcs does not change with transmission rate,
the size of CSR does not change as rate varies.
2. Second, transmission rate impacts the receiving threshold, Trx, and the SINR
threshold, SINR0. Therefore, both TR and IR vary with transmission rate.
To introduce rate into our analysis, we need to consider sender-receiver dis-
tances. For simplicity, we revise our previous analysis in two steps. In the first
step, we assume that all sender-receiver distances are identical and each transmit-
ter adapts its transmission rate to the maximum possible rate, rmax, defined by
Shannon’s theorem. Chapter 2 shows that rmax is determined by transmit power Pt
and sender-receiver distance d. Because previously we assumed that every sender
transmits at the same power, the overall effect is that every sender transmits at the
same rate, which is rmax. In the second step, we allow sender-receiver distances to
vary. Thus, each transmitter may transmit at a different rate.
3.4.1 Network Capacity with Fixed Sender-Receiver Distances
We introduce rate into the analysis of network capacity with the following assump-
tions:
1. All sender-receiver distances are identical.
2. Every sender adapts its rate to the maximum possible rate, rmax, defined by
Shannon’s Theorem.
Thus, the overall effect is that every node transmits at the same rate rmax.
In (3.2), we define the upperbound on network capacity. There are four
terms, the network area, S, the size of the CSR, aas, the spatial reuse factor, ηu,
and the channel capacity, W . Obviously, changing transmission rate does not change
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S, acs or ηu. The channel capacity, W , is the transmission rate, rmax. Therefore,
(3.2) can be revised to be
Cu = ηu S
acs
rmax , (3.41)




C(1D)u = 2 S2Rcs rmax = SRcs(Pt)rmax(Pt, d) (1D space)




rmax(Pt, d) (2D space)
. (3.42)
Here, Rcs(Pt) and rmax(Pt, d) indicate that Rcs is a function of Pt and that rmax is a
function of both Pt and d. Both Rcs and rmax increase as transmit power increases.
Their combined effect is determined by which term changes more significantly as
transmit power varies. We briefly analyze the combined effect as follows.
According to Shannon’s Theorem, the maximum transmission rate is













where Wc is channel bandwidth, N is noise, β is a constant and d is the sender-
receiver distance. Substituting (3.43), Rcs = γRtr and Rtr = β α
√





























Asymptotically, both C(1D)u and C(2D)u decrease as Pt increases, which means
that network capacity should benefit from reducing transmit power, e.g. reducing
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transmit power improves network capacity more significantly than raising transmit
rate by increasing transmit power. This conclusion confirms our intuition that, when
transmit power varies, the reserved space changes more significantly than transmis-
sion duration, because the area reserved by a transmission is linearly proportional
to α
√
Pt in 1D space and α
√
P 2t in 2D space, while the transmission duration (or
transmission rate) is a logarithmic function of the transmit power.
However, a key point is that the effect of power control depends significantly
on the specific traffic pattern. In another words, to what extent power control
improves network capacity depends on how the space conserved by one transmission
is utilized by others. Reducing transmit power may not be useful in non-space-
limited networks, for example, when the network traffic load is light or the network
scale is small. In contrast, rate adaptation improves network performance not only
in spatial-limited networks but also in non-space-limited networks.
Therefore, we argue that power control and rate adaptation apply to different
network scenarios. It would be an interesting research topic to design a scheme that
switches between the two techniques according to the specific network scale and
traffic load.
3.4.2 Network Capacity with Varying Sender-Receiver Distances
Now, we allow different sender-receiver distances and, therefore, each sender may
transmit at different rate. Suppose that node i transmits at rate ri. The upperbound












= Mr , (3.45)
where M is the maximum number of concurrent transmissions and r denotes the




into the above equation, we have
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Cu = ηu S
acs(Pt)
r(Pt, d) . (3.46)
Here, acs(Pt) and r(Pt, d) indicate that both acs and r are functions of Pt. The
functional form above is similar to (3.41). The combined effect of acs and r would
be similar to that in (3.41).
3.4.3 Spatial Usage of Multihop Transmissions with the Same Hop-
Distances
We introduce rate into the spatial usage analysis of delivering a packet from source
to destination with the following assumptions:
1. During route discovery process, there is no rate adaptation. Every node uses
a basic rate, r0, to transmit routing control packets. This matches current
practice.
2. Each hop-distance is identical.
3. Every sender along the path adapts its data packet transmission rate to the
maximum possible rate, rmax, defined by Shannon’s theorem.
Thus, the overall effect is that the data transmission rate at each hop is the same.
In (3.5), we define the spatial usage for delivering a packet from source to
destination. There are four terms, the CSR of each transmission, a, the transmission
duration, t, the number of hops from the source to the destination, nh, and the
number of retransmission at each hop, nr. Transmission rate does not impact a but
it impacts the other three factors: nh, t and nr.
First, we consider the relationship between the hop distance, dh, and trans-
mission rate. The hop-distance is determined during route discovery process and,
at this stage, every node uses r0 to transmit routing control packets. Because the
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receiving threshold, Trx, varies with r0, the radius of the TR is a function of both
transmit power Pt and r0, denoted as Rtx(Pt, r0). The bounds on dh in (3.9) become
0.5Rtr(Pt, r0) < dh ≤ Rtr(Pt, r0) . (3.47)





Rtr(Pt,r0) ≤ nh ≤ 2LRtr(Pt,r0) (1D space)
L
Rtr(Pt,r0) ≤ nh ≤ kRtr(Pt,r0) (2D space)
. (3.48)
Second, we consider the relationship between t and the transmission rate.
Because data packets are transmitted at rmax, we have t = lrmax , where l is the
packet length.
Finally, we consider the upper and lower bounds on nr as a function of
rmax. Because the CSR does not change with rmax, the worst case SINR scenarios
in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 are still valid, except that the maximum distance between
sender 1 and receiver 0 is Rtx(Pt, r0). The minimum SINR, SINRmin, derived
in (3.15) and (3.18) are valid, except that both Trx and γ are functions of rmax,
since γ is defined as the ratio of Rcs and Rtx, which is equivalent to the ratio of
Trx and Tcs. Therefore, SINRmin is a function of rmax. Another key point is that
the maximum number of retransmissions, Nr, is a function of SINRmin and the
function is determined by the different modulations schemes, e.g. transmission rate
rmax. As a conclusion, Nr is a function of rmax, denoted as N (rmax). Thus, (3.16)




1 ≤ nr ≤ N (1D)(rmax) (1D space)
1 ≤ nr ≤ N (2D)(rmax) (2D space)
. (3.49)
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Substituting the above terms into (3.5), we obtain the spatial usage bounds




















where l is the packet length in bits. Notice that we replace Rcs with Γ(rmax)Rtr(Pt, r0),
where Γ(rmax) represents γ, which is a function of rmax. Because both Rtr and rmax
are functions of transmit power, the equation shows that the spatial usage is de-
termined by the combined effect of rmax as well as the specific functional forms of
Rtr(Pt, r0), N (rmax) and Γ(rmax). The exact functional forms depend on the spe-
cific physical layer employed, and so we leave the analysis of this combined effect
for future work.
3.4.4 Spatial Usage of Multihop Transmissions with Different Hop-
Distances
Now, we relax the second assumption above and allow different hop-distances and
thus different data packet transmission rates at each hop.
First, we consider the relationship between average hop distance, dh, and r0.
For the same reason stated above, we have
0.5Rtr(Pt, r0) < dh ≤ Rtr(Pt, r0) . (3.51)
Therefore, the number of hops, nh, is still bounded by (3.48).
Second, we consider the relationship between transmission duration and
transmission rate. Let ri denote the data packet transmission rate at hop i. The
transmission duration at hop i is ti = lri , where l is packet length.
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1 ≤ nri ≤ N (1D)(ri) (1D space)
1 ≤ nri ≤ N (2D)(ri) (2D space)
. (3.52)













= nha(nrt) , (3.53)
where (nrt) is the average of (nrt) over all the hops. Substituting the terms into
























This functional form is similar to (3.50). It shows that the spatial usage is de-
termined by the combined effect of r, Rtr(Pt, r0) as well as the specific functional
forms of N (r) and Γ(r). For the same reasons as before, we leave the analysis of
this combined effect for future work.
3.5 Observations
Before proceeding to the subsequent experimental validation, we conclude above
analysis with several observations.
First, (3.3) and (3.4) show that network capacity can be increased by reduc-
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ing transmit power of each individual transmission. Specifically, in 1D space, the
network capacity increases linearly and, In 2D space, network capacity increases
quadratically as transmit range decreases. Thus, MAC layer power control is an
effective way of improving network capacity, which motivates our investigation pre-
sented in Chapter 4 and 5.
Second, the power level of each individual transmission cannot be deliber-
ately reduced because it is restricted by sender-receiver distances. Although we
may reduce the sender-receiver distances by delivering data packets along routes
consisting of short distance hops, this may result in a greater number of hops and
perhaps more spatial usage for delivering each packet from source to destination.
Fortunately, (3.37) shows that, in 2D space, the spatial usage of delivering each
individual packet can be reduced if the packet is forwarded along short hops and
if MAC layer power control is employed at each hop along the route. In another
words, MAC layer power control combined with a routing strategy that discovers
routes consisting of short distance hops may increase potential network throughput.
This motivates our investigation on mini-hop routing in Chapter 6.
Third, to achieve the maximum potential network throughput, the spatial
reuse factor, η, mush achieve its upperbound, e.g., network space must be fully
utilized. To do this, we should circumvent any congested areas and route traffic
flows into under-utilized space. This motivates our investigation on load-sensitive
routing in Chapter 7.
3.6 Experimental Validation
We use simulations to validate (3.40) in both 1D and 2D space. In 1D space, we
measure the throughput of a chain traffic flow as a function of Rtr. In 2D space, we
measure the throughput of multiple parallel traffic flows as a function of Rtr.
Our simulations are performed using ns2 [5, 6]. The MAC layer protocol
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CSR of node 3
S D1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Figure 3.8: A chain traffic flow in 1D space
is the IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC. Because our previous investigation are based on
a pure CSMA mechanism, we set γ = 2 so that the area reserved by “virtual”
carrier sensing (RTS and CTS) is always part of the CSR. Moreover, we set the
channel capacity to be 1Mbps, and estimate 802.11 protocol overhead by measuring
the throughput of a single S-D pair whose distance is less than the transmit range.
This gives us co = 0.3, which is the minimal overhead caused by the MAC protocol
alone, and does not contain the overhead due to routing protocols and collisions etc.
The shortest-path routing protocol is DSDV [32]. We increase the periodic update
interval in DSDV to 60 seconds so that the routing protocol overhead is negligable.
3.6.1 A Chain Traffic Flow
We use a chain traffic flow to validate (3.40) for 1D space networks. Figure 3.8
shows the network topology where node S and D are the source and the destination
respectively. Their distance is 250m. S sends CBR traffic to D at full channel
capacity. We measure the network throughput under different transmit power levels
Pk (k = 1, 2, ..., 8 and P1 > P2 > ... > P8). Pk is set such that its transmit range
Rk = 250m/k. 50 nodes are uniformly randomly distributed between S and D so
that they are connected even when the nodes transmit with the lowest power level
P8. According to this simulation setup, the terms in (3.40) are:
S: It is the distance between the leftmost and rightmost node, which is S = 250m.
W : Channel capacity W is set to be 1Mbps.
L: The S-D distance is 250m.
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γ: γ is set to be 2.
co: co is measured to be 0.3.
η: In 1D space, the maximum spatial reuse factor is 2. But this is difficult to
achieve in real networks. We demonstrate in Appendix C that the spatial
reuse factor for a chain traffic flow is approximately 1.33.
N1Dr : Because ns2 only considers the hidden node’s interference and signal cor-
ruption is based on a “1/0” decision, we estimate the upperbound of retrans-
missions as follows. Consider Figure 3.8. Assume that node 3 is transmitting,
node 4 is receiving, and they are separated by Rtr for the worst case. In our
simulation, the path loss exponent α and the SINR threshold are set to be
4 and 10 respectively. Thus, according to (2.7), node 4’s hidden nodes are
those that are less than 1.78Rtr away. Because node 5 is in the CSR of node
3, it must keep silent. The possible hidden node is node 6 which is two hops
away from node 4 and their distance is between Rtr and 2Rtr. Here, we ignore
node 7 because it is three hops away from node 4 and their distance is from
1.5Rtr to 3Rtr. While node 4 is receiving, the chances for node 6 transmitting
simultaneously is at most 13 , because it, at least, has to compete with node 7
and 8. If the hop-distance is smaller, node 6 may even have to compete with
node 9. This means that the receiving signal at node 4 has a 13 chance of being
corrupted. Substituting pper with 13 into (3.10), we know, in the worst case,
the number of retransmissions is approximately 1.5.
Substituting the these terms into (3.40), the potential network throughput
for this specific chain traffic flow is bounded by
0.76× 105 (bps) ≤ Pchain ≤ 2.28× 105 (bps) . (3.55)
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Figure 3.9: Throughput for the chain traffic flow.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 3.9. The x-axis is the transmit range
Rtr and the y-axis is the throughput in bps. The solid line is the experimental
result. Two dotted lines are the upper and lower bounds plotted according to (3.55).
Unlike our prediction, the simulation curve increases as Rtr increases, and it greatly
exceeds the estimated upperbound. By studying the previous analysis, we find that
this mismatch is caused by the border effect which has been ignored during the
derivation of (3.40). We will discuss this issue in detail in the next section.
3.6.2 Multiple Parallel Traffic Flows
We use multiple parallel traffic flows to validate (3.40) for 2D space networks. Fig-
ure 3.10 shows the network topology where multiple S-D pairs are evenly spaced
in an area of 500m × 1000m. The distance between two neighboring traffic flows
is dtf which is slightly greater than the carrier sense range Rcs. Thus, dtf changes
with transmit power, and those traffic flows can transmit concurrently. Moreover,
all S-D pairs are of length 500m, and all sources send CBR traffic at full channel
capacity. We measure the network throughput under different transmit power levels
Pk (k = 1, 2, .., 6, and P1 > P2 > ... > P6). The corresponding transmit ranges Rk
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Figure 3.10: Multiple parallel traffic flows in 2D space
(k = 1, 2, ..., 6) are 250m, 160m, 120m, 100m, 80m and 60m respectively. We put
enough uniformly distributed nodes along the straight line between each S-D pair
so that they are connected even when the nodes transmit at P6. According to this
simulation setup, the terms in (3.40) are
S: According to the setup, S = 5× 105m2.
W : Channel capacity W is set to be 1Mbps.
L: All the S-D distances are 500m.
γ: γ is set to be 2.
co: co is measured to be 0.3.
k: For an arbitrary network in 2D space, k is 2hcRc. But, in our simulation setup,
nodes are distributed along the straight line from the sources to destinations
so that each traffic flow can be considered as forwarding packets in 1D space.
Therefore, for this distribution, k = 2L.
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Figure 3.11: Throughput for the multiple parallel traffic flows.
η: The maximum spatial reuse factor in 2D space is 3. But it is hard to achieve in
a real network. We demonstrate in Appendix D that η is approximately 1.6
for this simulation setup.
N
(2D)
r : For the same reason as the chain traffic flow, the upperbound on retrans-
missions is approximately 1.5.
Substituting those terms into (3.40), the potential network throughput of
those parallel traffic flows is bounded by
3.0× 107
Rtr




Simulation results are shown in Figure 3.11. The x-axis is the transmit range
Rtr and the y-axis is the throughput in bps. The solid line is the experimental result.
Two dotted lines are the upper and lower bounds plotted according to (3.56). Again,
the simulation curve does not match the theoretical estimations, and this mismatch
is caused by the border effect which has been ignored during the derivation of (3.40).
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3.7 The Border Effect
The border effect occurs often when dealing with spatial data [43]. It is caused
by the fact that, in a real network, the nodes on the border of the network have
a different behavior and characteristics than those inside. In order to simplify our
theoretical analysis, we ignored this fact and obtained asymptotic results that are
difficult to validate through experiment because the experiments are dominated by
the border effect. For example, in our analysis, the network capacity ((3.3), (3.4))
and the network throughput ( (3.39), (3.40)) are derived under the assumption that
the network area, S, covers all nodes’ CSRs. However, this assumption cannot be
satisfied in a real network. Since S is defined to be the smallest convex polygon that
contains all nodes, it is not able to cover the CSR of the border nodes. Therefore,
all those theoretical equations are asymptotic and could not match our experiments
which are dominated by the border effect. To obtain more insight, we re-examine
the concurrent transmission models and the network capacity equations proposed
in Section 3.2.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the spatial usage of the 1D model in Figure 3.1. Four
nodes are evenly separated by Rcs and located at position B, C, D and E. S is the area
surrounded by the leftmost node 3 and rightmost node 4, which is 3Rcs. According
to (3.3), the network capacity is C(1D) = 3W . But we observe that the network
capacity is 4W since all four nodes can transmit concurrently. This mismatch is
caused by the fact that, although node 1 and node 2’s CSRs are covered by S, part
of node 3 and 4’s CSRs are outside of S, as shown in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the spatial usage of the 2D model in Figure 3.2. If we






cs. According to (3.4), the network capacity is C(2D) = 3W . But we observe
that the network capacity is 7W since all seven nodes can transmit concurrently.
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Figure 3.13: The border effect in the 2D model
the CSRs of the six nodes on the border exceed the range of S and go to the second
tier hexagon.
Thus, the border effect causes mismatches between theoretical analysis and
experimental results. To effectively validate our theoretical analysis, we must elim-
inate it from our experiment. In the following sections, we use two well known
approaches to achieve this. One is to enlarge the network scale and the other is
using toroidal geometry [43].
3.7.1 Enlarge Network Scale
When the network scale increases to a sufficiently large value, the error caused
by ignoring the border effect is neglectable. Thus, the border effect is alleviated.
To have a better understanding, we define network scale and, thereafter, use two
examples to explain this argument.
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Definition 5 Define network scale as Sacs where S is network area as defined above
and acs is the size of the CSR.
First, enlarge the 1D network in Figure 3.12 so that the network scale Sacs À
1. Thus, the potential number of concurrent transmitters m À 1. The network
area, S, surrounded by the outmost nodes is (m − 1)Rcs, and the derived network
capacity is C(1D) = (m − 1)W . Meanwhile, we observe that the network capacity
is mW because m nodes can transmit concurrently. Since m À 1, (m− 1)W is an
accurate approximation to mW .
Second, enlarge the 2D network in Figure 3.13 so that the network scale
S
acs
À 1. Therefore, there are m potential tiers of concurrent transmitters where





the derived network capacity is C(2D) = 3m2W . Meanwhile, we observe that the
network capacity is 3m(m + 1)W + W because there are 3m(m + 1) + 1 nodes that
can transmit concurrently. Since m À 1, the derived network capacity, 3m2W , is
an accurate approximation to the observed one, 3m(m + 1)W + W .
3.7.2 Toroidal Geometry
In some cases, it is not feasible to simulate a very large scale network which has a
wide area and high node density. For example, ns2 [5, 6] is very slow when simulating
a network with several hundred nodes. Therefore, we use wrapped around graph to
eliminate the border effect, e.g. applying the toroidal geometry.
Again, consider the 1D network in Figure 3.12. The mismatch between the
theoretical capacity 3W and the experimental capacity 4W is caused by the fact
that part of node 3 and 4’s CSRs are out of S. Imagine that we wrap the chain into
a ring so that segment AB overlaps segment DE and segment EF overlaps segment
BC, as illustrated by Figure 3.14. All the CSRs are constrained in S. Node 3













Figure 3.14: Carrier sensing based on toroidal distance
observed network capacity becomes 3W which is the same as the theoretical value.
In this case, the distance between node 3 and node 4 is not the euclidian distance.
Instead, it is the toroidal distance [43, 49] where nodes on the left of the network
are close to those on the right.
The same method works for the 2D network in Figure 3.13. The mismatch
between the theoretical capacity 3W and the observed capacity 7W is caused by
the fact that part of the CSRs of the boundary nodes are out of S. Imagine that
we warp the first tier hexagon into to a globe so that nodes on the top of the
network are close to those on the bottom, and nodes on the left are close to those
on the right. The distance between two nodes is not the euclidian distance but the
toroidal distance. Thus, node 2 overlaps with node 4 and they cannot transmit
concurrently. Neither can node 3, 6 and node 5, 7. All the CSRs are constrained in
S. The observed network capacity is about 4W which is much closer to the derived
capacity 3W than the previously observed 7W . It is worth mentioning that the
mismatch between the observed 4W and the derived 3W is caused by the fact that
we implicitly assume that S is a rectangle with width SW and height SH , which
is easy to simulate. But theoretically we use the hexagon to model the best case






cs, and the observed network capacity is larger than the derived one.
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Motivated by those insights, we modified ns2 so that carrier sensing is based
on toroidal distance instead of euclidian distance. Let d((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) denote the
euclidian distance between two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). The toroidal distance
between the two points is
dT ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) = min{d((x1, y1), (x2, y2)),
d((x1 + SW , y1), (x2, y2)),
d((x1 − SW , y1), (x2, y2)),
d((x1, y1 + SH), (x2, y2)),
d((x1, y1 − SH), (x2, y2)),
d((x1 + SW , y1 + SH), (x2, y2)),
d((x1 + SW , y1 − SH), (x2, y2)),
d((x1 − SW , y1 + SH), (x2, y2)),
d((x1 − SW , y1 − SH), (x2, y2))} .
Here, SW and SH are the width and height of the smallest rectangle that contains
network area S. This equation is illustrated by Figure 3.15. Assume two nodes, A
and B, are both in a hexagon network and their positions are (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)
respectively. The hexagon network area is contained by a rectangle with width SW
and height SH . We replicate this rectangle in eight directions: right, left, bottom,
up, right-bottom, right-up, left-bottom and left-up. Thus, node A has eight images
each of which corresponds to a new position labeled in Figure 3.15. The toroidal
distance between node A and B is defined to be the smallest euclidian distance
among those from B to A and A’s eight images.
With toroidal distance, nodes on the top of the network and nodes at the
bottom cannot transmit concurrently. Neither can the left nodes and the right












Figure 3.15: Toroidal distance
network area S. But, to eliminate the border effect, S should be greater than Rcs
in 1D space, and both SW and SH should be greater than Rcs in 2D space, because,
otherwise, S still could not cover the wrapped CSRs.
3.8 Experiment with Border Effect Elimination
We employ the two approaches proposed in Section 3.7 to the previous experiment,
and demonstrate their effectiveness.
3.8.1 The Chain Traffic Flow
To allow a comparison, Figure 3.16(a) duplicates Figure 3.9. The dotted lines are
lower and upper bounds plotted according to (3.55). The previous simulation was
performed in a 250m network area, and the transmit range Rtr was varied from
250m to 100m. The network scale is small. Thus, the border effect dominated the
experiment results. To eliminate the borders effect, we increase the S-D distance
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S−D distance = 250m
S−D distance = 500m
S−D distance = 1000m
theoretical upperbound
theoretical lowerbound
(a) expriment with border effect (b) expriment with border effect elimination
Figure 3.16: Eliminating the border effect in the chain traffic flow.
from 250m to 500m and 1000m so that the network area S is increased as well.
Figure 3.16(b) shows the simulation results. We observe that as the S-D
distance increases to 1000m, the experiment results are strictly bounded by (3.55).
3.8.2 Multiple Parallel Traffic Flows
Figure 3.17(a) duplicates Figure 3.11 for comparison. The dotted lines are lower
and upper bounds plotted according to (3.56). To eliminate the border effect, we
increase the S-D distance of those traffic flows to 1000m and 1250m so that the
network area S is increased to 1000m× 1000m and 1250m× 1000m respectively. In
particular, we employ toroidal geometry when S = 1000m× 1000m.
Figure 3.17(b) shows the simulation results of S = 1000m × 1000m with
euclidian geometry. The throughput is almost bounded by (3.56). Figure 3.17(c)
shows the simulation results of the same network area but with toroidal geometry.
The throughput is bounded very well and its variations are close to the inverse of
Rtr. Finally, we increase S to 1250m × 1000m and the experimental results are
strictly bounded by (3.56), as shown in Figure 3.17(d).
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(a) S = 500m by 1000m, (b) S = 1000m by 1000m,
euclidian geometry euclidian geometry


























































(c) S = 1000m by 1000m, (d) S = 1250m by 1000m,
toroidal geometry euclidian geometry




Taking advantage of the insights gained by our analysis, we focus on research that
restricts the strategies for improving spatial reuse to the MAC layer. The role of
the MAC is to coordinate with the MAC’s on other nodes to reserve the physical
resources needed to transmit a given set of packets. Because we restrict ourselves
to MAC only approaches, we cannot control the path taken by the packets being
forwarded, but rather only the transmission at each individual hop. We will explore
approaches that control routing strategies in Chapter 6 and 7.
Recall that the spatial usage metric Ω is defined to be Ω =
∑nh
i=1 nriaiti,
where nh is the number of hops from source to destination, and nri, ai, and ti are
respectively the number of retransmissions, the reserved area, and the transmission
duration at the ith hop. The obvious method to improve spatial reuse at the MAC
layer is reducing ai so that the spatial usage of each individual transmission de-
creases. But, reducing ai inappropriately could lead to the ongoing transmission
being corrupted by co-channel interference and hence to a larger number of retrans-
missions, nri. Many MAC protocols do not balance this tradeoff very well. The
reserved area ai for an ongoing transmission is either larger or smaller than needed.
In the former case, co-channel interference is reduced at the cost of inefficient spatial
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usage. In the latter case, spatial reuse is improved at the cost of a higher likelihood of
the received signal being corrupted by the tightly packed concurrent transmissions.
In our proposed MAC, we balance the reserved area ai and the co-channel
interference. Our goal is to find an appropriate size of ai such that it is large enough
to guarantee reliable reception but no larger. Employing this idea in a specific MAC
protocol, the CSMA-based IEEE 802.11 DCF, we propose an enhanced MAC pro-
tocol to optimize ai by adjusting the transmit power level. In CSMA-based MACs,
optimizing ai is in fact optimizing the size of the CSR. In identifying the optimal
size of the CSR, we make two simplifications. First, we ignore the space reserved
by the “virtual” carrier sensing (RTS/CTS handshake), because most of this area
is covered by the CSR. Second, we only consider the co-channel interference caused
by one hidden node. Our basic idea applies to aggregate co-channel interference,
but complex. Moreover, we base our analysis on two key observations:
1. The exposed nodes that are not in the IR but silenced by carrier sensing should
transmit for the sake of improving spatial reuse.
2. The hidden nodes that are in IR but not silenced by carrier sensing should
not transmit for the sake of avoiding collisions.
Thus, balancing the spatial usage and co-channel interference is equivalent to
balancing the exposed node and hidden node problems. By associating the potential
number of exposed nodes and hidden nodes with the size of CSR and IR respectively,
the tradeoff between minimizing the number of exposed nodes and the number of
hidden nodes becomes the one between minimizing the size of CSR and IR at the
same time. The optimal size of the CSR is identified to be large enough to cover
IR but not more than that. Therefore, no hidden node would corrupt the ongoing
transmission, and no redundant exposed node is reserved.
Using this optimization criteria, we derive the transmit power level corre-
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sponding to the optimal CSR, and integrate this power control scheme, which we
term Optimized Transmit Power (OTP), into the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. We
evaluate the performance of OTP both analytically and experimentally. Our the-
oretical analysis shows that, for a random network, it conserves 10% spatial usage
comparing to IEEE 802.11, which suggests a 10% potential network throughput
improvement. However, simulation of a random topology shows marginal improve-
ment less than 5%. A possible explanation is that most space conserved by OTP is
not fully utilized by the traffic flows. This needs to be improved by using a more
sophisticated routing protocol. We propose such approaches in Chapter 6 and 7.
4.1 Related Work
We first discuss the development history of the IEEE 802.11 MAC, and show that the
exposed and hidden node problems are not well addressed. Thereafter, we discuss
several existing power control schemes, and point out their weaknesses.
4.1.1 History of the IEEE 802.11 MAC
CSMA was a widely used scheme in packet radio networks [121]. In 1992, Kern [122]
observed that the absence of a carrier does not mean a transmission will not interfere
with a receiver, nor does the presence of a carrier mean that a transmission will
interfere. He abandoned CSMA and instead adopted a RTS/CTS handshake to
create Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (MACA).
Later, Bharghavan [123] et al. improved MACA in several ways and proposed
a new media access protocol called MACAW, which uses a RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK
exchange and includes an exponential backoff algorithm. This work further specified
the design basis: a simple physical model that ignores interference and the capture
effect. In this model, any two nodes are either in-range or out-of-range of one another
and all hidden nodes are assumed to be able to decode a CTS. In reality, this is not
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true, nodes that are too far away from a receiver to decode a CTS can nevertheless
transmit with enough power to lower the SINR enough to cause a collision [12].
Fullmer et al. [124] proposed Floor Acquisition Multiple Access (FAMA),
which is the direct predecessor of the IEEE 802.11, by combining MACAW and
CSMA. The goal was to eliminate the hidden node problem that remained in
MACAW. Unfortunately, as we will show in detail, this was not very successful and
both FAMA and the 802.11 MAC still have a hidden node problem. Furthermore,
the re-addition of CSMA made the exposed node problem worse.
In retrospect, the exposed and hidden node problems are not addressed well
by 802.11. A key point is that its development used a simple idealized physical
model of wireless transmission consisting of two ranges: the TR and the CSR. It is
becoming clear that this simple physical model is inadequate [12]. Xu [12] gives an
analysis of the TR, the CSR and the IR, and makes it clear that all of these ranges
are (partially) determined by the transmit power. To address the remaining hidden
node problem, Xu proposed that a node replies with a CTS only when the received
power is greater than a threshold, which is much larger than the receiving threshold,
even if it is idle and receives the RTS successfully. Unfortunately, this approach can
lead to otherwise avoidable network partitions.
4.1.2 Existing MAC Layer Power Control Schemes
MACs, like 802.11, that always transmit at full power, have the advantage of mini-
mizing the IR but have the disadvantage of maximizing the CSR. In contrast, some
MAC designs [85, 65] try to transmit with the minimum required power, generally
in a attempt to conserve power, but also to enhance spatial reuse. The result is min-
imizing the CSR while maximizing the IR. Although spatial reuse is better, there is
an increased potential for collisions due to hidden nodes.
A typical scheme sends an RTS with the maximum transmit power Pmax.
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Given the received power level Pr, the desired data packet transmit power Pt can
then be calculated according to the following equation
Pt = cTrx Pmax
Pr
, (4.1)
where Trx is the receive power threshold for decoding a signal, and c is a constant
slightly greater than 1 so that Pt is a little higher than the minimal desired power
level. This scheme ignores co-channel interference from hidden nodes as well as other
concurrent transmitters. In the simple model proposed in [123], this scheme works
well because it is assumed that all of the hidden nodes receive and decode the CTS
and thus remain silent. In reality, this scheme performs much worse than 802.11
because although the reduced transmit power reduces the exposed nodes, it greatly
increases the hidden nodes. We give a detailed illustration of this in Section 4.2.1. It
worth mentioning that, if channel fading is considered, the desired minimum power
level should be higher.
Recently, some more sophisticated power control schemes have been pro-
posed. Using a dedicated control channel or centralized infrastructure, they sched-
ule concurrent transmissions based on receiver’s interference tolerance level [81, 82].
(The details of those schemes are presented in Chapter 2.) However, a dedicated
control channel requires extra transceiver devices at each node. This increases sys-
tem cost and complexity. Unlike that work, we propose a simple and effective way
of improving network spatial reuse without extra hardware cost and with trivial
software modifications.
4.2 Design Rationale
OTP attempts to adjust transmit power level of each individual transmission so as
to balance the spatial usage and co-channel interference, e.g. the size of the CSR
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and IR. To explain OTP from a high level point of view, we introduce the design
rationale, including the three range model and the optimized transmit power.
4.2.1 More About The Three-Range Physical Model
The limits of the 802.11 MAC and the need to consider each of the TR, CSR,
and IR is becoming increasingly apparent. Extending the abstract concept of the
three-range model introduced in Section 2.4, we present some insights and concrete
analysis, which motivates the subsequent OTP scheme. Our studies are based on
a combination of Free space and two-ray propagation model, e.g. the radio prop-
agation conforms to the Friis free space model when the T-R distance is less than













(d > dref )
, (4.2)
where Gt and Gr are the antenna gain of transmitter and receiver respectively, λ
is the wavelength in meters, L is the system loss factor not related to propagation
(L ≥ 1), and ht and hr are the height of transmit antenna and receive antenna
respectively.
Table 4.1 defines a variety of notations used in our derivations. In the case
that values are given, they are based on the Lucent wireless card, which is used as
the basis for the 802.11 model in ns2 [5, 6].
Note that our basic idea of improving spatial reuse is not restricted to either
the radio propagation model or the exact value in Table 4.1. We choose them
for two reasons. First, we need a radio propagation model and the parameters to
demonstrate the idea. Second, using the same propagation model and parameters




Popt transmit power defined by OTP
Pmin the minimal required transmit power
Pmax the maximum transmit power 0.2818w (24.5 dBm)
Trx power level of receiving threshold 3.652× 10−10w (-64.4 dBm)
Tcs power level of carrier sensing threshold 1.559× 10−11w (-78.1 dBm)
SINR0 SINR threshold of the capture effect 10 (10 dB)
Gt Gain of the transmit antenna 1.0
Gr Gain of the receive antenna 1.0
ht Height of the transmit antenna 1.5
hr Height of the receive antenna 1.5
dref reference distance 87m
λ wavelength 0.33m
Table 4.1: Notation and values where applicable.
The Transmit Range













Trx Rtr ≥ dref
. (4.3)
We observe that for a particular transmission, in which the antennas and
their location and heights are fixed, Rtr is solely a function of the transmit power
Pt. The greater the transmit power, the larger the transmit range.
The Carrier Sense Range and Exposed Nodes














Tcs Rcs ≥ dref
. (4.4)
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Again, for a particular transmission, Rcs is solely a function of Pt and when
Pt increases, Rcs increases. Since all nodes inside Rcs must defer transmission,
increasing Pt increases the region in which exposed nodes may occur and thus limits
spatial reuse. This may degrade overall network throughput.
The Interference Range and Hidden Nodes
The derivation of the radius of the IR, Rir, is a bit more complex because it must
take into account not only the effects of the desired sender, but also the effects of a
hidden node making an undesired transmission. In particular, to prevent a collision,
the power level of the desired sender, Pr, and the power level of the interferer, Pif ,
at the receiver must satisfy the capture effect
Pr
Pif
≥ SINR0 . (4.5)
We can use the propagation model to calculate Pr and Pif . We assume that
the sender transmits with a (potentially variable) power of Pt from distance d and
the worst possible interference such that the hidden node uses the maximum power,






















SINR0 (d ≥ dref , Rir ≥ dref )
. (4.6)
Unlike the previous two ranges, Rir is determined by both d and Pt. In-
creasing Pt will make the region in which hidden nodes may occur smaller, while
increasing d will make it larger.
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Figure 4.1: The relationship between the three ranges when d = 100m
4.2.2 The Relationship Between the Three Ranges
Figure 4.1 shows the quantitative relationships between the three ranges as Pt varies
for a fixed d of 100m. To make the comparison more straightforward, we add d to
Rir so that the value of Rir in the figure is the distance from the furthest hidden
node to the sender instead of to the receiver.
We notice a dilemma in Figure 4.1. When Pt increases, Rir and the area
where hidden nodes can occur decreases, but Rcs and the area where exposed nodes
can occur increases. However, to improve network throughput, we would like to
reduce both the number of exposed nodes and the number of hidden nodes, or since
we cannot know where these nodes are, the areas in which they may occur. This
suggests that a good strategy would be to control Pt in such a way as to balance
the hidden and exposed node problem.
Figure 4.1 gives us an intuition about what a good strategy might be. We
observe that there is a crossing point between Rir and Rcs, corresponding to a
transmit power 0.056w (17.5 dBm). At this point, all potential hidden nodes will be
within Rcs and thus will defer transmission and not cause collisions. If we decrease Pt





Figure 4.2: The three ranges with strong transmit power.
Pt we will not reduce the hidden node problem any further, but we will potentially
create more exposed nodes.
4.2.3 Power Control Schemes
To reinforce the above observations, we begin by analyzing two existing power
control schemes: the strong transmit power scheme and the weak transmit power
scheme. We then propose our own scheme, the Optimized Transmit Power (OTP)
scheme. In general, we argue that inappropriate transmit power choices can degrade
network throughput.
Strong Transmit Power
The IEEE 802.11 DCF [1] is the prototypical MAC using strong transmit power.
All nodes transmit at Pmax no matter how close the sender and receiver are. To
illustrate, consider the case where d is 100m and Pmax is 0.2818w (24.5 dBm). Then
according to (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6), Rtr, Rcs and Rir are 250m, 550m, and 170m
respectively, as shown in Figure 4.2. We show TR for both node A, the transmitter,
and node B, the receiver, since this shows both where the RTS and data can be





Figure 4.3: The three ranges with weak transmit power.
by not only CSRA but also TRB, so all possible hidden nodes defer transmission
both as a result of decoding the virtual carrier information in the RTS/CTS as
well as a result of sensing the physical carrier. On the other hand, CSRA covers
significantly more area than just IRB, which means that there is significant potential
for exposed nodes. This limits spatial reuse.
Note that Figure 4.2 is plotted according to the parameters of the Lucent
wireless card, where the ratio, γ, of Rcs and Rtr is greater than 2. Thus, both TRA
and TRB are inside CSRA no matter what Pt and d are. When γ < 2, TRB, the
CTS range, may reserve area outside CSRA, which generates extra exposed nodes.
But, as long as γ > 1, the area of (TRB − CSRA) is neglectable.
Weak Transmit Power
Many power control schemes use (4.1) to calculate the desired transmit power, which
leads to the weak transmit power scenario. We call this the Minimal Transmit Power
(MTP) scheme. If d is 100m, then the desired transmit power is Pt = 0.0072w ac-
cording to (4.1). Therefore, Rtr, Rir and Rcs are 100m, 450m and 220m respectively,
as shown in Figure 4.3. Now, IRB extends beyond TRA, TRB, and CSRA. This





Figure 4.4: The three ranges with an optimized transmission power
from either the RTS or CTS and which also cannot sense the physical carrier. If
these hidden nodes transmit, they will create collisions at B, again degrading net-
work throughput.
Note that Figure 4.3 is plotted according to the parameters of Lucent wireless
card, where the ratio, γ, of Rcs and Rtr is greater than 2. Thus, both TRA and
TRB are inside CSRA no matter what Pt and d are. When γ < 2, TRB, the CTS
range, may help CSRA reserve some area inside IRB and eliminate some hidden
nodes. But, as long as γ > 1, the area of (TRB − CSRA) is neglectable.
Optimized Transmit Power
We identify an optimized transmit power to optimize the size of the CSR so that
it balances the hidden and exposed node problems. The idea should be obvious by
now; we choose the optimal transmit power level Potp so that CSRA will exactly
cover IRB. This means all potential hidden nodes will have their transmissions
suppressed due to CSMA, but CSRA will be no larger than needed to achieve this
goal, thus avoiding the creation of unneeded additional exposed nodes. This scenario
is shown in Figure 4.4.
The desired condition satisfies the following equation
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Rcs = d + Rir . (4.7)
Substituting (4.4) and (4.6) into (4.7), we obtain a function for calculating































PmaxSINR0 d < dref
d 4
√
PmaxSINR0 d ≥ dref
. (4.10)
In (4.8), we set Potp to Pmax when d exceeds 200m, because in the previous
derivation ( (4.6)) we assume that the maximal transmit power is Pmax. Thus no
node can be allowed to transmit at power level greater than Pmax. Therefore, when
d is greater than 200m, our power control scheme is no different than 802.11 and
for these distances will show no advantage compared to 802.11.
Note that Potp is derived such that it is strong enough to counter single
co-channel interferer. Deriving the desired transmit power of countering aggregate
co-channel interference is possible. Using the worst case co-channel interference
model illustrated by Figure 3.2, the desired transmit power level is the one that
guarantees the lowest possible SINR higher than SINR0. Because there are not
many interesting issues in this derivation and aggregate interference from multiple
hidden nodes may be less likely due to the fact of carrier sensing, we do not present
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in this thesis. As an alternative, we can simply multiply (4.8) by a constant which
is greater than 1 or add a constant which is greater than 0.
4.2.4 OTP and Rate Adaptation
By controlling transmit power, OTP balances the size of the CSR and IR such that
CSR is large enough to cover IR and not larger. This goal can also be achieved by
using rate adaptation.
For a given transmit power and a given sender-receiver distance, increas-
ing transmission rate increases the SINR threshold at the receiver and, therefore,
increases the IR. Vice versa, decreasing transmission rate decreases the SINR thresh-
old and, therefore, reduces the IR. Because the CSR is a function of transmit power
and carrier sensing threshold, which does not change with transmission rate, the
CSR does not change with transmission rate. The sender can choose the highest
possible rate that satisfies (4.7), namely the Optimized Transmission Rate (OTR).
An interesting question is which strategy brings about more significant im-
provement to network performance, OTP or OTR? Or, is there an optimized com-
bination of the two strategies that maximizes network performance? According to
Section 3.4, such optimization problems depend significantly on the specific traf-
fic pattern and network topology. Specifically, OTP is more efficient for spatially
limited networks and OTR is more efficient for spatially unlimited networks.
Finally, an observation is that, for a given sender-receiver distance, trans-
mission rate can be raised further if the power level is allowed to increase. In doing
this, high transmission rate is achieved at the cost of a larger CSR of each individual
transmission. Again, as we point out in Section 3.4, the combined effect is deter-
mined significantly by specific traffic pattern and research into achieving a good
balance is left for future work.
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4.3 The OTP Protocol
We first present the details of the protocol and then discuss some feasibility issues.
4.3.1 Details of the OTP Protocol
We use the 802.11 DCF MAC to demonstrate how the idea above could be integrated
into a CSMA-based MAC and propose the Optimized Transmit Power (OTP) pro-
tocol. Recall that all of the following transmissions must wait for an idle channel.
The protocol proceeds as follows:
1 The sender sends an RTS using Pmax.
2 The receiver estimates the receive signal power Pr, piggyback Pr in a
CTS and replies with the CTS using Pmax.
3 The sender calculates the distance, d, from the receiver by using the
received power level, Pr, and Pmax. It then calculates the optimized
transmit power level Potp according to (4.8). Finally, the sender trans-
mits the data packet using Potp.
4 Upon receiving the data packet, the receiver replies with an ACK using
Potp. It calculates Potp in the same manner as the sender.
4.3.2 OTP and Distance Estimation
Now, we discuss the feasibility of steps 2 and 3 in the protocol presented above.
The essential issue is how we obtain the distance, d, between the sender and the
receiver. A potential solution would be using the positioning techniques presented
in Section 2.10.
If we do not use positioning techniques, we need to estimate the distance by
exchanging control packets and measuring their transmit and receive power levels,
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as specified in the above protocol. Thus, the issue that needs to be addressed is how
to measure the receiving signal power level, Pr, at the receiver, because the total
power at the receiver, Y , is a combination of Pr, the noise N0 and the interference I,
e.g. Y = Pr + N0 + I. Section 2.8 presents multiple sophisticated SINR estimation
techniques that can be used to measure the signal power. Once the transmit and
receive power are known, we can estimate the sender-receiver distance and calculate
Potp. The limitation is that we need to know the specific large-propagation path
loss model.
Additionally, Section 2.9 presents two models of approximating the signal
power. Using the lower bound in (2.13) or (2.14), we may overestimate Potp. Using
the upper bound in (2.13) or (2.14), we may underestimate Potp. Chapter 5 shows
that OTP is overly conservative. Therefore, we can choose to either overestimate or
underestimate Potp, depending on whether we want OTP to be more conservative
or less conservative.
4.4 Performance Analysis
Now, we analyze the performance of OTP. Specifically, we compare the potential
network throughput of using OTP and that of using the standard IEEE 802.11 in
which all nodes transmit with Pmax. Chapter 3 shows that the the spatial usage
metric, Ω, is an indication of potential overall network throughput. Hence, our
strategy is to find out how much space can be conserved as an indication of potential
network throughput improvement.





where nh is the number of hops, and ai, nri and ti are the size of CSR, the number of
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retransmissions and the transmit duration for the ith hop. Therefore, Ω is the total
amount of space-time consumed by forwarding a packet from source to destination.
ti: We assume that the transmit duration ti at each hop is identical in both OTP
and 802.11.
nri: We also assume that nri is 1 in both OTP and 802.11. This assumption is
reasonable because both OTP and 802.11 attempt to eliminate the most severe
interference that comes from hidden nodes.
nh: Given the S-D locations, nh is identical for both OTP and 802.11, because they
are simply MAC layer protocols and they use the same network layer routing
protocol to discovery pathes.
ai: In 802.11, ai is πR2max for every single transmission, where Rmax is the carrier
sense range of Pmax. In OTP, ai is πR2otp, where R
2
otp is the carrier sense range








2 d < 200m
Rmax d ≥ 200m
, (4.12)
where A and C are specified in (4.8).
















































Thus, the critical issue is finding R2otp. We know that Rotp is a function of the
T-R distance d, and the physical layer T-R distance is also the network layer hop
distance. The Monte Carlo simulations presented in Appendix B suggest that, for
networks in which nodes are uniformly distributed, the hop-distance distribution








where Rtr is the transmit range of the power level at which the shortest path is
discovered. We consider the case that Rtr is 250m which corresponds to the power
level Pmax.
Note that OTP is triggered only when d is less than a threshold. According
to the parameters specified in Table 4.1, this threshold is 200m. Moreover, d varies




















The value of this integration was obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. It shows
that, to forward a packet from source to destination, the average spatial usage of
OTP is approximately 90% of 802.11. Therefore, the potential network throughput
improvement is approximately 10%.
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4.5 Simulation Results
To compare OTP to 802.11 and MTP, we implemented each of them in ns2 [5, 6].
As Jung [67] did, we assume that MTP transmits the RTS/CTS with Pmax and
DATA/ACK with Pmin, which is calculated by (4.1). The constant c in (4.1) is set
to 1. The implementations of MTP and OTP are essentially the same. The MAC
obtains the received power levels of the RTS/CTS from the physical layer, calculates
the estimated distance and desired transmit power according to (4.1) or (4.8), passes
it to the physical layer, and the physical layer transmits the DATA/ACK with the
desired power. In either case, broadcast packets, including those used for routings,
are transmitted with Pmax.
We then performed simulations using three different network topologies: two
traffic flows, chains, and random. We choose the topology of two traffic flows because
it is the simplest one for studying “inter-flow” spatial reuse, the chain topology
because it is the typical one for studying “intra-flow” spatial reuse, and the random
topology because it represent more general cases.
4.5.1 Two Traffic Flows
Figure 4.5 shows four combinations of flow directions. The two traffic flows are Tr01
with d = 50m and Tr23 with d = 100m. Both senders inject CBR traffic at the full
channel capacity. The power levels and Rtr, Rir, and Rcs for each flow are listed in
Table 4.2. We varied the distance between node 1 and 2, d12, from 100m to 600m
and measured the network throughput for each scheme.
We simulated all four combinations of flow directions. The results are shown
in Figure 4.6. The X-axis is d12 and the Y-axis the throughput normalized by
the channel capacity. Because the explanation of these results are similar, we only
explain in detail the one of Figure 4.6(a) which corresponds to the topology of
Figure 4.5(a). We discuss each scheme in turn.
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0 1 2 3
50m 100m
0 1 2 3
50m 100m
(a) 0 → 1, 2 → 3 (b) 0 → 1, 2 ← 3
0 1 2 3
50m 100m
0 1 2 3
50m 100m
(c) 0 ← 1, 2 → 3 (d) 0 ← 1, 2 ← 3
Figure 4.5: Two traffic flows with four combinations of flow directions.
OTP MAC IEEE 802.11 MTP MAC
d 50m 50m 50m
Pt 0.0188w (12.7 dBm) 0.2818w (24.5 dBm) 4.5× 10−4w (-3.5 dBm)
Rtr 127m 250m 50m
Rir 230m 89m 445m
Rcs 280m 550m 109m
d 100m 100m 100m
Pt 0.0557w (17.5 dBm) 0.2818w (24.5 dBm) 0.0072w (8.6 dBm)
Rtr 166m 250m 100m
Rir 266m 178m 445m
Rcs 366m 550m 220m
Table 4.2: Radiuses under different power control schemes.
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(a) 0 → 1, 2 → 3 (b) 0 → 1, 2 ← 3







































































(c) 0 ← 1, 2 → 3 (d) 0 ← 1, 2 ← 3
Figure 4.6: Throughput for two traffic flows.
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IEEE 802.11
802.11 only achieves maximum performance when d12 exceeds 550m, which is to be
expected since that is Rcs. Notice that since Rir is only 89m, node 0 and node 2
could have begun simultaneous transmission at that distance if it were not for the
excessively large CSR.
MTP MAC
The primary drawback of MTP is that the IR greatly exceeds the CSR when sending
data and therefore data has a significant chance of being corrupted at the receiver.
To understand these results in detail, we analyze several critical values of d12 focusing
on the effects of the IR.
d12 <= 200m: Both node 0 and 2 can receive each others RTS. Thus they
alternate transmission and the two flows split the channel capacity.
d12 = 300m: Node 0 can neither receive the RTS/CTS from Tr23 nor detect
the carrier from node 2. The same is true of node 2 with respect to Tr01. Hence,
both node 0 and 2 may commence transmission simultaneously. However, both node
2 and 3 are in IR1, so the RTS/CTS transmissions of Tr23 cause collisions at node
1. Similarly, node 1 is in IR3 and IR2. Thus a CTS from node 1 can corrupt data
at node 3 or a CTS or ACK at node 2. As a result, network throughput is severely
degraded. Notice that because data and ACKs are transmitted at low power, it is
the RTS/CTS exchange that results in corruption.
d12 = 350m: Again, node 0 and 2 can transmit simultaneously. Node 2 is
in IR1 and so its RTS corrupts data at node 1. Thus, Tr01 makes almost no con-
tribution to the overall throughput, which is an unfairness phenomena that occurs
occasionally in 802.11 DCF based networks. Furthermore, Tr01 may corrupt ACKs
at node 2, even though it does not corrupt data at node 3. Hence, Tr23 is partially
degraded, and the overall throughput is slightly worse than the channel capacity.
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d12 = 450m: Again, both flows can transmit simultaneously. However, now
all the nodes are outside each others IR and no collisions occur. Because data
and ACKs are transmitted with lower power than in 802.11, they do not cause the
undue carrier sensing we saw in 802.11. Finally, although the RTS and CTS are
transmitted at full power, they are brief and infrequent and so do not cause undue
carrier sensing either. Thus, spatial reuse is fully achieved.
OTP MAC
For the OTP scheme, the CSR is used to eliminate hidden nodes. Again, we look
at several critical values of d12 but this time, since there are no hidden nodes, the
issues focus on the CSR.
d12 = 250m: Node 0 and 1 are in CSR2. Node 2 can receive the CTS from
node 1, even though it is out of CSR0. Therefore Tr01 and Tr23 utilize the channel
alternatively, and there is no spatial reuse.
d12 = 300m: Node 2 and 3 are out of CSR0, while node 0 and 1 are both in
CSR2. Further, node 2 can no longer receive the CTS from node 1 and it is outside
IR1. Therefore, node 2 can transmit at the same time as node 0 without corrupting
the signal at node 1. But node 0 has to defer while node 2 is transmitting. Thus
depending on the timing sometimes both node 0 and 2 can transmit and sometimes
only node 2 can. Partial spatial reuse is achieved, and throughput exceeds the
channel capacity, but does not achieve twice the capacity.
d12 = 325m: Network throughput drops at this point because of 802.11’s
exponential backoff scheme. Node 1 is in CSR2, while node 0 is out of it. Node
0 may send an RTS while node 2 is transmitting. Now node 1 cannot reply with
a CTS due to carrier sense, which causes node 0 to exponentially backoff and then
retransmit the RTS. This results in an increasingly small chance that node 0 will







Figure 4.7: The chain topology
network throughput, but Tr23 can fully utilize channel capacity.
d12 = 375m: Starting at this point, both flows are outside of the others
CSR. Spatial reuse is fully achieved, and the network throughput reaches two times
channel capacity significantly sooner than either of the other two schemes.
4.5.2 Chain Topologies
Our second study focuses on chain topologies, as shown in Figure 4.7. We used a
minimum hop-count routing protocol, DSR [35].
It is obvious that the closer the spacing, the better the performance of OTP.
But if the distance is less than 0.5Rtr which is 125m in the simulation setup, DSR
would skip the intermediate node and go directly to the next one. Therefore we
separate the nodes by 130m, in which case Rcs is 550m for 802.11, 430m for OTP,
and 286m for MTP.
The source node 0 attempts to inject packets at the full channel capacity. We
vary the number of hops from 2 to 9. When the hop count exceeds 6, the theoretical
throughput upper bound for 802.11 is between 15 and
1
6 of the channel capacity
if there is perfect scheduling so that transmissions that are 5 hops away transmit
simultaneously [125]. For example, Tr01 and Tr56 transmit at the same time, and
Tr12 and Tr67 transmit at the same time, etc.
The results are shown in Figure 4.8, where the X-axis is the number of hops
and the Y-axis is the throughput normalized by the channel capacity. We show the
results for the theoretical upper bound as well as the three schemes. We observe that
as the hop count increases from 2 to 5, all the curves decrease sharply. Although
MTP can achieve spatial reuse starting from hop count 4, this gain is nullified by
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Figure 4.8: Throughput for the chain topology.
interference from hidden nodes, much as we saw in the previous section. OTP’s
throughput begins to flatten out at 6 hops, which is when a second node in the
chain can begin transmitting at the same time as node 0, while 802.11, with it’s
greater CSR, does not flatten out until 7 hops. Thus, although the advantages are
modest, the OTP MAC out performs both of the other schemes and for the reasons
we expected.
4.5.3 Random Topologies
To test more general topologies, we placed nodes randomly in a 1000m by 1000m
area with four pairs of randomly chosen nodes acting as source and destination.
Again, the ns-2 implementation of DSR is used as the routing algorithm and each
source attempts to transmit at the full channel capacity. Because we are interested
primarily in how much spatial reuse is achieved, nodes are not mobile. A key claim
is that OTP increases spatial reuse and we investigated this claim by varying the
number of nodes from 10 to 50. We generated 300 random configurations for each
density. Our results are the average over these configurations.
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Figure 4.9: Throughput for random network topologies.
Our results are shown in Figure 4.9, where the X-axis is the number of nodes
and the Y-axis is the throughput in bps. In general, OTP and 802.11 give similar
results, while MTP performs significantly worse due to its unsolved hidden node
problem.
OTP did not improve performance substantially. Preliminary analysis indi-
cates two explanations. First, using the shortest-path routing protocol, many hops
are close to or greater than the 200m limit at which OTP gives no advantage over
802.11. This limits the spatial reuse from OTP. It also suggests future work in rout-
ing techniques that use short hop distance routes. Second, our theoretical analysis
shows 10% potential spatial conservation, but the experimental results shows 5%
improvement to network throughput. A possible explanation is that some of the
space conserved by OTP is not utilized by the traffic flows. A simple example is
that there are not transmissions in the conserved space.
Nevertheless, we are able to observe that the advantage of OTP over 802.11
does increase with increasing density. Thus although subtle we do get the increased
spatial reuse we would expect.
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Chapter 5
Enhancing the OTP Scheme
Previously, we presented a MAC layer power control scheme, OTP, to improve
network space utilization by balancing the size of the CSR and the IR for each
individual transmission. In practice, this scheme is overly conservative in two ways:
• First, when possible, OTP always transmits data packets at the power level
that guarantees successful packet reception even when a receiver experiences
the worst possible interference, e.g. an interferer transmitting at the maximum
power residing just outside the CSR. Since such a worst case does not occur
much of the time, in practice, the transmit power can be reduced further.
• Second, OTP exchanges RTS/CTS packets at the maximum power, which
creates the maximum possible interference to ongoing transmissions. This
makes it easy to estimate the sender-receiver distance, given the assumption
that we ignore fast fading and that we know the exact path loss model. But it
is not necessary to transmit the control packets at the maximum power. Under
the same assumptions, the distance can be derived as long as the transmit and
receive power levels are known. Therefore, both the RTS and CTS can be sent
at a lower power level just as the ACK and data packets are.
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Motivated by these two observations, we propose an Enhanced OTP (EOTP)
protocol, which dynamically adjusts transmit power according to the actual inter-
ference level at the receiver. Some existing MAC power control schemes employ
this idea and tune transmit power according to the previous instantaneous interfer-
ence at the receiver [81, 82, 84, 115]. Because the transmission duration of a data
packet is usually longer than that of a control packet, the instantaneous interfer-
ence measured during an RTS/CTS exchange may result into a low power level for
the subsequent data transmission. To solve this problem, the previously proposed
MAC power control schemes use busy tones on a control channel to protect data
packets from being corrupted. In single channel networks, there is no dedicated
control channel and it would be risky to adjust transmit power according to the
instantaneous interference. Therefore, the sender needs to observe the interference
at the receiver for a relatively long period and adjust transmit power accordingly.
In addition, we will argue that exchanging control packets at the maximum power
level brings about no extra benefit, and thus we reduce their transmit power to
avoid generating unneeded interference.
In fact, the motivation for enhancing OTP come from our subsequent inves-
tigation of routing strategies in Chapter 6. We observed that choosing short hops
did not improve network throughput as we expected. Studying the simulation re-
sults showed that OTP is overly conservative in many situations. This leads to the
development of EOTP.
5.1 Related Work
A number of MAC layer power control schemes have been proposed to adjust trans-
mit power according to the actual interference level at the receiver. Most of them
use multiple channels [81, 82, 83, 84, 115]. Wu et al. [81] proposed that the sender
transmits at the minimum required power estimated during an RTS/CTS exchange
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and that the receiver sends out a busy tone at the maximum power in the control
channel to protect an ongoing transmission. Similarly, Monks et al. [82] leveraged a
request-power-to-send (RPTS)/acceptable-power-to-send (APTS) exchange to de-
termine the minimum transmit power that will result in a possible successful packet
reception. To protect an ongoing transmission, a receiver sends busy tone pulses
on a control channel. The signal strength of the busy tone indicates the receiver’s
tolerance to additional noise. A potential transmitter decides the upperbound of
its transmit power by sensing the busy tones. Lin et al. [83] enhanced the IEEE
802.11 standard by improving the handshake mechanism and adding a control chan-
nel to notify the neighbors around a receiver about the noise tolerance. Thus, the
neighbors can adjust their transmit power to avoid packet collision at the receiver.
In [115], the RTS/CTS are exchanged on the control channel at the maximum power.
A receiver uses the CTS to notify its neighbors of the additional noise power that
can be added without impacting data reception.
Due to the utilization of multiple channels, the schemes above have a more
complicated physical layer implementation than those that use a single channel. We
prefer a MAC power control scheme using a single channel for the sake of hardware
and physical layer simplicity. An added benefit is that the scheme could share the
same physical layer standard as the IEEE 802.11.
Few single channel based power control schemes have been proposed [13, 85,
86, 87, 88, 7]. In single channel wireless networks, it is a challenge to guarantee
successful packet reception by sending packets at a power level adjusted accord-
ing to past interference information, especially when the interference information is
instantaneous and measured over a short interval. In Chapter 4 [13], we propose
that the sender always assumes the highest interference at the receiver and tunes
the transmit power such that the CSR is just large enough to cover the IR. As
we stated above, our OTP is overly conservative in practice. Inspired by cellular
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CDMA power control schemes, Agarwal et al. [85] proposed to ratchet up (or down)
transmit power by observing the exchange and loss of messages. Even though this is
a simple strategy, its power tuning scheme is not justified. For example, the authors
simply assume that retransmission is an indication of packet loss and high interfer-
ence, but they ignore the fact that retransmission may be caused by a receiver that
is not able to reply with either a CTS or an ACK. Poon et al. [86] proposed that,
after special handling of control packets exchange, the data packets are transmitted
at the minimum required power level. Although this is a simple strategy, transmit-
ting data packets at the minimum required power level makes the transmitted signal
vulnerable. Yu et al. [87] proposed Power-Stepped Protocol (PSP) to enhance spa-
tial utilization in clustered mobile ad hoc networks. In PSP, each node can operate
at a different power level but not more than one level higher or not less than one
level lower than that of any of its neighbors. The algorithm specifies that a node
increases its power when the number of neighbors is less than a predefined threshold
and decreases its power when the number of neighbors is greater than a predefined
threshold. Thus, PSP is sensitive to node density and is suitable in a clustered
topology. The drawback of PSP is that it uses periodic hello messages to exchange
neighbor set information and, therefore, may result in substantial overhead. In the
framework of the IEEE 802.11 standard, Zhang et al. [88] studied the correlation
between the necessary transmit power of RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK packets. Their
essential idea is to use virtual carrier sense to suppress the transmission of the po-
tential interferers and, therefore, guarantee the next packet reception. For example,
the transmission of CTS clears a floor around the receiver so that the upcoming
data packets won’t be corrupted. Virtual carrier sense works well if all the neigh-
bors in the transmit range decode the transmitted signal correctly and, therefore,
keep silent for the rest of the packet exchange. However, it is impossible for all the
neighbors to correctly decode the transmitted signal due to kinds of reasons such as
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Notation Meaning
Pmin the minimal transmit power.
Pmax the maximal transmit power allowed in a network.
Popt the transmit power used by OTP scheme.
Peotp the transmit power used by EOTP scheme.
d distance between the sender and the receiver.
dmax the transmit range of Pmax.
Table 5.1: List of notation.
collisions, etc. Muqattash et al. [7] proposed a rather complicate power control MAC
protocol, called POWMAC, which uses an access window (AW) to schedule several
concurrent data packet transmissions by using a series of RTS/CTS exchange. In
POWMAC, the transmit power is set such that the received signal power at the
receiver is high enough to not only overcome current interference but also allow a
certain amount of additions to overcome upcoming concurrent transmissions that
might be scheduled in the vicinity. Therefore, POWMAC reserves a larger than
needed CSR for an individual transmission. Other transmissions within this larger
CSR are scheduled using a series of RTS/CTS exchanges within the AW interval.
A potential limitation of POWMAC is the AW synchronization among neighboring
nodes, especially for those that are two hops away, e.g., the nodes that are inside
the CSR but out of TR. These two-hop-away nodes should be able to transmit if
the transmit power is lower than that specified in POWMAC.
5.2 Design Rationale
The basic idea of EOTP is for a sender to observe the interference level at a receiver
for a relatively long duration and, thereafter, to tune transmit power accordingly.
To explain EOTP from a high level point of view, we introduce the design rationales
behind it. To facilitate our description, we use the notation listed in Table 5.1, where





Figure 5.1: Illustration of the interference envelope.
5.2.1 Estimating the Interference at the Receiver
Because OTP is based on preventing the worst possible case, the details of the level
of interference at the receiver are unimportant. This is not the case for EOTP and so
it is important to consider conditions at the receiver. The essential issue is whether
or not the SINR ever falls below the threshold. Thus, we are concerned about the
highest level of interference, or in the envelope defined by peaks in the interference
level, as shown in Figure 5.1. It is not simply enough to track the interference
envelope; there are several subtle issues to consider.
The first issue is when does the envelope matter? The most obvious point
is that the level of interference only matters when a transmitter is actually trying
to communicate with the receiver. Further, because of CSMA, a transmission will
actually suppress many of the closest possible interferers. This implies that when we
change the power level, the exact set of possible interferes may well change. Thus,
ideally, we should track the envelope on a transmitter-receiver pair basis and at the
actual power level to be used.
The second issue is what time scale matters? We want to make it unlikely
that a collision occurs, but if it allowed a significantly lower power level, we might
tolerate a rare collision. Typical data packet transmissions are significantly longer
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than control packet transmissions. Thus if we observe the envelope only during
control packet transmissions we are likely to underestimate the maximum interfer-
ence that might occur during a data packet transmission. Likewise, if we track the
maximum interference for a very long time, it is likely that we will overestimate the
interference that will typically occur. Thus, we argue that we should observe the
envelope over some bounded and relatively small number of data packet intervals.
5.2.2 Two Approaches to Obtain Interference Information
There are two obvious ways for the sender to obtain interference information and,
therefore, two ways of varying the transmit power. Both of the approaches observe
the interference for a relatively long duration before tuning transmit power.
One approach, which we call Indirect EOTP, is for the sender to estimate
the interference at the receiver by observing packet receptions and loss. That is,
if the sender observes consecutive successful packet receptions, it assumes that the
interference is low and reduces transmit power. If the sender observes a packet loss,
it assumes that the interference is high and, therefore, increases transmit power
immediately.
The other approach, which we call Feedback EOTP, is for the sender to
obtain SINR information from the receiver using feedback. That is, the sender
adjusts subsequent transmit power according to either the average or the minimum
of a series consecutive SINR feedbacks.
Obviously, the former approach does not need feedback from the receiver
and easier to implement, while the later needs feedback but reacts to interference
variation faster. We implemented both versions of EOTP. Because they employ the
same essential idea, their performance is similar in our subsequent simulations. For
this reason, we only introduce Indirect EOTP in detail and, from now on, when
mentioning EOTP, we mean Indirect EOTP.
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5.2.3 Adjusting Transmit Power
In EOTP, the sender estimates the interference at the receiver by observing packet
reception and loss. If the sender observes several consecutive successful packet re-
ceptions, it assumes that the interference is low and reduces Peotp, where Peotp is
the transmit power used by EOTP. If the sender observes a packet loss, it assumes
that the interference is high and, therefore, increases Peotp immediately.
Before presenting the details of the power adjustment scheme, we consider
the lower and upper bounds on Peotp. It is clear that Pmin is a lowerbound on Peotp.
Otherwise, the signal could not be correctly received even there was no interference.
Potp is an upperbound on Peotp, because, when the sender-receiver distance is less
than a threshold, Potp guarantees reliable signal reception even when the receiver
experiences the worst case interference. Both Pmin and Potp can be derived by
exchanging control packets, such as RTS and CTS. Given the signal transmit power,





where Trx is the receiving threshold. The OTP calculation, e.g. (4.8) in Chapter 4,
can be rewritten as a function of Pt and Pr as well. It worth mentioning that Pmax
is also an upperbound on Peotp. It is feasible to replace Potp with Pmax in subsequent
derivations. But, in doing that, Peotp would vary in a wider range.
Since Pmin and Potp define the lowbound and upperbound of Peotp, we con-
sider Peotp to be a linear combination of Pmin and Potp, e.g.
Peotp = k × Potp + (1− k)× Pmin , (5.2)
where k is a factor between 0 and 1 that reflects the interference level at the receiver.
For example, if there is no interference, k is 0 and Peotp = Pmin; if there is significant
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interference around the receiver, k is 1 and Peotp = Potp.
To guarantee reliable signal reception, k is varied based on a strategy of
conservative decreases and aggressive increases. The sender sends m data packets at
the current power level, Peotp. If all the m data packets are successfully transmitted
without retransmission, the sender reduces k by a small amount
k = max{k − δ, ∆}, (5.3)
where δ is the amount k is reduced each time, and ∆ is slightly greater than 0 to
guarantee that, at a minimum, Peotp is slightly higher than Pmin. When a retrans-
mission occurs, k is increased immediately
k = min{k + δ, 1} . (5.4)
Considering that the IEEE 802.11 allows at most 7 retransmissions, we choose a
value for δ such that k would be likely to be 1 on the 7th retransmission. For
example, setting δ to 0.1. Note that in both (5.3) and (5.4), “=” denotes assignment
as in a computer program, not mathematical equality. By convention, the right-hand
side of the “=” is called the R-Value and the left-hand side of the “=” is called the
L-Value. R-values are based on the values of the terms before the assignment is
completed, while L-values indicate what the term will be after the assignment. Thus,
both (5.3) and (5.4) indicate that the new value of k is obtained by substituting the
current value of k into the right-hand formula.
We claim that it is not desirable for the sender to increase Peotp for an
RTS retransmission or RTS/CTS exchange failure. This is because an RTS/CTS
exchange failure occurs in two situations. One is that either the RTS or CTS is
corrupted by interference. Another is that the receiver receives the RTS correctly but
is not able to reply with a CTS because it is in the CSR of an ongoing transmission.
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In the former situation, Peotp should be increased, but, in the latter situation, Peotp
should not. Since there is no way to distinguish these two cases, we choose not to
increase Peotp when an RTS/CTS exchange fails.
5.2.4 The Transmit Power of Control Packets
In the previous discussion, we focus on data packet transmit power. The transmit
power of control packets is important as well. We choose to send control packets at
Peotp, which is the same power level used by data packets, for several reasons.
First, if Peotp guarantees data packets reception, it is likely to guarantee
control packet reception, because the transmission duration of a control packet is
much shorter than that of a data packet. Second, sending control packets at a
higher power generates burst interference to ongoing transmissions, resulting in the
senders in the vicinity increasing their transmit power. This effect may propagate to
the whole network and degrade overall network performance. Third, sending control
packets at a power level lower than Peotp is unnecessary, because it would not reduce
the interference envelop at the active receivers.
As in most MAC layer protocols, EOTP uses acknowledgements to realize
reliable transmission. Therefore, the reliable reception of an ACK at the sender is
equally important as that of a data packets at the receiver. This suggests that the
receiver needs to track the interference level at the sender and adjusts its transmit
power accordingly, just as the sender does. EOTP solves this issue indirectly such
that the corruption of an ACK would result in data packet retransmission and thus
increasing transmit power at both the sender and the receiver.
5.2.5 EOTP and Rate Adaptation
Similarly, the sender can adapt the transmission rate by observing packet losses and
receptions, namely Enhanced OTR (EOTR). But, in doing this, the sender may
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lose chances to reduce transmit power. As discussed in Chapter 4, the answer to
the question of which scheme, EOTP or EOTR, brings about more significant im-
provement on network performance depends on specific traffic pattern and network
topology and is left for future work.
5.3 Details of the EOTP Protocol
We first describe the packet format modifications and additional data structures
in each node, then present the steps for EOTP, and finally discuss some feasibility
issues.
5.3.1 Packet Format and Data Structure
We add a power level field, “PL”, in the RTS and data packet header. Before
sending an RTS or data packet, the sender sets “PL” to the current transmit power
level, Petop, and, therefore, notifies the receiver what power level it should use when
replying with a CTS or an ACK.
Additionally, each sender maintains a power table with one entry per receiver
containing five fields:
1. Receiver ID.
2. The minimal required transmit power, Pmin, which is the lowerbound of Peotp.
Initially, this is set to Pmax. To cope with node mobility, Pmin is updated
according to the transmit and receive power levels everytime a RTS/CTS
exchange is completed.
3. The OTP transmit power, Potp, which is the upperbound of Peotp. Initially,
this is set to Pmax. As with Pmin, Potp is updated according to the transmit
and receive power levels everytime a RTS/CTS exchange is completed so as
to cope with node mobility.
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4. A counter, CST , which counts the number of consecutive successful data
packet transmissions. Initially, it is set to 0. CST is incremented when an
ACK is received and it is reset to 0 when the factor k is changed.
5. The factor k. Initially, this is set to 1. k is reduced when CST reaches a
threshold, CSTth, and it is increased when a data retransmission occurs.
In a practical system, there should be a timeout field indicating whether
this information is outdated. We did not implement this functionality, because our
subsequent simulations use traffic flows that continuously transmit packets and thus
keep the entry fresh.
5.3.2 Details of the EOTP protocol
The steps of EOTP are described as follows:
1 Before sending an RTS, the sender looks up the power table entry of
the intended receiver. If no entry is found, it adds one for the receiver
and sets all the fields to their initial values. The sender calculates Peotp
using (5.2). Thereafter, it stores Peotp into the “PL” field in the RTS
header and sends the RTS at Peotp.
2 The receiver receives the RTS, retrieves Peotp from the header and replies
with a CTS at Peotp.
3 After receiving the CTS, the sender measures the receive power, updates
Pmin using (5.1) and updates Potp using a variation of (4.8). Thereafter,
the sender re-calculates Peotp, stores Peotp into the “PL” field in a data
packet header and transmits the data packet at Peotp.
4 The receiver receives the data packet, retrieves Peotp and replies with an
ACK at Peotp.
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5 Upon receiving the ACK, the sender increments CST . If CST reaches
the threshold CSTth, k is reduced according to (5.3) and CST is reset
to 0. Thereafter, the sender may go back to step 1 for the next round of
data transmission.
6 If the sender does not receive an ACK from the intended receiver in a
predefined time period, k is increased immediately according to (5.4)
and CST is reset to 0.
5.3.3 EOTP and Signal Power Estimation
In step 3, the sender updates Pmin and Potp using the transmit and receive power
level of the control packets (either the RTS or the CTS). If positioning techniques
(Section 2.10) are provided at each wireless node, we can obtain the sender-receiver
distance, d, and step 3 can be simplified to calculating Pmin and Potp using the
large-propagation model.
If a positioning technique is not available, the issue that needs to be addressed
is for the receiver to separate the signal power, Pr, from interference, I, and white
noise, N0. As we discuss in Section 2.8, some sophisticated SINR estimators are
able to fulfill this task. Therefore, if the receiver is capable of estimating SINR, step
3 is feasible.
Furthermore, if a SINR estimator is not provided at the receiver, we have to
use the signal power approximations introduced in Section 2.9. In doing this, some
errors will be introduced into Pmin and Potp. But it would not impact the essential
idea of EOTP. For the worst case, we can let Peotp vary between Pmax and 0 and
the performance of EOTP may degrade. However, such extreme choices can be
avoided, if we use the lower bound in (2.13) or (2.14) to overestimate Potp and use
the upper bound to underestimate Pmin.
Thus, using the proposed techniques, step 3 is feasible.
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Figure 5.2: Two traffic flows with four combinations of flow directions.
5.4 Simulation Results
We implemented EOTP by modifying the IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC protocol in
NS2 [5, 6]. In our implementation, the CST threshold, CSTth, is set to 10 so that
there is enough historical information for the sender to adjust subsequent transmit
power. The two parameters in (5.3) and (5.4), e.g. ∆ and δ, are both set to 0.1.
The other parameters of our simulation setup are identical to those in Chapter 4.
Notice that (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) are not the only functional forms of tuning
Petop. Likewise, there are other choices for CSTth, ∆ and δ. We leave the exploration
of the optimal functions and values for future work.
We used three network topologies: two traffic flows, chains, and grids. Since
our goal is to evaluate the performance of MAC power control schemes, we eliminate
the impact of routing by setting up static routes. Performance is evaluated in
two ways: overall network throughput and average packet delivery latency. Packet
delivery latency is the duration from the time a packet generated at a source to
the time it is received by a destination. Because the packet delivery latency in two
traffic flows and chain topologies is not very interesting, we present it only for the
grid topologies. Our simulation demonstrates that EOTP outperforms both OTP
and the IEEE 802.11 substantially.
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5.4.1 Two Traffic Flows
The two traffic flow topology is the simplest one for studying “inter-flow” spatial
reuse. Fig. 5.2 shows four combinations of flow directions. The two traffic flows are
Tr01 and Tr23 with the sender-receiver distance 50m and 100m respectively. Both
senders inject CBR traffic at the full channel capacity. We varied the distance be-
tween node 1 and 2, d12, from 100m to 600m and measured the network throughput
with respect to different power control schemes.
Performance Comparison Between EOTP, OTP and 802.11
Figure 5.3 shows the simulation results for EOTP, OTP and 802.11. The x-axis
is the distance from node 1 to node 2, and the y-axis is the network throughput
normalized by the channel capacity. As we expected in all cases, the two traffic flows
decouple from each other much earlier when employing EOTP than when employing
either OTP or 802.11. This is because EOTP adjusts transmit power according to
the actual interference level at the receiver, while OTP always assumes the worst
interference at the receiver and transmits at a power level that guarantees successful
packet reception in such situation. In this simulation, neither traffic flow generates
much actual interference in the other flow. Thus, OTP is overly conservative. The
explanation of the performance at each sample point is similar. We choose the case
where d12 = 300m in Figure 5.3(a) to explain the behavior of 802.11, OTP and
EOTP in more detail.
• 802.11: Both node 0 and node 2 transmit at Pmax, which is 0.2818w (24.5
dBm), and the radius of their CSRs, Rcss, are 550m. Each traffic flow is in
the CSR of the other and so the two flows alternate transmissions. Therefore,
the overall network throughput is the channel capacity.
• OTP: Node 0 and node 2 transmit at 0.0188w (12.7 dBm) and 0.0557w (17.5
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(a) 0 → 1, 2 → 3 (b) 0 → 1, 2 ← 3


















































(c) 0 ← 1, 2 → 3 (d) 0 ← 1, 2 ← 3
Figure 5.3: Normalized network throughput for three MAC power control schemes:
802.11, OTP and EOTP.
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dBm), and the Rcss are 280m and 366m respectively. When node 0 is trans-
mitting, node 2 can transmit simultaneously because node 2 is not in the CSR
of node 0. However, when node 2 is transmitting, node 0 has to keep silent
because it is in the CSR of node 2. Therefore, the overall network throughput
is somewhat higher than the channel capacity.
• EOTP: When first beginning, both node 0 and node 2 set k = 1. As for OTP,
their transmit power levels are 0.0188w (12.7 dBm) and 0.0557w (17.5 dBm),
and the Rcss are 280m and 366m respectively. During this stage, when node
0 is transmitting, node 2 can initiate simultaneous transmissions because it is
out of the CSR of node 0. Node 2’s transmission would not cause the worst
possible interference at receiver 1 because its transmit power is much less
than Pmax. When node 2 is transmitting, node 0 has to keep silent because
it is in the CSR of node 2. Therefore, receiver 3 detects no interference.
Hence, both node 0 and 2 decrease their transmit power after 10 successful
data packet transmissions. This process continues until both senders decrease
their transmit power to the minimal level, which is 0.003181w (5 dBm) and
0.012742w (11.1 dBm) and the Rcss are 180m and 255m respectively. At
this point, neither node is in the CSR of the other. The two traffic flows are
completely decoupled from each other and the overall network throughput is
twice the channel capacity.
Evaluating the Two Enhancements of EOTP
EOTP enhances OTP in two ways. One is reducing data packet transmit power,
and the other is reducing control packet transmit power. We evaluate each en-
hancement independently by measuring the performance of two variations of OTP.
In the first variation, data packets are transmitted at Peotp while control packets
are transmitted at Pmax, denoted as LPData (Low-Power Data packets). In this
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case, data packets are more sensitive to interference at the receiver. Sending control
packets at Pmax would increase the interference envelope at the receiver and prevent
Peotp from dropping to a low level. Thus, we would not expect LPData to improve
the performance of OTP substantially. In the second variation, both data packets
and control packets are transmitted at Potp, denoted as LPCtrl (Low-Power Control
packets). Because Potp guarantees data packet receptions even when the receivers
experience the worst possible interference, reducing transmit power of control pack-
ets has a trivial impact on data packet reception. Thus, we would not expect LPCtrl
to improve the performance of OTP either.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the simulation results for EOTP, OTP and the two
variations. The x-axis is the distance from node 1 to node 2, and the y-axis is
the network throughput normalized by the channel capacity. As we expected in all
cases, LPCtrl does not have a substantial impact on OTP. Although sending control
packets at reduced power reduces the interference at the receivers, data packets are
transmitted at Potp so that successful packet reception is not sensitive to the actual
interference level at the receiver. LPData also does not improve the performance
of OTP in Figure 5.4(b) and (d), because sending control packets at Pmax prevents
the two traffic flows from decoupling from each other before 250m due to virtual
carrier sensing. However, LPData improves OTP in Figure 5.4(a) and (c). This is
because, when the flow distance is beyond 250m, the two traffic flows can initiate
more simultaneous transmissions due to the reduced data transmit power.
As in the previous simulation, we choose the typical case of d = 300m in
Figure 5.4(a) to explain the behavior of LPCtrl and LPData.
• LPCtrl: Node 0 transmits both control packets and data packets at 0.0188w
(12.7 dBm) and thus the Rcs 280m. Node 2 transmits both control packets
and data packets at 0.0557w (17.5 dBm) and thus the Rcs 366m. When node
0 is transmitting, node 2 can transmit simultaneously because node 2 is not
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(a) 0 → 1, 2 → 3 (b) 0 → 1, 2 ← 3




































































(c) 0 ← 1, 2 → 3 (d) 0 ← 1, 2 ← 3
Figure 5.4: Evaluating the two enhancements of EOTP individually.
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in the CSR of node 0. However, when node 2 is transmitting, node 0 has to
keep silent because it is in the CSR of node 2. Assume that node 0 detects the
channel to be idle and sends an RTS to node 1. Since the RTS is transmitted
at 0.0188w (12.7 dBm), node 2 cannot sense it and attempts to reserve the
channel, which prevents node 1 from replying with a CTS to node 0. When the
traffic load at node 2 is high, node 1 has few chances to obtain the channel and
thus the throughput for Tr01 is almost 0. This is an unfairness phenomena that
occurs occasionally in IEEE 802.11 based networks. Therefore, the normalized
network throughput is 1.
• LPData: The power adjustment process is the same as in EOTP. However,
because control packets are transmitted at Pmax, the interference envelope at
both receivers is high. Node 0’s data packet transmit power converges in the
range of 0.0049w ∼ 0.0066w (6.9 dBm ∼ 8.2 dBm) and node 2’s converges
in the range of 0.0127w ∼ 0.0272w (11 dBm ∼ 14.3 dBm). Because of the
variation of the transmit power, traffic flow Tr01 and Tr23 couple with each
other occasionally. The overall network throughput is lower than two times
channel capacity.
Thus, we conclude that, although each enhancement has limited impact on OTP,
their synergistic effect is significant.
Power Adjustment on RTS/CTS Exchange Failure
To test our design rationale about whether or not to increase transmit power for
RTS/CTS exchange failure, we evaluate the performance of a variation of EOTP
where the sender increases transmit power not only for data packet loss but also
when the RTS/CTS exchange fails. This scheme is denoted as EOTP RTS/CTS.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the simulation results using the same format as pre-
vious Figures. Figure 5.5(b) and (d) show that EOTP RTS/CTS underperforms
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(c) 0 ← 1, 2 → 3 (d) 0 ← 1, 2 ← 3
Figure 5.5: Performance comparison between EOTP and EOTP RTS/CTS.
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EOTP. This is because, in most cases, RTS/CTS exchange fails because the re-
ceiver is reserved by other ongoing transmissions and is not able to reply with a
CTS. Increasing transmit power cannot alleviate this problem but, instead, causes
the two traffic flows to couple together. We use the typical case of d12 = 200m in
Figure 5.5(b) to explain the behavior of EOTP and EOTP RTS/CTS.
• EOTP RTS/CTS: When first beginning, both node 0 and node 3 set k = 1
and their transmit powers are 0.0188w (12.7 dBm) and 0.0557w (17.5 dBm)
respectively. Because neither flow generates much interference in the other,
both senders gradually decrease their power levels. When node 3 reduces
its power level to 0.0416w (16.2 dBm) and the Rcs 340m, the CSR covers
node 1 but excludes node 0. The RTS/CTS exchange between node 0 and 1
fails frequently because, most of the time, node 1 is reserved by the ongoing
transmissions of Tr23. Thus, node 0 increases the transmit power all the
way back to the upperbound 0.0188w (12.7 dBm), which, in turn, frequently
reserves receiver 2, resulting in node 3 continuously increasing its power to
0.0557w (17.5 dBm). This process repeats until the end of the simulation. As
a consequence, node 0 transmits at 0.0188w (12.7 dBm) most of the time and
node 3 varies from 0.0368w (15.7 dBm) to 0.0557w (17.5 dBm). The two flows
couple with each other and the network throughput is the channel capacity.
• EOTP: Both senders do not increase transmit power when the RTS/CTS
exchange fails. Therefore, in the situation above, both node 0 and node 3 keep
reducing their power levels as long as no data packet retransmission occurs.
Eventually, both senders decrease their transmit power to the minimum level,
resulting in the two flows decoupling from each other. Thus, the network
throughput achieves twice the channel capacity.
In the scenario illustrated by Figure 5.2(a), receiver 1 may be silenced by flow
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Figure 5.6: The chain topology
Tr23 and unable to reply with a CTS to sender 0, resulting in EOTP RTS/CTS
increasing the power level at node 0. But, this would never occur at receiver 3
because it is further away from flow Tr01 than sender 2. Eventually, node 2 would
decrement its power to the minimum level, leaving node 1 outside of its carrier
sense range. At this moment, node 0 could gradually decrease its power level. As
a result, EOTP RTS/CTS demonstrates similar performance to EOTP, as shown
in Figure 5.5(a). In the scenario illustrated by Figure 5.2(c), both receivers are
further way from the other flow than the senders. Thus, higher interference would
be the only reason that causes an RTS/CTS exchange failure. In this scenario,
EOTP RTS/CTS acts as EOTP and their performance are the same, as shown in
Figure 5.5(c).
In a conclusion, EOTP RTS/CTS does not outperform EOTP in any case
and it does underperform EOTP in some. Therefore, it is appropriate to not increase
transmit power for the RTS/CTS exchange failure in EOTP.
5.4.2 Chain Topologies
Our second study focuses on chain topologies. The chain topology is the typical one
for studying “intra-flow” spatial reuse. As shown in Fig. 5.6, 10 nodes reside on a
straight line and the immediate neighbors are separated by 130m so that a node can
only reach its immediate neighbors even if it transmits at Pmax. In this way, EOTP,
OTP and 802.11 would use an identical route to delivery data packets.
The source, node 0, attempts to inject packets at the full channel capacity.
We vary the destination from node 2 to node 9, and measure the chain throughput.
We exclude node 1 as the destination because, in this case, there is no interference
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(a) cbr traffic flow (b) tcp traffic flow
Figure 5.7: Throughput for the chain topology.
or channel contention. Moreover, the throughput of the single hop flow, which is
around 0.7Mbps, is much higher than the others. Thus, an extra benefit of excluding
node 1 is that we can use a small scale on the y-axis and distinguish the performance
of the schemes.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 5.7, where the x-axis is the num-
ber of hops from node 0 to the destination and the y-axis is the throughput in
Mbps. Figure 5.7(a) and (b) demonstrate the simulation results for CBR and TCP
traffic respectively. EOTP slightly outperforms OTP and 802.11 in both cases. The
improvement is trivial because all three protocols deliver data packets along the
paths consisting of the least number of hops and, therefore, each hop distance can
not be less than dmax/2, which limits the performance of MAC layer power control
schemes. An addition explanation is that the chain topology is a 1D topology and
Chapter 3 suggests that power control in 1D space may not be able to improve
network throughput.
5.4.3 Grid Topologies
The previous simulations were performed using one dimensional topologies. To
evaluate the performance of EOTP in two dimensional space, we use a 700m by
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Figure 5.8: A 700m by 700m grid topology with neighboring nodes 100m apart.
700m grid topology with neighboring nodes 100m apart, as shown in Figure 5.8.
Each node is labeled on its left side.
To eliminate the impact of routing and focus on the MAC protocol perfor-
mance, a node sends CBR traffic to a destination that is just a single hop away.
In the subsequent study of routing strategy, we perform similar simulations except
that there is no restriction on source-destination distance.
We test two sets of traffic flows. In the first set, the traffic flows are regularly
distributed in the network, while, in the second set, the traffic flows are randomly
distributed. To fully utilize the network spatial resource and, therefore, evaluate the
power control schemes fairly, every node participates in communications. Specifi-
cally, in the first flow set, a node is either a sender or a receiver, and, in the second
flow set, every node is a sender.
Regularly Distributed Traffic Flows
In the first traffic flow set, each even-numbered node sends CBR traffic to its imme-














































































































(c) Pakcet drop caused by queue full (d) Average queue length
Figure 5.9: Performance of EOTP, OTP and 802.11 in the grid topology with reg-
ularly distributed traffic flows.
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and the traffic load is evenly distributed in the network. Each traffic flow starts
at a random time within the first 30 seconds and continues until the end of the
simulation which lasts 500 seconds. To eliminate the impact of the initial start-up
process, we measure the network throughput and packet delivery latency after the
transmit power of all the source nodes converges. In this simulation, the time to
achieve convergence is around 35 seconds.
Figure 5.9 shows the network throughput and packet delivery latency with
varying traffic load. The x-axis is the packet generation interval at each source
node. The smaller the packet interval, the heavier the load. It is clear that there
is no need to reduce transmit power when network traffic load is light. Thus, we
intentionally set the traffic load to be high enough to distinguish the performance
of the MAC power control schemes. We observe that EOTP outperforms OTP and
802.11 substantially for both metrics.
To illustrate the EOTP power adjustment process, we repeat the simulation
in which the packet generation interval is 0.05 seconds, and observe the EOTP
power adjustment process at node 26 as well as the interference variation at the
corresponding receiver 27. Each time node 26 sends a data packet to node 27,
we record the transmit power at node 26, the highest interference and the lowest
SINR at node 27. Figure 5.10(a) illustrates the transmit power variations at node
26 during the first 50 seconds. The dotted line is the transmit power upperbound,
0.0557w (17.5 dBm), and the solid line is the transmit power lowerbound, 0.0127w
(11 dBm). Figure 5.10(b) and (c) show the interference and SINR variations at node
27 for the first 50 seconds. The solid line in Figure 5.9(c) is the SINR threshold
for capture effect, which is 10 (10 dB) in our simulation setup. As we can see,
at the beginning of the simulation, the transmit power drops sharply from 0.557w
(17.5 dBm) to 0.0127w (11 dBm), because few flows have started at this time. As
other traffic flows start, burst interference causes node 26 increases its transmit
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(a) Transmit power at node 26 (b) Interference at node 27












(c) SINR at node 27
Figure 5.10: EOTP power adjustment process at node 26.
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(a) Transmit power at node 26 (b) Interference at node 27
















(c) SINR at node 27
Figure 5.11: EOTP power adjustment process at node 26.
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power occasionally. For example, at 12 seconds, burst interference corrupts a data
packet transmission, resulting in the transmit power being increased at node 26.
This process continues until about 30 seconds, when all traffic flows have started
and most senders have converged their transmit power. The interference at node 27
is stable and the transmit power at node 26 converges to the minimum level.
Randomly Distributed Traffic Flows
In the second traffic flow set, each node randomly chooses a destination that is less
than 200m away and sends CBR traffic to it until the end of the simulation. During
the simulation, these source-destination relationships do not change. Each traffic
flow starts at a random time within the first 50 seconds. To eliminate the impact of
the initial start-up process, we measure the network throughput and packet delivery
latency after the transmit power of all the source nodes converge. Unlike the previous
simulation, the duration of the convergence is significantly impacted by the traffic
load. This is because there are a greater number of flows and the packet rate is
lower in the second flow set than in the first one. It takes longer time for a source
node to transmit enough number of data packets before determining its subsequent
transmit power. The higher the traffic load the longer time it takes. Thus, the
time to achieve convergence varies from 75 seconds to 200 seconds as packet interval
decreases from 0.2 seconds to 0.06 seconds.
Figure 5.12 shows the simulation results from low to medium traffic load.
Figure 5.12(a) is the overall network throughput in Mbps. The x-axis is the packet
generation interval at each source node. The smaller the interval the higher the
traffic load. We observe that when traffic load is low, the performance of EOTP,
OTP and 802.11 is identical. This is because when traffic load is low, the spatial
resource is sufficient for all transmissions and, therefore, power control is not helpful.













































































































(c) Pakcet drop caused by queue full (d) Average queue length
Figure 5.12: Performance of EOTP, OTP and 802.11 in the grid topology with

















































































































(c) Packet drops caused by full queues (d) Average queue length
Figure 5.13: Performance of EOTP, OTP and 802.11 in the grid topology with
randomly distributed high traffic load.
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Figure 5.12(b) is the average packet delivery latency in seconds. When the
traffic load is low, there is no channel contention and the three schemes have similar
performance. When traffic load increases, channel contention increases. Power con-
trol reduces channel contention by reducing the space utilization of each individual
transmission and, thus, significantly reduces queueing latency. This is confirmed by
Figure 5.12(d), which shows the average queue length at each source node. It is ob-
vious that, when the traffic load is high, the queue length of EOTP is much shorter
than OTP and 802.11. In the cases that the EOTP has similar network throughput,
for example when the packet generation interval is 0.28 seconds, its packet delivery
latency has shown substantial improvement over 802.11 and OTP.
Figure 5.12(c) shows the number of lost packets caused by full queues. We
observe that EOTP has lower packet loss than OTP and 802.11 when the traffic
load is high. Notice that, due to the border effect, the nodes in the middle of the
network are subjected to more severe channel contention than the nodes on the
border. Thus, although the average queue length is much less than 50, which is the
predefined queue size, packet loss is substantial.
Figure 5.13 shows the performance of EOTP, OTP and 802.11 when the
traffic load is high. Figure 5.13(a) shows the network throughput in Mbps. The x-
axis is the packet generation interval at each source node. The smaller the interval,
the higher the traffic load. We observe that EOTP outperforms both OTP and
802.11.
Figure 5.13(b) shows average packet delivery latency in seconds. EOTP has
lower packet delivery latency than OTP and 802.11. We notice that as the traffic
load increases, the performance gap decreases. This is because, when traffic load is
sufficiently high, all three schemes have saturated queues and the packet delivery
latency is high. This can be observed from Figure 5.13(c) and (d). When the packet
generation interval is 0.06 seconds, all three schemes have similar average queue
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(a) Transmit power at node 26 (b) Interference at node 27












(c) SINR at node 27
Figure 5.14: EOTP power adjustment process at node 26.
length but EOTP has the least number of dropped packets.
We also notice that the performance gap of the three schemes is less signifi-
cant than that in Figure 5.9. This is caused by two reasons. First, the sender-receiver
distances in the second traffic set, which are from 100m to 200m, are longer than
those in the first set, which are all 100m. Therefore, in the second flow set, the
senders transmit at higher power levels and generate more interference thus lower-
ing the overall performance. Second, the traffic load in the second set is not evenly
distributed, which may cause hot spots and performance degradation.
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(a) Transmit power at node 26 (b) Interference at node 27
















(c) SINR at node 27
Figure 5.15: EOTP power adjustment process at node 26.
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Furthermore, we repeat the simulation in which the packet generation in-
terval is 0.2 seconds, except that we manually force node 26 to send packets to
node 27 so as to compare its power adjustment process to the previous simulation.
Figure 5.14(a) illustrates the transmit power variations at node 26 for the first 100
seconds. The dotted line is the transmit power upperbound, 0.0557w (17.5 dBm),
and the solid line is the transmit power lowerbound, 0.0127w (11 dBm). Generally
speaking, the transmit power at node 26 converges to a range of 0.032w (15.1 dBm)
to 0.022w (13.4 dBm). Figure 5.14(b) and (c) show the interference and SINR
variations at node 27 for the first 100 seconds. The solid line in Figure 5.9(c) is
the SINR threshold for capture effect, which is 10 in our simulation setup. As we
can see, even after 50 seconds when all traffic flows have started and most source
nodes have tuned their transmit power to appropriate levels, the interference at
node 27 is much higher than that in the previous simulation. This is because some
nodes around 27 have to transmit at a high power level to reach their destinations,
which causes high interference at node 27. For example, at time 96 seconds, burst
interference, which caused by a concurrent transmission from node 29 to node 13,
corrupts the data packet at node 27, resulting node 26 to increase its transmit power
immediately. The traffic flow from node 29 to node 13 starts at 30 second. It did
not corrupt packet reception at node 27 earlier because both node 26 and node 29
have to compete the channel with other senders and they did not get the chance to
transmit concurrently until 96 seconds. This observation confirms our motivation
for enhancing OTP. That is, although the worst potential interferers exist, they may
not be able to frequently corrupt packets at the receiver due to the low probabil-
ity of obtaining the channel simultaneously. Thus, the sender can fruitfully risk
transmitting packets at power levels lower than Potp.
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Less Aggressive Backoff
EOTP adjusts transmit power based on the strategy of “conservative decreases
and aggressive increases”. It specifies that a transmitter increases transmit power
immediately after one packet loss. A consideration is that this might be overly
aggressive. Therefore, we performed the same simulations as above to observe the
performance if transmit power is increased only after n consecutive packet losses,
where n is set to be 1, 2 and 4. Figure 5.16 shows the simulation results.
Figure 5.16(a) shows the network throughput in Mbps and the x-axis is
packet generation interval in seconds. The smaller the generation interval, the higher
the traffic load. We observe that, when traffic load is low, the performance is
identical for n = 1, n = 2 and n = 4. However, when traffic load increases, the
EOTP with n = 1 slightly outperforms the other two schemes.
Figure 5.16(b) shows the average packet delivery latency in seconds and the
x-axis is packet generation interval in seconds. Again, we observe that, when traffic
load is low, the performance is identical for n = 1, n = 2 and n = 4. However, when
traffic load increases, the EOTP with n = 1 has a lower latency than the other two
schemes.
In this simulation, the performance of EOTP is not very sensitive to the
value of n. We may obtain some interesting observations if using some other network
topologies or traffic patterns. We leave it for future work.
5.4.4 Network Scale
As pointed out in Chapter 3, network scale impacts the performance of MAC power
control schemes because of the border effect. Here, network scale is defined as the
ratio between network size and sender-receiver (S-R) distance of individual transmis-
sions. When network scale is small, both EOTP and OTP cannot improve network
























































(c) Network throughput (d) Packet delivery latency
Figure 5.16: Increasing transmit power on different number of packet loss.
Network Size
First, we investigate the impact of network size on the performance of MAC power
control schemes by keeping neighboring nodes 100m apart and varying the size of a
grid topology from 100m by 100m, 200m by 200m to 900m by 900m. Thus, we vary
network scale by fixing the S-R distance and changing the network size. To measure
the achievable network throughput, each node sends CBR traffic to its immediate
neighbor on the right at the full channel capacity. Figure 5.17(a) shows the network
throughput for 802.11, OTP and EOTP. The x-axis is the edge length of the grid
topology. The y-axis is the network throughput per unit area in Kbps/m2, which
is the overall network throughput divided by the network area. We observe that,
when the network size is small, neither EOTP nor OTP outperforms 802.11. This
is because, in the small-sized networks, the spatial resource conserved by the power
control schemes is not utilized by other transmissions. For example, in the 200m
by 200m grid network, the S-R distances are all 100m. When employing 802.11,
the Rcs of an individual transmission is 550m. Although EOTP reduces the Rcs
to 200m, the conserved space mostly falls outside of the network and cannot be
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(a) Network throughput (b) Packet delivery latency
Figure 5.17: Network size impacts the performance of MAC power control schemes.
utilized. Figure 5.17(b) shows the average packet delivery latency. The x-axis is the
edge length of the grid topology and the y-axis is the delivery latency in seconds.
Also, we observe that, when the network size is small, power control schemes do
not reduce packet delivery latency. This is because, the minimum sender-receiver
distances are 100m and the transmit power cannot be reduced to a sufficient low
level to decouple the traffic flows in the small-sized networks.
Sender-Receiver Distance
Second, we investigate the impact of the S-R distance on the performance of the
MAC power control schemes by varying neighboring nodes distance from 50m, 100m,
150m to 200m in a 600m by 600m grid topology. Thus, we vary network scale by
fixing the network size and changing the S-R distances. The shorter the S-R dis-
tance, the larger the network scale. To measure the achievable network throughput,
each node sends CBR traffic to its immediate neighbor on the right at full channel
capacity. Figure 5.18(a) illustrates the network throughput in Mbps. The x-axis is
the S-R distance. When the S-R distances are long, neither EOTP nor OTP out-


















































(c) Network throughput (d) Packet delivery latency
Figure 5.18: Sender-Receiver distances impact the performance of MAC power con-
trol schemes.
substantially due to the minimal required power level. For example, when the S-R
distances are 200m, neither EOTP nor OTP could reduce the transmit power to a
sufficiently low level to decouple the traffic flows. Figure 5.18(b) shows the average
packet delivery latency in seconds. The x-axis is the S-R distance. For the same
reason, when the S-R distances are long, both EOTP and OTP could not improve
packet delivery latency. This simulation also suggests that MAC layer power control




Chapter 3, 4 and 5 suggest that short hop-distance benefits the performance of
MAC power control schemes because individual transmissions can reserve less space
and generate less interference. Mini-hop routing is a strategy that discovers paths
consisting of short hops. Unlike shortest-path routing, which attempts to discover
paths consisting of the least number of hops, mini-hop routing discovers paths that
contain a greater number of shorter distance hops. Even though there is a tradeoff
with the number of hops, we will show that the combination reduces the spatial
usage of delivering each individual packet and therefore improves overall network
throughput and, perhaps more surprisingly, packet delivery latency.
We use the spatial usage metric Ω and an example to explain why short hops






Figure 6.1: Shortest-path routing vs. mini-hop routing.
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if routing control messages and data packets are sent at power level Pk, and thus
transmit range Rk, nh is linearly proportional to 1Rk , while ai is proportional to
R2k. Therefore, overall Ω is proportional to Rk. The smaller the transmit range, the
lower the spatial usage to deliver each individual packet. Also remember we showed
that, in 1D space, short hop do not improve spatial usage.
Figure 6.1 illustrates an example, where node A is the source and node C is
the destination. A can reach C through the shortest path which contains a single hop
“A→C” with distance dAC . Also, it can go through two mini hops “A→B→C” with
distances dAB and dBC respectively. If we employ a MAC layer power control scheme
such that each hop transmission uses the minimal required power level, the spatial
usage of forwarding a packet along “A→C” is Ω1 = tπγ2(dAC)2. Here, t is the packet
transmission duration, and we ignore the number of retransmissions. Similarly, the
spatial usage of forwarding a packet along “A→B→C” is Ω2 = tπγ2(d2AB +d2BC). As
long as 6 ABC is greater than π2 , Ω2 is less than Ω1, which suggests that delivering
packets along the mini-hop path, “A→B→C”, consumes less spatial resource than
delivering packets along the shortest path, “A→C”.
In this Chapter, we propose a mini-hop routing protocol and demonstrate
that this protocol, combined with an appropriate MAC power control scheme, im-
proves network performance.
6.1 Related Work
Shortest-path routing discovers routes consisting of the least number of hops and,
thus, each hop tends to span a long distance. To achieve efficient spatial utilization,
mini-hop routing may be desirable so that packets can be delivered along routes
consisting of a greater number of short hops.
Some mini-hop routing protocols have been proposed [112, 113, 114, 115].
Most of these protocols discover mini-hop paths by transmitting routing control
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packets at reduced power levels, which is equivalent to setting an upperbound on
hop-distance. In these schemes, the key issue is to identify the critical power, Pc,
at which routing control packets should be transmitted. Pc should be low enough
to exclude long distance hops and high enough to guarantee connectivity between
sources and destinations. The proposed protocols identify Pc at the cost of substan-
tial overhead.
In [113] and [114], routing control packets are transmitted at n different
power levels during each individual route discovery process. Among the discovered
paths, a source node chooses the one corresponding to the lowest power level. In
the worst case, the routing overhead is n times higher than that of a normal route
discovery.
In [112] and [115], each node periodically broadcasts beacons or hello mes-
sages at Pmax on a control channel. A node maintains a connectivity set by over-
hearing these signals of its neighbors. The connectivity set is the smallest subset
of its possible neighbors that guarantees connectivity of the node to the network.
The node adjusts its transmit power to the level that can just reach the furthest
node in the connectivity set. Thereafter, [112] employs table-driving routing such
that each link is assigned a cost corresponding to the reduced power level and the
routing protocol calculates the minimal cost path, while [115] employs on-demand
routing such that each node simply transmits routing control packets at the reduced
power level. Because of the beacon and hello messages, both protocols introduce
considerable overhead.
6.2 Design Rationale
We propose a Mini-Hop Routing (MHR) protocol to discover paths consisting of
short distance hops without introducing substantial routing overhead. The protocol
design is based on the following considerations.
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6.2.1 Assumptions
We base our work on several assumptions. First, we assume a single radio channel for
communications instead of multiple channels. In doing this, we maintain hardware
simplicity and avoid significant modifications to the physical layer of the IEEE
802.11 [1] which is a widely used WLAN MAC protocol.
Second, we assume that, given transmit and receive power levels, the distance
between a sender and a receiver can be estimated according to the signal propagation
model [8], as discussed in Chapter 2. Although this assumption is challenged by
the existence of fast fading, we may solve it through more sophisticated physical
layer solutions. For example, the sender and receiver can eavesdrop each other’s
transmissions and average their distance over a long interval. Moreover, the distance
can be obtained through other techniques such as GPS or triangulation.
Third, we base MHR on Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [35]. This is be-
cause DSR is a typical on-demand routing protocol and on-demand routing is con-
sidered to be more appropriate for multihop wireless networks [31]. Incorporating
mini-hop routing into other on-demand routing protocols is essentially the same as
incorporating it into DSR.
6.2.2 Two Approaches to Discover Mini-Hop Routes
As introduced in Chapter 2, typical on-demand routing protocols employ a blind
flooding technique to discover routes and the blind flooding technique tends to
discover long hops. There are two obvious methods to discover mini-hop routes
during the blind flooding route discovery process: the power-control method and
the link-cost method.
The power-control method employs power control in the process of route
discovery. That is, each node transmits routing control packets at a reduced power
level, Pc. Pc has to be low enough to exclude long distance hops and high enough
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to maintain connectivity between sources and destinations. The advantage of this
method is that existing shortest-path routing protocols can be employed without
modifications. However, transmitting routing control packets at low power levels
may reduce network connectivity and may also reduce the potential number of
paths between the sources and destinations. If the source node is allowed to cache
multiple paths for the same destination, it would not initiate another route discovery
unless all the cached paths are broken. Therefore, fewer potential number of paths
being cached at the source means more frequent route discoveries and higher routing
overhead.
For the link-cost method, each link is assigned a cost and the blind flooding
route discovery process is modified to discover the minimal cost path. The link cost
should be defined such that short distance hops are preferred over long distance
hops. For example, it could be a function of the sender-receiver distance.
6.2.3 Link-Cost Mini-hop Routing
To avoid substantial routing overhead, we combine the two approaches starting with
the link-cost method.
The first question is how to define link cost. Since the goal of MHR is to
discover paths that consume the minimal spatial resource, the link cost should reflect
the spatial usage of a transmission over the link. According to Chapter 3, the spatial
usage of an individual transmission is proportional to R2cs, where Rcs is the radius
of the CSR and is determined by the transmit power Pt. However, when the MAC
layer employs a power control scheme, we cannot predict the actual value of Pt and
Rcs. As an alternative, we use d2 to indicate the spatial usage of a transmission over
the link, where d is the sender-receiver distance. This is because d determines Pmin,
which is a lowerbound on Pt, and, when transmitting at Pmin, the spatial usage R2cs
is linearly proportional to d2.
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Figure 6.3: Controlling the RREQ broadcast sequence.
The second question is how to incorporate the link cost into the blind flooding
route discovery process. To do this, duplicate RREQs must be broadcast as long
as they carry paths that have lower cost than those carried by previous RREQs.
We explain this process using Figure 6.2, where node A is the source and E is the
destination. The transmit power for the routing control packets is Pmax thus the
transmit range 250m. Each link is assigned a cost of d2. Obviously, the minimal
cost path from A to E is “A → B → C → D → E”. When A broadcasts an
RREQ, both B and C receive it. If node C gains the channel first and broadcasts
the RREQ, both D and E receive it. Node E then replies to A with a RREP carrying
path “A → C → E”. Later, node B obtains the channel and broadcasts its RREQ.
Although this RREQ is a duplicate for node C, node C has to rebroadcast it since it
carries a path, “A → B → C” that has lower cost than “A → C”. The same action
is taken at node D. Finally, node E replies to A with another RREP carrying the
minimal cost path “A → B → C → D → E”.
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6.2.4 Controlling the Broadcast Sequence
Forwarding duplicate RREQs may result in considerable routing overhead, especially
when node density is high. Figure 6.3 illustrates the scenario, where node A is the
source and F is the destination. Node A initiates the route discovery process by
broadcasting an RREQ for node F. We investigate the routing overhead by observing
node E’s behavior. Node E can receive RREQs from node B, C and D and may
forward these RREQs depending on the path costs they carry. If node E happens
to receive the RREQs as the following sequence, it has to forward all of them:
1. An RREQ from node B carrying path “A → B → E” with cost 80000.
2. An RREQ from node D carrying path “A → B → D → E” with cost 65000.
3. An RREQ from node C carrying path “A → B → C → E” with cost 60000.
4. An RREQ from node D carrying path “A → B → C → D → E” with cost
55000.
Here, each RREQ carries a path that has a lower cost than those carried by previous
RREQs. Node E has to broadcast all four RREQs and the routing overhead is four
times that in a normal blind flooding process.
To reduce these overheads, a plausible solution for a node is to wait until it
receives all the potential RREQs and then broadcast the one that carries the minimal
cost path. However, it is desirable to forward the RREQs as quickly as possible so
that the path between the source and the destination can be established quickly.
To solve this problem, the node forwards the first arriving RREQ immediately and
stores the subsequent duplicates until it receives all the potential RREQs and then
chooses the minimal cost one to broadcast. In this way, the node broadcasts RREQs
at most twice during an individual route discovery process.
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However, it is difficult to determine whether or not the node has received all
the potential RREQs. As an alternative, the node waits for a duration, T , within
which the minimal cost RREQ is likely to be received. A reasonable guess is that
this duration is proportional to the distance from the node to the source, because
the minimal cost RREQ likely comes from the nodes that are closer to the source.
Fortunately, the first RREQ arrives at the node carries the least number of hops,
n, from the node to the source, which is a rough indicator of the distance to the
source. For the nodes that are in the same hop range, they could distinguish their
distances by measuring the receive power level, Pr, of the first arriving RREQ. The
closer the node to the sender, the higher the Pr. Thus, T is set to
T = (n +
Trx
Pr
)× ε , (6.1)
where ε is a small constant and Trx is the receiving threshold. As the fresh RREQ
propagates from the source outward to the whole network, the nodes start waiting
one after another. The further the node to the source, the longer T it waits and the
later it broadcasts the minimal cost RREQ.
Consider Figure 6.3 again. After the source node A broadcasts the RREQ,
node B forwards it immediately. Node C, D and E receive this fresh request from
node B and determine that they are two hops away from the source. Because the
three nodes are in the same hop range, they measure their receive power levels, Pr,
of the RREQ to distinguish their distances more accurately. The closer the node
to sender B, the higher the Pr. Thus, the waiting period at node E is longer than
that at both C and D. Instead of rebroadcasting each duplicate RREQ immediately,
node E waits until the end of the period, at which moment it should have received
the RREQs from B, C and D, and node E rebroadcasts the one carrying the minimal




The RREQs are propagated throughout the whole network until they arrive at the
destination or an intermediate node that knows the route to the destination.
In DSR, there is an option that specifies whether an intermediate node is
allowed to send a reply to the source. In NS2’s [5, 6] implementation, it is enabled
by default. Thus, we enable this option in MHR as well. The exception is that, if
the intermediate node knows multiple routes to the destination, it replies with the
route that has the minimal spatial usage cost, while, in DSR, it replies with the one
that has the least number of hops.
There is another option that specifies whether the destination responses only
to the first arriving RREQ or to all RREQs it receives. In our simulations, we allow
multiple replies, because it improves network performance in all cases.
6.2.6 Excluding Long Distance Hops
We notice that several factors degrade the performance of the scheme above. First,
to reduce routing overhead, many wireless routing protocols allow the source node
to cache multiple paths to the same destination. When one path is broken, the
source node resorts to another without initiating another route discovery process.
In the scheme above, the source node receives not only the mini-hop paths but also
the shortest-paths due to the propagation of both the minimal cost RREQ and the
fresh RREQ. Once the mini-hop paths are broken, the source node would delivery
subsequent packets along the shortest-path.
Second, if nodes are allowed to eavesdrop on routing information, they are
likely to obtain long-distance hop information. This is because, when power control
is employed at the MAC layer, the transmit power levels at long-distance hops are
higher than those at short-distance hops and, therefore, long-distance hop informa-




























(c) Identifying Pc on the per-connection basis
Figure 6.4: Identifying Pc.
Third, if an intermediate node knows only the shortest-path to the intended
destination, it will propagate that information to the source as well as the nodes
along the path.
A solution to these problems is to employ power control in the route discovery
process. By transmitting routing control packets at reduced power levels, long
distance hops can be excluded completely. Fortunately, after the initial link-cost
route discovery process, the mini-hop paths reveal connectivity between the source
and the destination and, therefore, Pc can be identified.
6.2.7 Identifying Pc
The critical power level, Pc, at which routing control messages are transmitted, can
be identified on a per-network, per-node or per-connection basis.
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For the per-network case [113], the whole network maintains a common Pc
that guarantees network connectivity. All routing control packets are transmitted
at Pc no matter what the source-destination pair is. The per-network based power
control is not efficient, especially when clusters exist. For example, in Figure 6.4(a),
to prevent node A from being isolated, Pc has to be high enough to cover a distance
of 200m. Assume that node C is the source and node F is the destination. When
node C broadcasts a RREQ at Pc, node F receives it and replies immediately with
the path “C → F”, which is not the minimal cost one.
For the per-node case [112, 115], each node maintains a Pc that is high
enough to reach the furthest node in its connectivity set and it uses this power level
to transmit routing control packets. The advantage of per-node based power control
is that each node determines the hop distance according to its connectivity to the
network. In Figure 6.4(b), each node’s connectivity set consists of the immediate
neighbor on the right and left. Therefore, both node C and node D set their Pc to
the power level whose transmit range is 50m, and node E set its Pc to the power level
whose transmit range is 100m. When node C initiates the route discovery process
for node F, each node uses its own Pc to forward the RREQ and the minimal cost
path “C → D → E → F” can be discovered directly. However, to maintain the
connectivity set, considerable overhead is needed.
To avoid the inefficiency of the per-network case and avoid the maintenance of
connectivity sets in the per-node case, we employ per-connection based power control
in MHR. That is, each source-destination pair maintains a Pc which guarantees
connectivity between the source and the destination. The source-destination pair
identifies its Pc as follows. After an initial link-cost route discovery, the source
obtains the minimal cost path, which reveals the connectivity between the source
and the destination. The source node identifies the longest hop distance, hmax, in
this path and sets Pc to be the power level whose transmit range is slightly greater
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than hmax. In the next route discovery process for the same source-destination pair,
routing control packets are transmitted at the Pc. Thus, the hop distances would not
exceed hmax. If, for some reason such as a dramatic change of node connectivity, the
route discovery fails, the source node resets Pc to Pmax and initiates another route
discovery process immediately. Of course, the side effect is that routing overhead
increases.
Although the per-connection based power control may not be able to discover
the minimal cost path, it can when combining with the link-cost routing scheme.
In Figure 6.4(c), after an initial link-cost route discovery for the source-destination
pair “C-F”, node C obtains the mini-hop path, “C → D → E → F”, and identifies
Pc to be the power level whose transmit range is 100m. Next time when node C
initiates a route discovery process for node F, every node forward the RREQ at the
Pc. The path, “C → E → F”, will be discovered. Meanwhile, duplicate RREQs are
forwarded to follow the link-cost routing scheme. Thus, the source node C receives
not only “C → E → F” but also “C → D → E → F”.
6.2.8 Node Mobility
The scheme above works well in low mobility networks. Node mobility impacts the
performance of our scheme in two ways. First, transmitting routing control packets
at Pc, which is determined by previously discovered mini-hop paths, may not be
able to successfully discover paths in subsequent route discover processes due to
dramatic changes in node connectivity. Second, path costs vary as nodes move,
which impacts path selection at the source node.
The first problem is not a big issue when node mobility is low and traffic
load is high. In such case, transmissions are likely to fail due to intense channel
contention, resulting in frequent route outages and thus frequent updates on Pc.
Since node mobility is low, network connectivity would not change dramatically
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between consecutive route discovery processes.
To address the second problem, the source node may update the path cost
while delivering data packets. That is, every forwarding node along the path main-
tains the most recent path cost from itself to the destination. A downstream node
feeds back the most recent cost to its upstream node using MAC layer ACK pack-
ets. The upstream node then updates its own cost accordingly and propagates this
information backward until the source node is updated.
However, we did not implement this scheme in the version of MHR discussed
below. There are two reasons. First, our subsequent simulations show that MHR
performs well in low mobility networks. Second, the characteristics of typical mul-
tihop wireless networks are unclear at present and we expect that low mobility
networks with heavy traffic are not uncommon in real world. For example, in a con-
ference, people move at walking speed occasionally and heavy traffic is loaded onto
the network due to information exchanging and internet surfing. Thus, we leave the
mobility issue as a future research topic.
6.2.9 MHR and Rate Adaptation
In this Chapter, we focus on the synergy between MHR and power control. Another
interesting question is what is the synergy between MHR and rate adaptation. Re-
ducing hop-distance is beneficial for increasing transmission rate at each hop. But,
it comes at the cost of a greater number of hops. We briefly analyze the combined
effect below.
Assume that the spatial usage of delivering a packet along the shortest path
from a source to a destination is Ω0 and that the average hop distance is d and the
maximum transmission rate at each hop is r. If we use a mini-hop path to replace
the shortest path such that each original long hop is replaced by k short hops,
the short hop distances would be dk and the maximum transmission rate would be
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r + αWc log2(k) according to Shannon’s Theorem. Meanwhile, the number of hops
in the mini-hop path is k times greater than that in the shortest path. Thus, the
spatial usage of delivering a packet along the mini-hop path is krr+αWc log2(k)Ω0, which
increases asymptotically as k increases. This suggests that network performance
may not be able to benefit from the synergistic operation of rate adaptation and
mini-hop routing.
6.3 Details of the MHR Protocol
Based on these considerations, we present the details of MHR. MHR is an on-
demand mini-hop routing protocol that combines the link-cost and the power-control
methods. The basic idea is that each link is assigned a spatial usage cost and the
route discovery process attempts to find the minimal cost path. To exclude long
distance hops, the source node learns connectivity information to the destination
from previous discovered mini-hop paths and tunes the transmit power of routing
control packets in the subsequent route discovery process.
6.3.1 Link Cost
To reflect the idea of spatial usage efficiency, we define the link cost as d2, where d
is the hop (or link) distance. A path cost is the summary of all the link costs along
the path. As we stated above, even though d2 may not be the actual spatial usage
of the transmission along the hop, it is linearly proportional to the actual spatial
usage if the sender transmits at Pmin.
6.3.2 The Route Discovery Process
Before describing the route discovery process in detail, we present the packet format
modifications and additional data structures needed in each node.
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As in DSR, the RREQ packet contains the source address, sid, the destina-
tion address, did and a sequence number, seq, which indicate the freshness of the
request. Additionally, we add three more fields:
1. A route record that contains not only the sequence of the hops, as DSR does,
but also each hop-distance traversed by the RREQ.
2. A path cost field, “PC”, which is the sum of the link costs along the path
traversed by the RREQ. This field is redundant, because it can be calculated
according to the hop distances in the route record. We add this field for
efficiency purposes.
3. A power level field, “PL”, which indicates the power level, Pc, at which the
RREQ should be transmitted. This field is set by the source node.
To implement the idea of per-connection based power control, each source
node maintains a Critical Power (CPR) table, in which each entry contains two
fields:
1. The destination address, did.
2. The critical power, Pc. During the route discovery process for the destination
did, routing control control packets are transmitted at Pc. Initially, Pc is set
to Pmax. The source node updates Pc every time a route discovery process for
the destination is completed.
To implement the idea of controlling RREQ broadcast sequence, a node
maintains a rebroadcast timer, (RBTimer), for each source-destination pair. When
the node receives a fresh RREQ for a specific source-destination pair, it triggers
the RBTimer and sets the expiration time T according to (6.1). For duplicate
RREQs, the node simply stores them. At the moment the RBTimer fires, the node
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chooses the minimal cost one to broadcast. To store these information, we modify
the Route Request Table (RRT) in DSR to be the Minimal Cost Table (MCT). The
RRT records the most recent route request for each source-destination pair and,
therefore, the node can determine whether an RREQ is fresh or a duplicate. The
entry in the RRT contains three fields, sid, did and the most recent route request
sequence number, seqr. In addition to these fields, entries in the MCT contain the
following fields:
1. The RBTimer. It is set every time the node receives a fresh request for the
sid-did pair.
2. The minimal path cost, PCmin, from the node to sid, which was discovered
in the most recent route discovery process. Every time the node receives a
fresh RREQ for the sid-did pair, this field is reset. When the node receives a
duplicate RREQ, it compares PCmin with the “PC” field in the RREQ and
updates PCmin accordingly.
3. The RREQ packet carrying the path with cost PCmin. This RREQ will be
broadcast when the RBTimer fires.
Before the source node S broadcasts an RREQ for the destination node
D with sequence number s, it looks in the CPR table for the corresponding Pc.
Thereafter, the source node sets the “PC” field to 0 and sets the “PL” field to Pc
in the RREQ header and transmits the RREQ at Pc.
Suppose that node i receives a RREQ from node j. It measures the receiving
power level, Pr, estimates the distance to node j, dij , adds its ID as well as dij to the
route record, and updates the “PC” field in the RREQ such that PC = PC + d2ij .
Thereafter, node i looks for the entry corresponding to triple < S,D, s > in the
MCT table, determines whether the RREQ is fresh or a duplicate, and updates the
entry as follows:
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• If the RREQ is fresh, it counts the number of hops, n, in the route record and
starts the RBTimer with expiration time calculated by (6.1). Meanwhile, it
sets PCmin = PC and rebroadcasts the RREQ at Pc immediately.
• If the RREQ is a duplicate, node i compares PCmin with the “PC” field in
the RREQ. If PC > PCmin, node i discards the RREQ. Otherwise, it sets
PCmin = PC and saves this RREQ.
When the RBTimer fires, node i broadcasts the corresponding RREQ, which is the
minimal cost one among these received during the waiting period.
The RREQ is propagated throughout the whole network until it arrives at
the destination, which then copies the route record and the “PC” information into
an RREP and sends the RREP back to the source. If an intermediate node, that
knows the route to the destination, receives the RREQ, it appends the route in its
cache to the route record, updates “PC” to be the sum of the two routes, copies the
route record and the “PC” information into an RREP and sends the RREP back
to the source. The RREP is forwarded backward along the route traversed by the
RREQ. Upon receiving the RREP, the source node retrieves the route record and
“PC” and stores them into its route cache.
6.3.3 Route Selection
A source may be allowed to catch multiple path to the same destination. It uses
two criteria to decide along which route data packets are delivered: the path cost
and the number of hops. The source node always chooses the route that has the
minimum spatial usage cost. However, if two routes have the same cost, the source
node uses the number of hops to break the tie.
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6.3.4 Calculating Pc
As we stated in Section 6.2, Pc is determined by the hop distances of the paths
discovered in the previous route discovery process.
Assume that the source receives n different paths to the same destination, de-
noted as pi where i = 1, 2, ..., n. For each path pi, the source node finds the maximum
hop distance himax. Note that the route record in the RREP contains not only the
hop sequence of the path but also each hop distance. The source node identifies the
minimum of these maximal hop distances, e.g. hminmax = min{h1max, ..., himax, ..., hnmax}.
Pc is slightly higher than the power level whose transmit range is hminmax. Thereafter,
Pc is used in the next route discovery process for the same destination. If route
discovery fails at power level Pc, the source node resets Pc to Pmax and initiates
another route discovery immediately.
6.3.5 MHR and Distance Estimation
In MHR, the link cost is set to d2, where d is the sender-receiver distance of the
link. Again, if each wireless node is capable of positioning (Section 2.10), d can be
readily obtained.
If the wireless nodes do not have a positioning system, MHR can acquire
the data packet transmit power, Pt, that would be used for this link from the MAC
layer, and use a function of Pt, F(Pt), as the link cost. F(Pt) is the size of the CSR








Here, we assume that the path-loss exponent, α, is known.
Pt is predicted during the blind flooding process when a node receives an
RREQ from a sender. The node estimates the receive power, Pr, of the RREQ and
predicts the Pt at this link. To predict Pt, the receiver needs to estimate the channel
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gain using the SINR estimation techniques introduced in Section 2.8. Notice that
Pt may not be the actual power that will be used to transmit data packets since it
is affected by future interference conditions. Just as d2, F(Pt) is a rough indiction
of the spatial utilization of the transmissions at this link.
If the receiver is not capable of estimating SINR, it can estimate the channel
condition by approximating Pr as the total measured power, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.9. Using the lower bounds in (2.13) or (2.14), the receiver may overestimate
the spatial utilization, while, using the upper bounds, the receiver may underesti-
mate the spatial utilization. Because route selection is based on the relative spatial
usage of each route, it is unknown what the impact would be on MHR if using the
power approximation. We leave this issue as a potential future research topic.
6.4 Simulation Results
We implemented MHR and evaluated its performance in NS2 [5, 6]. MHR alone can
not improve network performance. Instead, it has to work with a MAC layer power
control scheme. By delivering packets along short hops, MHR makes it possible
for the MAC layer power control scheme to reduce the transmit power even lower
and, therefore, to improve network performance even further. To understand this
synergistic cooperation, we evaluate the performance of three strategies: shortest-
path routing (SPR) without MAC layer power control (SPR NPC), SPR with MAC
layer power control (SPR PC), and MHR with MAC layer power control (MHR PC).
By comparing the performance of these strategies, we will have a clear understanding
of how much benefit MHR and the MAC power control scheme would bring about
on network performance. We use DSR [35] as the shortest-path routing protocol
and the IEEE 802.11 DCF as the MAC protocol without power control.
In Chapter 4, we proposed a MAC power control scheme, OTP. Our ini-
tial simulations showed that MHR combining with OTP did not improve network
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performance. This is because MHR reduces hop distances at the cost of a greater
number of hops. Although short hop distance reduces spatial usage of individual
transmissions, a greater number of hops increases the spatial usage of delivering an
individual packet from source to destination. The combined effect depends on how
much impact each individual factor would have on the network spatial utilization.
If the MAC layer power control scheme reduces transmit power in an overly con-
servative manner, such as OTP, the spatial resource conserved by using the short
distance hops would be eliminated by transmitting the packet along the greater
number of hops. For this reason, we proposed EOTP, which adjusts transmit power
more aggressively than OTP. In the subsequent simulations, we use EOTP as the
MAC layer power control scheme.
Network performance is evaluated based on network throughput, packet de-
livery latency, and routing overhead. The packet delivery latency is the time from
when a data packet is generated at a source to the time when it is received at a
destination. Routing overhead is the total number of bytes in the routing control
packets that have been transmitted divided by the number of data packets received
at the destinations. Therefore, it is a per data packet overhead.
As Muqattash et al. did in [115], we consider two types of topologies, uni-
form and clustered, to test two different traffic patterns. In the unform topology,
traffic flows are randomly distributed, while in the clustered topology, traffic flows
demonstrate locality. Additionally, we investigate the impact of network size and
node mobility on the performance of MHR.
6.4.1 Uniform Topologies
We evaluate the performance of MHR in networks with nodes that are uniformly
distributed. We use a 1100m by 900m grid to represent the uniform topology,
where adjacent nodes are 100m apart. Let Pcon be the power level whose transmit
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range is barely above 100m. In this topology, it is the lowest power level that
guarantees network connectivity. If we employ DSR and 802.11 and transmit all
packets, including routing control packets and data packets, at Pcon, we minimize
the hop distance and the transmit power of each individual transmission without
additional modifications to these protocols. Thus, it should achieve the highest
network throughput. This strategy is denoted as “ideal”.
To fully utilize the network spatial resource and evaluate the protocol per-
formance fairly, traffic flows are distributed throughout the whole network. To do
so, each node sends CBR traffic to a randomly chosen destination and this source-
destination relationship is maintained till the end of the simulation. Each traffic
flow starts at a time randomly chosen within 50 seconds. All packet lengths are 512
bytes. We measure network performance as a function of traffic load.
Figure 6.5(a) shows the network throughput. The x-axis is the packet gener-
ation interval at the source nodes and the smaller the interval, the higher the traffic
load. The y-axis is the network throughput in Mbps. When the traffic load is low,
the four strategies have the same throughput because the network spatial resource is
sufficient for all transmissions and power control is not needed. As the traffic load in-
creases, the demand for spatial resource increases. SPR PC outperforms SPR NPC
because it employs power control at the MAC layer. But, SPR restricts the effect of
the MAC layer power control schemes by delivering packets along long hops. Unlike
SPR, MHR delivers packets along short hops so that each individual transmission
can reduce its power to a lower level. Therefore, MHR PC outperforms SPR PC.
Because the “ideal” strategy minimizes both the hop distances and the transmit
power of each individual transmission, it achieves the highest network throughput.
MHR PC underperforms “ideal” because MHR does not guarantee that all the data
packets are delivered along the minimal cost path. For example, it allows the source

















































































(c) routing overhead per data packet
Figure 6.5: Performance of the four strategies in the uniform topology.
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are broken, the source nodes would deliver data packets along the shortest-paths.
Figure 6.5(b) shows the average packet delivery latency. Packet delivery la-
tency consists of two major parts: forwarding latency and queuing latency. The
forwarding latency is determined by the number of hops the packet is forwarded
along, while the queuing latency is determined primarily by the channel contention
in wireless networks. When the traffic load is low, queuing delay is minimal and
forwarding latency dominates the total packet delivery latency. However, when the
traffic load is high, forwarding latency is less significant and queuing latency is dom-
inant. SPC PC has lower packet delivery latency than SPC NPC, because the MAC
layer power control scheme reduces channel contention and queuing latency by re-
ducing the transmit power of each individual transmission. Moreover, MHR makes
it possible for the MAC layer power control scheme to alleviate channel contention
and the queuing latency in a further step. Although it comes at the cost of a greater
number of hops, which results in higher forwarding latency, the combined effect is
that MHR PC achieves lower packet delivery latency than SPR PC because the for-
warding latency is less significant than queuing latency when the traffic load is high.
Because the “ideal” strategy minimizes the hop distances and the transmit power
of each individual transmission, it minimizes the channel contention. Therefore, it
performs best among the four strategies.
Figure 6.5(c) shows the routing overhead. The x-axis is the packet generation
interval and the y-axis is the per-packet routing overhead in bytes. Although the
nodes are stationary, route outages occur frequently due to channel contention.
All four strategies show increasing routing overhead as the traffic load increases.
SPC PC has lower routing overhead than SPC NPC. This is because the MAC
layer power control scheme reduces channel contention, resulting in the established
paths being more stable and the route discoveries being less frequent. Also, the
simulation shows that MHR PC brings about slightly higher routing overhead than
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SPC PC. This is caused by the combined effect of several factors. On one hand,
MHR PC reduces channel contention and stabilizes the paths even further, which
results in less frequent route discoveries than SPC PC. In addition, MHR increases
the number of successfully delivered packets and therefore reduces the per-packet
routing overhead. On the other hand, MHR allows both the fresh and duplicate
RREQs to be forwarded, which brings about a greater number of routing control
packets and higher routing overhead per discovery. Moreover, the size of each routing
control packet in MHR is larger than that in DSR. Therefore, the overall effect is
that MHR PC has a slightly higher routing overhead than SPC PC.
However, we observe that the “ideal” strategy generates enormous routing
overhead when the traffic load is high. This is because “ideal” uses the minimal
power level, Pcon, to control the route discovery process, which barely maintains
the network connectivity. Thus, the number of discovered paths is minimized. In
our simulation, we allow the source node to cache multiple paths for the same
destination. The source node would not initiate another route discover process
unless all the cached paths are broken. Fewer number of discovered paths result
in more frequent route discoveries and higher routing overhead. Unlike “ideal”,
MHR identifies Pc based on the maximal hop distance of the mini-hop paths, which
leads to a stronger network connectivity. Therefore, MHR has less frequent route
discoveries and lower routing overhead than “ideal”.
6.4.2 Network Size
Chapter 3 points out that mini-hop routing and MAC layer power control scheme
improve network performance only when the network size is relatively large. We
perform simulations to demonstrate the impact of network size on the performance
of MHR PC by using a grid topology and varying the network size from 400m by
400m, 600m by 600m to 1200m by 1200m. The neighboring nodes are 100m apart.
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(a) network throughput (b) packet delivery latency
Figure 6.6: The impact of network size on the performance of MHR.
Every node randomly chooses a destination and sends CBR traffic until the end of
the simulation. The CBR traffic rate is fixed under each network size and is set to
be high enough such that all strategies could achieve their achievable throughput.
Figure 6.6(a) shows the network throughput. The x-axis is the edge length
of the grid topology and the y-axis is the throughput in Mbps. When the network
size is small, for example 400m by 400m, MHR PC underperforms both SPR NPC
and SPR PC. This is because, in small-sized networks, all transmissions are crowded
into a small area. Most of the spatial resource conserved by the MAC power control
scheme falls outside of the network and cannot be utilized by other transmissions.
MHR attempts to improve the performance of the MAC layer power control scheme
by reducing hop distances at the cost of a greater number of hops. But, in our
simulation, the minimum hop distance is 100m, which is not short enough to let the
MAC power control scheme decouple transmissions in a 400m by 400m network area.
In addition, the greater number of hops leads to more transmissions, more intense
channel contention and lower network throughput. However, as the network size
increases, transmissions are more widely spread and the conserved spatial resource





Figure 6.7: A clustered topology
short hop distances do help the MAC layer power control scheme decouple transmis-
sions. Although it comes at the cost of a greater number of hops, the overall effect
improves network throughput. Therefore, when network size increases, MHR PC
outperforms both SPR NPC and SPR PC.
Figure 6.6(b) shows the packet delivery latency. Again, when the network
size is small, MHR PC underperforms both SPR NPC and SPR PC. For the same
reasons stated above, the MAC layer power control scheme cannot alleviate the
channel contention and queuing latency. Since MHR forwards data packets along
a greater number of hops, it increases not only the forwarding latency but also the
queuing latency due to the exacerbated channel contention. However, when the
network size increases, the MAC layer power control scheme is able to decouple
transmissions and alleviate channel contention as well as queuing latency. This
effect is further improved with the help of MHR. Although MHR forwards data
packets with a greater number of hops, which increases the forwarding latency, the
combined effect improves packet delivery latency.
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6.4.3 Clustered Topologies
In general, in real world, nodes may group together and form clusters. For example,
in a big conference hall, each room may be a cluster of nodes. In the clustered
topologies, traffic flows may demonstrate locality [114, 115]. That is, most traffic
flows are within the clusters. We evaluate the performance of MHR using networks
with these characteristics.
Figure 6.7 shows a clustered topology, where three 100m by 100m clusters
are in a 600m by 600m network area. Each cluster contains 10 randomly distributed
nodes. Every node sends CBR traffic to a randomly chosen destination within the
same cluster. The distance between these clusters are 289m, 169m and 400m re-
spectively. These positions are arranged such that the three clusters could decouple
from each other when power control is employed at the MAC layer. We measure
the network performance with varying traffic load.
Figure 6.8(a) shows the network throughput. The x-axis is the packet gener-
ation interval at the source nodes and the y-axis is the network throughput in Mbps.
SPR PC outperforms SPR NPC because the MAC layer power control scheme de-
couples the three clusters and, therefore, the transmissions in different clusters can
transmit concurrently. However, because the size of each cluster is small, MHR
degrades the performance within each cluster, and we observe that MHR PC un-
derperforms SPC PC.
Figure 6.8(b) shows the packet delivery latency. SPR PC outperforms SPR NPC,
because the MAC power control scheme decouples the three clusters and alleviates
the channel contention, which leads to lower queuing delay and packet delivery
latency. Also, because the size of each cluster is small, MHR increases the chan-
nel contention and the queuing latency within each cluster, and we observe that
MHR PC underperforms SPR PC.











































































(c) routing overhead per data packet
Figure 6.8: Performance of the three strategies in the clustered topology.
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ing overhead in bytes. SPR PC outperforms SPR NPC because of two reasons.
First, the MAC layer power control alleviates the channel contention and reduces
route outages. Second, the network throughput in SPC PC is much higher than
that in SPC NPC. Therefore, the per data packet routing overhead is lower. More-
over, MHR PC underperforms SPR PC because MHR increases channel contention
within each small-sized cluster.
6.4.4 Node Mobility
Finally, we evaluate the impact of mobility on the performance of MHR. In our
simulation, nodes move according to the random waypoint mobility model [6]. That
is, each node independently chooses a random starting point and waits there for a
duration called the pause time. It then randomly chooses a destination, and moves
there at a speed chosen uniformly between 0 and a maximum velocity, vmax. When
the node arrives at the destination, it again waits for the pause time, and then begins
moving at a new randomly chosen velocity to a new randomly chosen destination.
each node independently repeats this movement pattern throughout the simulation.
We randomly put 120 nodes in a 1000m by 1000m area. Each node sends
CBR traffic to a randomly chosen destination at the rate of 0.525 packet/second (or
1.6 seconds/packet). All packets are of length 512 bytes and the simulation lasts
500 seconds. vmax is set to 3m/s to imitate the slow moving vehicle speed. Because
the pause time indicates the degree of constant motion, we measure the network
performance with varying pause time.
Figure 6.9 (a) shows the network throughput, where the x-axis is the pause
time and the smaller the pause time, the higher the mobility. When mobility in-
creases, the frequency of route outage increases, which results in the performance
degradation for all three strategies. For the same reason stated for the uniform
topology simulation, MHR PC outperforms both SPR PC and SPR NPC because
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of employing MAC layer power control and mini-hop routing.
Figure 6.9(c) shows the routing overhead per successfully delivered data
packet. The x-axis is the pause time, and the y-axis is the routing overhead in
bytes. We had expected that, when node mobility increases, route outages in MHR
would occur much more frequently than in SPR because mini-hop paths contain
a greater number of hops than shortest-paths and they are more likely to be bro-
ken. But the simulation shows that, when node mobility increases, route outages
in MHR occur much less frequently than in SPR. We investigated the simulation
and found that, with EOTP, mini-hop paths are more resistance to breaking due
to node mobility than shortest-paths. This is because, a mini-hop path consists
of a greater number of short hops and each hop can extend to the maximal hop
distance. In another words, the mini-hop path could potentially span a longer dis-
tance than the shortest-path could. When the source and destination are moving
far away from each other, the mini-hop path is more sustainable. Moreover, dur-
ing each route discovery process, MHR discovers not only mini-hop paths but also
shortest-paths. The source node can cache more route information. When one path
is broken, the source node would resort to another path without initiating a route
discovery. Therefore, we observe that MHR PC brings about less routing overhead
than SPR PC and SPR NPC.
The frequent route discovery in SPR brings about an unexpected effect on
packet delivery latency, as shown in Figure 6.9(b). According to the blind flooding
technique, the discovered path has the minimum delivery latency. But, as nodes
move and traffic pattern varies, the path may not be able to maintain the min-
imum delivery latency. Frequent route discovery allows SPR to update the path
frequently and delivery packets along the current minimal latency paths. Obviously,
the side effect of frequent route discovery in SPR is degraded network throughput











































































(c) routing overhead per data packet
Figure 6.9: The impact of node mobility on the performance of three strategies.
sustainable and not very sensitive to node mobility or traffic pattern variations,
which means these paths do not guarantee the minimal delivery latency. Although
MHR PC reduces channel contention and queuing latency, the combined effect is
that, when node mobility increases, MHR PC underperforms SPR PC.
6.5 Impact of Link Loss Rate
Some routing protocols have been proposed that choose routes based on link loss
rate [107, 108, 109] for stationary multihop wireless networks. Couto et al. [107]
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defined the metric, expected transmission count (ETX). The ETX of a link is the
predicted number of data transmissions required to send a packet over that link,
including retransmissions. The ETX of a route is the sum of the ETX for each
link in the route. Routes are selected such that they minimize the expected total
number of packet transmissions (including retransmissions) required to successfully
deliver a packet to the ultimate destination. Draves et al. [108] assigned link cost
based on the Expected Transmission Time (ETT) of a packet over the link. ETT is a
function of the link loss rate and the link bandwidth. The individual link weights are
combined into a path metric called Weighted Cumulative ETT (WCETT). Routes
are selected to minimize the WCETT between a source and a destination.
Incorporating these metrics into MHR is an interesting idea. In doing this,
route selection would be based on both spatial utilization and link loss rate. We
leave this idea as potential future work for two main reasons:
1. First, packet loss, or link loss, is caused by interference, small-scale fading, or
the shadowing effect. Our work is based on the assumption that we ignore
fast fading and the shadowing effect. Therefore, in our current research do-
main, the main reason that may cause packet loss is interference. The goal
of Chapter 4 and 5 is to design MAC layer power control schemes to counter
interference and prevent potential packet loss. In this sense, the MAC layer
power control scheme eliminates the major causes of link-loss.
2. Second, the idea of link loss rate does not invalidate the design rationale of
MHR. The impact would be such that, when we choose mini-hop routes, some
links will be potentially excluded because of bad link status. Additionally,
with MAC layer power control, link reliability can be improved.
If we were to incorporate the link-loss rate factor into MHR, the key issue
is to find an appropriate way to measure either ETX or ETT. Both [107] and [108]
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estimated the ETX or ETT metric by sending probe packets periodically, for exam-
ple, every second, and estimate the probability of packet receptions for a predefined
duration. These are nice simple schemes for stationary wireless networks where
channel condition do not vary quickly. For mobile wireless networks, an efficient
way to estimate link status might be to acquire channel information from the phys-
ical layer using cross-layer design. At the network layer, each source maintains
multiple routes to the same destination and dynamically switching to the current




To achieve the maximum network throughput, the networks spatial resource needs
to be fully utilized. Load-sensitive routing is a strategy that circumvents hot spots
and routes traffic flows into under-utilized space.
We will show that the load-sensitive routing can potentially improve network
performance in three ways.
First, load-sensitive routing could improve throughput. Consider the scenario
in Figure 7.1. Two source-destination pairs, A-B and C-D, attempt to communicate
at full channel capacity W . Node A delivers data packets to B along “A→E→B”
and node C delivers data packets to D along “C→E→D”. The two flows have to
share a single channel capacity, W , because they are all forwarded by node E and
the area around E is congested. If one of the flows could detect the congestion
and bypass the hot spot, for example flow C-D takes the route “C→F→D”, the
two flows can be decoupled from each other. Thus, each flow is served by the full
channel capacity, resulting in a higher throughput.
Second, load-sensitive routing could decrease end-to-end packet delivery la-
tency. Packet delivery latency consists of two major parts: forwarding latency and







Figure 7.1: Load-sensitive routing.
much more significant than forwarding latency [74]. Delivering data packets through
congested areas increases queuing delay substantially due to intense channel con-
tention. Load-sensitive routing may be able to avoid such substantial queuing delay
and, therefore, decrease the end-to-end delivery latency.
Third, load-sensitive routing could decrease routing overhead. This is be-
cause paths that go through congested areas are likely to be broken due to intense
channel contention. By circumventing the hot spots, paths established by load-
sensitive routing are much more stable, which would result in less frequent route
outages and lower routing overhead.
Motivated by the above considerations, we present the design of several load-
sensitive routing protocols that circumvent network hot spots and deliver packets
along idle space.
7.1 Related Work
Several load-sensitive routing protocols have been proposed [98, 99, 100, 101, 102].
In [98], a node drops routing control messages if it detects that the load around it
is heavy. Thus, the discovered paths do not contain congested nodes. The advan-
tage of this strategy is that existing routing protocols can be employed with trivial
modifications. But, the disadvantage is that some source nodes may not be able to
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find paths to intended destinations because of heavy traffic. This is not appropriate
in terms of fairness and preserving network connectivity.
Other protocols employ link cost routing. That is, each link is assigned a
cost, reflecting the traffic load at the sender, and the routing protocols attempt
to discover the minimal cost path. These protocols differ from each other in the
definitions of load.
Hassanein et al. [99] proposed that a node counts the number of flows carried
by itself and its neighbors. Since different flows have different actual load, this
definition cannot properly indicate the node’s congestion status.
Lee et al. [100] used the outgoing packet queue length at a node as the
indication of the traffic load. However, in wireless networks, the node competes for
the channel with those in the same carrier sense range. A node that has no packet
in its sending buffer might be congested because of the heavy traffic around it. Wu
et al. [101] improved [100] such that they defined the traffic load at the node to be
the number of buffered packets at the node and its neighbors. Unfortunately, they
ignored the fact that the nodes in the carrier sense range compete for the channel
as well.
Song et al. [102] used the average packet delay at a node to indicate the traffic
load. However, there is no way to estimate the average delay if the node does not
forward packets. Imagine the node that does not carry any traffic flows and yet is
congested by the heavy traffic of the neighbors. Although the average packet delay
at the node is the minimum, it is not desirable to forward data packets through it.
7.2 Design Rationale
We base our design of the load-sensitive routing protocol on several considerations,




A crucial issue in designing a load-sensitive routing protocol is accurate congestion
detection. Existing load sensitive routing protocols [99, 100, 101, 102] use metrics
such as the number of traffic flows, the number of buffered packets or packet delay
to indicate traffic load and detect congestion. As we mentioned above, these metrics
do not apply in some circumstances.
We claim that channel utilization, chUtil, is an appropriate metric to detect
congestion. It is defined as follows. Assume that a node monitors the channel for a
duration of Tm and, within this period, it detects the channel to be busy for a total





The node considers the channel to be busy if the node is transmitting, receiving or
the node senses that the channel is reserved by other ongoing transmissions. With
chUtil, the node can correctly detect congestion even if it does not carry any traffic.
In addition, this metric captures the average congestion status over a ceratin interval
and thus prevents the instantaneous congestion status from affecting route selection.
7.2.2 On-Demand Routing
Our load-sensitive routing protocol is based on on-demand routing for two main
reasons.
First, on-demand routing is considered to be more appropriate than table-
driven routing in multihop wireless networks [31], because it discovers path only
when needed and, therefore, eliminates periodic route information exchange as well
as excessive routing overhead.
Second, which is the more important reason, table-driven routing poses a
big challenge for designing load-sensitive routing protocols. In table-driven rout-
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ing protocols, nodes exchange link cost information periodically and, therefore, the
minimal cost path can be calculated at each node independently. To incorporate
the idea of load-sensitive routing into a table-driven routing protocol, the link costs
should reflect traffic load. However, with flows come and go, the traffic load at a
node varies constantly. The link cost information obtained by periodical exchange
may be outdated and, therefore, the calculated path may not be the current minimal
cost one. For example, node i notifies its neighbors that it is idle. Thus, each node
calculates that the path going through node i has the minimal cost. As flows are
routed to node i one after another, node i’s load increases gradually. Since node
i could not notify other nodes that it is about to be overwhelmed before the next
information exchange period, it would eventually be congested. During the next
information exchange, after node i reports high traffic load, all the flows would be
retreated from node i and be routed to another node that announce it is idle, leav-
ing node i to be idle again. This technique results in route flapping and excessive
routing overhead, which is a big challenge for designing load-sensitive routing pro-
tocols in wired networks [126] because most wired network routing protocols are
table-driven. Fortunately, on-demand load-sensitive routing protocols could utilize
up-to-date congestion information and effectively avoid this problem.
To facilitate our subsequent description, we use DSR to describe the idea of
incorporating load-sensitive routing into existing on-demand protocols. We choose
DSR because it is a typical on-demand routing protocol and, moreover, incorporating
load-sensitive routing into other on-demand routing protocols is essentially the same
as incorporating the idea into DSR.
7.2.3 Two Approaches to Discover Non-Congested Paths
Most on-demand routing protocols, including DSR, employ a blind flooding tech-
nique. The blind flooding technique requires every node to forward a fresh RREQ
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as quickly as possible and discard subsequent duplicates. Thus, the discovered path
has the minimum delivery latency for the fresh RREQ. However, the blind flooding
process does not guarantee that the discovered paths circumvent hot spots.
To discover non-congested paths during the blind flooding process, we pro-
pose two straightforward approaches. One is to delay the propagation of the RREQ
at a node according to the channel utilization, denoted as DPR (Delaying Propa-
gating RREQ). In this way, we eliminate the chances for the congested nodes to
forward the RREQ quickly. Another approach is to tag the RREQ if it is forwarded
by a congested node so that the source would choose the path carried by the RREQ
that is not tagged, denoted as TGR (Tagged RREQ).
DPR
DPR is almost identical to the basic blind flooding technique, except that, during
each route discovery process, a node rebroadcasts the first arriving RREQ with a
delay τ . τ is proportional to the node’s channel utilization
τ = chUtil ∗ ε (seconds) , (7.2)
where ε is a constant. The higher the channel utilization, the larger delay the RREQ
experiences at the node. Thus, the first RREQ arriving at the destination carries
the path that has the minimal accumulated load. Since the congested nodes would
delay the RREQ propagation substantially, DPR effectively excludes them from the
discovered paths.
Notice that (7.2) is a linear function. Other function forms, for example
quadratic, are also reasonable potential choices. We leave this optimization issue as
a future research topic.
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TGR
In TGR, we choose a channel utilization threshold, chUtilth, for the whole network.
If a node’s channel utilization is above chUtilth, it is considered to be congested.
Before a congested node forwards a RREQ, it should tag the packet so that the
downstream nodes can determine whether the RREQ has traversed congested areas.
As in the blind flooding process, TGR requires a node to rebroadcast the
fresh RREQ as quickly as possible so that paths between sources and destinations
can be established quickly. Meanwhile, TGR allows a node to rebroadcast an un-
tagged duplicate RREQ, if the previous RREQs it received are all tagged. Thus,
the node broadcasts an RREQ at most twice during each route discovery process.
In this way, the un-tagged RREQ would be eventually forwarded to the
destination and the source node could obtain a non-congested path if it exists.
A more sophisticated TGR scheme would be such that the RREQ counts the
number of congested nodes it has traversed during its propagation. The source node
then could choose the route that contains the least number of congested nodes. We
leave exploration of this idea as potential future work.
7.3 Details of the Load-Sensitive Routing Protocols
Based on above considerations, we present the details of the two load-sensitive rout-
ing protocols, DPR and TGR, both of which are based on DSR.
7.3.1 DPR Protocol
DPR is essentially the same as DSR, except that, when a node receives a fresh
RREQ, it rebroadcasts the RREQ with a delay τ calculated by (7.2).
Here, the key issue is to choose an appropriate value for ε in (7.2). If ε is
too small, we could not effectively prevent the congested nodes from rebroadcasting
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the RREQ quickly. If ε is too large, it would bring about substantial latency for
path establishment and lead to lower network throughput as well as higher packet
delivery latency. In our implementation, we set ε to 0.01 seconds, because, in the
DSR implementation, each node rebroadcasts the RREQ with a delaying jitter less
than 0.01 seconds to avoid collisions. Therefore, setting ε to 0.01 seconds should not
impact the path establishment latency substantially and it is sufficient to prevent
congested nodes from forwarding the RREQ faster than non-congested ones.
7.3.2 TGR Protocol
The key issue in TGR is to choose an appropriate channel utilization threshold,
chUtilth. A node is regarded as congested if its chUtil is greater than chUtilth.
Either a large or a small chUtilth may prevent us from distinguishing congested
nodes from non-congested nodes properly. In our implementation, we set chUtil =
0.6 because it gives us the best simulation results among other choices.
To incorporate the idea of TGR into DSR, we modify both the RREQ and
RREP format by adding a block field, “BLK”, into their packet header. When the
source node broadcasts a fresh RREQ, it sets the “BLK” field in the RREQ to false.
The “BLK” field is set to true if the RREQ is forwarded by a congested node.
Moreover, in DSR, each node maintains a Route Request Table (RRT). RRT
is used to record the most recent route request for each source-destination pair and,
therefore, a node can determine whether a received RREQ is fresh or a duplicate.
The entry in the RRT contains three fields, sid, did and the most recent route
request sequence number, seqr. In TGR, the RRT has additional functionality.
That is, during each route discover process, RRT should record whether the node
has forwarded an un-tagged RREQ. Thus, the node could take different actions
when receiving duplicate RREQs. For this purpose, we add an additional field,
“fd untag”, into the RRT entry.
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Whenever a source node, S, wants to discover paths to a destination, D, it
broadcasts an RREQ with sequent number, s, and sets the “BLK” field to false.
When a node receives the RREQ, it checks its chUtil. If chUtil is greater than the
threshold, chUtilth, the node tags the RREQ by setting the “BLK” field to true.
Thereafter, it retrieves the source node address, S, the destination address, D, and
the sequence number, s, from the RREQ header. The node looks up its RRT table
for the entry corresponding to triple < S, D, s > and determines whether the RREQ
is fresh or duplicate:
• If the RREQ is fresh, the node forwards it as quickly as possible no matter
whether it is tagged or not. Meanwhile, the node updates the corresponding
entry as follows. It sets seqr = s. If the “BLK” in the RREQ is false, the
node sets “fd untag” to true, indicating that the node has forwarded an un-
tagged RREQ during this discovery process; otherwise, it sets “fd untag” to
false.
• If the RREQ is a tagged duplicate, the node discards it without further actions.
However, if the RREQ is an un-tagged duplicate, the node determines whether
or not to forward the packet according to the “fd untag” field in the entry.
If “fd untag” is false, which means the node has not forwarded an un-taged
RREQ, the node forwards the RREQ as quickly as possible and set “fd untag”
to true. Otherwise, the node discards this duplicate request.
The RREQ is propagated until it arrives at the destination, which would
then copy the route record and the “BLK” field into an RREP and sends the RREP
back to the source along the path traversed by the RREQ. According to the “BLK”
field in the RREP header, the source node knows whether or not the discovered
path is congested.
If the source node receives multiple paths, it always chooses the one that is
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not congested. If two paths have the same congestion status, the source node uses
the number of hops to break the tie.
7.4 Reinvestigating the Blind Flooding Technique
During our simulations, we found that unmodified blind flooding has some ability
to circumvent hot spots. This observation does not mismatch our initial impression
that blind flooding tends to discover shortest-paths and motivates us to consider
the technique more closely.
In the blind flooding process, every node forwards the fresh RREQ as quickly
as possible and discards the subsequent duplicates. Thus, the discovered path is
actually the one with the minimum delivery latency for the fresh RREQ. When
network load is light, forwarding latency dominates the end-to-end packet delivery
latency, and the path with the minimum delivery latency is the one with the least
number of hops. However, when network load is high, queueing latency dominates
the packet delivery latency, and the path with the minimal delivery latency may not
be the one with the least number of hops. These observations imply two things:
• First, the blind flooding technique has some ability to bypass hot spots, be-
cause the RREQ, that is forwarded by congested nodes, may experience sub-
stantial latency due to intense channel contention and may not be able to
arrive at destination in the first place. Particulary, when an area is signifi-
cantly congested, it is very likely to be circumvented.
• Second, it is possible that the congested nodes may manage to forward the
RREQ quickly because of possible instantaneous congestion relieve, resulting
in congested paths being found first. This is especially likely, when the nodes
are only moderately congested.
A second effect is also important. When the traffic load is high, transmissions
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are more likely to fail due to intense channel contention, creating a route outage.
This suggests that congested paths are more unstable than non-congested paths. If
the blind flooding process discovers congested paths, route outages would occur fre-
quently and source nodes would have to initiate route discoveries from time to time
until they find non-congested paths that can be sustained for a relatively long du-
ration. As a consequence, over time, the blind flooding technique tends to converge
to paths in non-congested areas.
Obviously, once the blind flooding technique finds non-congested paths, it
yields the same performance as load-sensitive routing protocols. If we amortize
the performance degradation before the convergence over the entire communication
period, the performance gap between blind flooding and load-sensitive routing pro-
tocols would decrease. When traffic flow life-time is short, the overall degradation
may be substantial. But, when traffic flow life-time is long, the overall degradation
would be trivial. In addition, node mobility has the same effect as flow life-time.
As nodes move constantly, no paths can be sustained for a long time. The blind
flooding process is not able to converge paths to non-congested areas and, therefore,
the overall performance degradation may be substantial.
7.5 Simulation Results
We implemented the two load-sensitive routing schemes, DPR and TGR, in NS2 [5,
6] and evaluated their performance by comparing them with the unmodified blind
flooding technique.
We use DSR to represent the blind flooding based routing protocols. Mean-
while, we disable two enhanced routing features provided by DSR. That is, an inter-
mediate node is forbidden to reply with a RREP to the source and the destination
is allowed to reply only to the first arriving RREQ.
We forbid the intermediate node from replying with RREPs, because we want
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to prevent outdated congestion information from affecting current route discovery
processes in DPR and TGR. For example, if an intermediate node knows a previously
discovered “non-congested path”, which is currently congested, to the destination
and propagates it to the source, the source node may deliver data packets along this
seemly non-congested but actually congested path. In fact, DSR also benefits from
disabling this feature when hot spots exist [98].
We allow the destination to reply only to the first arriving RREQ, because,
otherwise, DSR might easily obtain a sustainable non-congested path with very few
route discovery efforts and the performance gap between DSR, DPR and TGR would
be hard to observe. But, an exception is that, in TGR, the destination can reply
with another RREP, if it receives an untagged RREQ and the previous RREQs were
tagged.
Routing protocol performance is evaluated based on network throughput
(or packet delivery ratio), packet delivery latency, and routing overhead. Packet
delivery ratio is the number of data packets that arrive at the destinations divided
by the number of data packets generated at the sources. It is equivalent to network
throughput. Packet delivery latency is the time from when a data packet is generated
at a source to the time when it is received at a destination. Routing overhead is
the total number of bytes in the routing control packets that have been transmitted
divided by the number of data packets received at the destinations. Therefore, it is
a per data packet overhead.
We did extensive simulations with various traffic flows and topologies. How-
ever, the load-sensitive routing protocols do not improve network performance sub-
stantially in many cases. This was due to two reasons. First, as discussed earlier,
the blind flooding technique is load-sensitive to a certain degree. Second, the perfor-
mance of load-sensitive routing is affected by the actual traffic pattern. For example,





Figure 7.2: A grid topology with seven rows and seven columns of nodes.
exist and, thus, load-sensitive routing may not have impact on such scenario.
Nevertheless, as we pointed out in the previous section, the performance gap
between blind flooding technique and load-sensitive routing may be impacted by flow
life-time and node mobility. We perform simulations to confirm these arguments.
7.5.1 Flow Life-Time
We evaluate the impact of flow life-time on the performance of the load-sensitive
routing and blind flooding technique using the grid topology in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2 shows a grid topology with seven rows and seven columns of
nodes. Neighboring nodes are 200m apart. Node S is the source and node D is the
destination. Node S sends data packets to node D at the rate of 4 packets/second.
The packets’ length is 512 bytes. Node C periodically sends out hello messages
to simulate a congested area, which is illustrated by the dotted circle. The hello
message interval at node C is th. The smaller th, the higher the congestion. The
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transmit power at each node is Pmax and thus the transmit range 250m.
When presenting the simulation results, we use packet delivery ratio instead
of network throughput. This is because the total number of data packets generated
at the source S are relatively small. Any small jitter in data packet generation
would result in slightly different network throughput. Because the performance for
the three routing protocols is close, the slight jitter may skew our observations.
Therefore, in this set of simulations, the packet delivery ratio is more illustrative
than the network throughput.
Short-Life Flows
First, we evaluate the protocol performance for short life-time flows. We set the flow
life-time between node S and D to 10 seconds and measure the protocol performance
with varying th.
Figure 7.3(a) shows the packet delivery ratio. The x-axis is the hello message
interval, th, at node C. We observe three regions:
• When th is 0.012 seconds, DSR has the same packet delivery ratio as DPR and
TGR, because area C is not congested and all the protocols route the traffic
flow through area C.
• When th is 0.005 seconds, the three protocols demonstrate the same perfor-
mance because area C is highly congested so that all protocols circumvent the
hot spot and route the traffic flow through idle space.
• When th is between 0.011 seconds and 0.006 seconds, in which case area C is
moderately congested and DSR cannot circumvent the spot all the time, the
three protocols are distinguished from each other. Specifically, TGR outper-
forms DSR when th is less than 0.008 seconds. This is because, when th is less













































































(c) routing overhead per data packet
Figure 7.3: Performance of DSR, DPR and TGR for short-life traffic flows.
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predefined threshold, chUtilth, and TGR starts to circumvent this hot spot,
which leads to higher packet delivery ratio. DPR always outperforms DSR
because it is not triggered by a predefined threshold. Instead, DPR requires
the nodes to forward RREQ with a delay proportional to their channel uti-
lization. Therefore, DPR always routes the flow along the path that has the
minimal traffic load, even when area C is slightly congested.
Figure 7.3(b) shows the packet delivery latency. For the same reason stated
above, the three protocols have the same performance when th is either 0.012 seconds
or 0.005 seconds. TGR outperforms DSR when th is less than 0.008 seconds, because
it starts to circumvent the hot spot and, therefore, decreases the queuing delay at
the forwarding nodes. DPR always outperforms DSR, because it circumvents area
C even when area C is slightly congested.
Figure 7.3(c) shows the routing overhead. The y-axis is the per data packet
routing overhead in bytes. Since non-congested paths are much more stable than
congested paths, the load-sensitive routing protocols initiate fewer number of route
discoveries and generate less routing overhead than DSR. When th is less than 0.008
seconds, TGR is triggered by the predefined threshold and starts to circumvent area
C, resulting in less frequent route outages and lower routing overhead than DSR.
Because DPR always routes the traffic flow through idle space, its routing overhead
is lower than DSR in all cases.
Long-Life Flows
To observe the protocol performance for long-life flows, we set the flow life-time
between node S and node D to 1000 seconds and measure the network performance
with varying th. Figure 7.4 shows the results. To compare with the results in
Figure 7.3, we use the same scales on the y-axis.














































































(c) routing overhead per data packet
Figure 7.4: Performance of DSR, DPR and TGR for long-life traffic flows.
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same performance with TGR and DPR, even when area C is moderately congested.
This is because, if DSR discovers a congested path, it is likely to be broken im-
mediately and the source node S would have to initiate another route discovery.
This process continues until node S finds the non-congested path that would be
sustained till the end of the communication session. Because the duration of the
communication session is relatively long, the degraded performance at the beginning
is amortized over the entire communication period. Therefore, the overall degrada-
tion is neglectable and we do not observe performance difference between DSR and
the load-sensitive routing protocols.
For the same reason, the load-sensitive routing protocols have no substantial
improvement on packet delivery latency and routing overhead, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.4(b) and (c).
Varying Flow Life-Time
Finally, we present the protocol performance with varying flow life-time. To do this,
we fix th at 0.007 seconds so that area C is moderately congested. We vary flow
life-time from 10 to 50 seconds and measure the protocols performance. Because
the traffic flow profile in multihop wireless networks is unclear, we resort to that in
the internet. Claffy et al. [127] indicated that the majority of internet traffic flows
are of tens seconds. For this reason, we choose a flow life-time in the range of 10
seconds to 50 seconds.
Figure 7.5(a) shows the packet delivery ratio. The x-axis is the flow life-
time in seconds. We observe that both TGR and DPR outperform DSR. However,
as the flow life-time increases, DSR gradually achieves the performance of the two
load-sensitive routing protocols. This is because, DSR would eventually converge to
paths in idle space. It underperforms the TGR and DPR only when it delivers data
packets along congested paths. If DSR discovers non-congested paths, it will yield
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(a) packet delivery ratio (b) packet delivery latency
























(c) routing overhead per data packet
Figure 7.5: Performance of DSR, DPR and TGR with varying flow life-time.
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Figure 7.6: 90 mobile nodes are randomly put in an 1500m by 1000m area.
the same packet delivery ratio as the load-sensitive routing protocols. Thus, the
initial performance degradation will be amortized over the entire communication
period. When flow life-time increases, the overall degradation decreases.
Figure 7.5(b) and (c) show the packet delivery latency and routing overhead
respectively. For the same reason stated above, as flow life-time increases, the
performance of DSR gradually achieves the performance of the two load-sensitive
routing protocols.
7.5.2 Node Mobility
We evaluate the impact of node mobility on the protocol performance using the
topology in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6 shows a topology, where 90 nodes are randomly put in an 1500m by
1000m area. The nodes move according to the random waypoint mobility model [6]
at the speed not faster than vmax. A stationary node in the middle of the net-
work broadcasts hello messages every 0.007 seconds so as to imitate a moderately
congested area, as shown by the dotted circle. There are three traffic flows. The
source nodes are stationary and they are on the left side of the congested area. The
destinations are also stationary and they are on the right side of the congested area.
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(a) network throughput (b) packet delivery latency






























(c) routing overhead per data packet
Figure 7.7: Performance of DSR, DPR and TGR with varying node mobility.
We intentionally arrange this traffic pattern to prevent either the sources or the
destinations from falling into the congested area, in which case non-congested paths
do not exist. Each source sends data packets at the rate of 4 packets/second and all
packets are of length 512 bytes. The life-time of each flow is 300 seconds, which is the
duration of the simulation. In doing this, we exclude the impact of short-lived flows
and focus on the impact of node mobility. We measure the network performance
with varying vmax.
Figure 7.7(a) shows the overall network throughput. The x-axis is vmax
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in m/s and the y-axis is throughput in Mbps. Both TGR and DPR outperform
DSR, because TGR and DPR attempt to circumvent the hot spot and deliver data
packets along idle space. The throughput of TGR is slightly higher than that of
DPR, because DPR delays the propagation of the RREQ at each node according
to the node’s channel utilization. Therefore, DPR has a higher path establishment
latency, which results in slightly lower network throughput. Moreover, as vmax in-
creases, the performance gap between DSR and the load-sensitive routing protocols
increases slightly. This can be explained as follows. In the low mobility cases, the
non-congested paths are sustainable. Once DSR finds the non-congested paths by
chance, it yields network throughput as high as the load-sensitive routing protocols
for a relatively long duration. However, in high mobility cases, no paths can be
sustained for a long time due to the nodes constantly moving. Even if DSR finds
a non-congested path, it may be broken soon and, during the next route discov-
ery processes, DSR may go back to the congested paths again, resulting in more
performance degradation than the load-sensitive routing protocols.
Figure 7.7(b) shows the packet delivery latency. Both TGR and DPR out-
perform DSR, because they route traffic flows through idle space and, therefore,
decrease the queuing delay at the forwarding nodes. DPR has higher delivery la-
tency than TGR, because DPR establishes the paths with higher latency. Moreover,
for the same reason stated above, the performance gap between the load-sensitive
routing protocols and DSR increases as vmax increases.
Figure 7.7(c) shows the routing overhead per data packet. DPR outperforms
DSR for two reasons. First, DPR delivered a greater number of data packet to the
destinations and, therefore, decreases the per data packet routing overhead. Second,
because of discovering congested paths, DSR has to cope with frequent route outages
and, therefore, generates a greater number of route discoveries and higher routing
overhead. TGR generates about the same amount of routing overhead as DSR. This
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is caused by the combined effect of several factors. Except for the two presented
above, TGR allows duplicate RREQs to be forwarded, which leads to a greater





As future work, several issues are worth investigation. An obvious research topic
is protocol optimization. For protocols like EOTP, MHR and TGR, we did not
attempt to identify the best possible functional forms of the equations and the best
values of the factors that they employ. Although the values that we use are those
that yield the best network performance in our simulations, it might be worthwhile
to identify the optimal choices using formal analysis. However, since the optimal
choices may depend on and vary with specific network scenario, it would be best to
investigate the optimization issue after we have a clear understanding on the key
characteristics of multihop wireless networks.
In addition, there are two broad categories of potential research topics. The
first category is addressing the limitations of this dissertation such as rate adap-
tation, fast fading, etc. The second category are extensions of the studies in this
dissertation such as combining mini-hop routing and load-sensitive routing. In the




From the spatial usage point of view, power control improves spatial utilization
by reducing the reserved space of each individual transmission and thus allowing
more concurrent transmissions, while rate adaptation improves spatial utilization by
reducing the duration of each space reservation and thus allowing more transmissions
to be completed in a time period. The two approaches pursue efficient spatial
utilization along two different directions: space efficiency and time efficiency.
In the previous chapters, we discussed the impact of rate adaptation on
our work and proposed several potential research topics. For example, designing
a scheme that switches between power control and rate adaptation according to
network traffic load.
8.2 Fast Fading
In this dissertation, we did not consider the effect of fast fading. Fast fading causes
receive signal power to vary around a level determined by the large propagation
model [8]. It impacts the ideal three-range model introduced in Chapter 2 and 4
such that the three ranges, transmit range, carrier sense range and interference
range, vary constantly around the standard circles defined by the large propagation
model.
8.2.1 Fast fading and OTP
OTP adjusts transmit power, Potp, such that the carrier sense range is just large
enough to cover the interference range. If we were to consider fast fading, the
carrier sense range and the interference range may deviate from the standard circles
defined by the ideal three-range model. Potp may not be able to create the carrier
sense range that exactly cover the interference range. Conservatively, we can add
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a power margin to Potp so as to prevent the interference range from exceeding the
carrier sense range due to fast fading. But, since our study shows that OTP is overly
conservative already, we might simply leave Potp alone.
Moreover, OTP adjusts the transmit power of each individual data packet
according to the immediately preceding RTS/CTS exchange and the RTS/CTS ex-
change is always performed at the maximal power level. When channel coherence
time is in the magnitude of several data packet transmissions, OTP reacts quickly
to channel variations. Thus, we would expect fast fading not to have much impact
on OTP.
8.2.2 Fast Fading and EOTP
EOTP requires a sender to observe the worst SINR at a receiver for a relatively
long interval, To, and then adjust transmit power, Peotp, accordingly. Thus, the
sender captures both the typical bad channel conditions caused by fast fading and
the typical high co-channel interference.
When channel coherence time is long such that the channel varies more slowly
than the interference envelope does, EOTP would react quickly enough to the chan-
nel condition variation. In this case, fast fading has little affect on EOTP and
the performance of EOTP would be similar to that when we only consider large
propagation model.
When channel coherence time is short, the sender may tune transmit power
to a high level to cope with frequent bad channel condition, which causes the per-
formance to be lower than when we only consider the large propagation model.
To improve the performance, the sender could use power control to cope with the
long-time scale interference envelope variation and use rate adaptation to cope with
short-time scale channel condition variation. For example, during an observation
period To, the sender transmits at a certain power level Peopt, it leverages RTS/CTS
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exchange to monitor the channel condition and varies transmission rate accordingly.
Now, the question is “why does not the sender simply change Peotp faster to cope
with the channel condition variation?” This is because Peotp should be varied to re-
flect the typical low SINR at the receiver. Since transmit power determines potential
co-channel interference, every time when the sender changes the transmit power, it
needs a certain duration to observe the impact of this change on the interference
envelope at the receiver. Therefore, the sender can determine subsequent transmit
power appropriately. If Peotp is varied too fast, the sender does not have enough time
to estimate the interference envelope, which would introduce lot of uncertainties to
reliable signal receptions.
Intuitively, channel coherence time may affect To, which should be deter-
mined such that the sender is able to capture the typical bad channel condition and
the typical high interference level at the receiver. Therefore, To is related to both
channel coherence time and traffic pattern around.
8.2.3 Fast Fading and MHR
MHR uses spatial usage as a route selection metric. The spatial usage of a path is the
accumulation of d2 at each hop, where d is sender-receiver distance. Since we derive
d according to the transmit and receive power levels, fast fading introduces errors.
The error margin of each hop-distance is aggregated in the path’s spatial usage
metric, which may affect route selection. Because each hop-distance has chances
to be overestimated, underestimated or maybe correctly estimated, the aggregated
error margin may relate to the number of hops along the path. Understanding this
relationship would help us choose route appropriately.
It needs to be mentioned that d could be estimated more accurately using
sophisticated physical layer schemes or techniques such as GPS and triangulation.
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8.3 Analyzing Spatial Usage with Other MAC Models
The analysis in Chapter 3 is based on the CSMA random access mechanism. But,
CSMA is not an ideal way of scheduling transmissions. It tries to eliminate co-
channel interference at the receiver by prohibiting nodes around transmitter from
transmitting simultaneously. Therefore, some nodes that are close to the receiver
but far away from the transmitter could still commence concurrent transmissions
and corrupt the signal at the receiver. On the other hand, some nodes that are
far away from the receiver but close to the transmitter have to defer their own
transmissions, even though their concurrent transmissions would not corrupt the
signal at the receiver.
An ideal MAC mechanism should be such that transmissions are scheduled on
the basis of the interference level at the receivers. There are two models to describe
the ideal MAC mechanism. The first one comes from [42] and can be described as
follows:
Definition 6 Let Tx denote the transmitter, Rx denote the desired receiver, and
Txi denote a concurrent transmitter other than Tx. The signal is successfully re-
ceived by Rx if:
1. The distance between Tx and Rx is less than Rtr, i.e.,
|Tx−Rx| ≤ Rtr . (8.1)
2. For every concurrent transmitters, the distance between Txi and Rx satisfies
|Txi −Rx| ≥ ∆Rtr , (8.2)
where Rtr is the transmit range, and ∆ is a constant for any Txi.
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The first condition specifies that the distance between the transmitter and
receiver should not greater than Rtr. The second condition specifies that there
is a constant interference range (IR) around the receiver within which no other
transmitters can transmit simultaneously. In this model, the IR corresponds to the
worst case where the transmitter and receiver are Rtr distance apart. The size of the
IR does not vary with the T-R distance. If considering only one interference source,
∆ = α
√
SINR0 according to (2.7), where α is the path loss exponent, and SINR0
is the capture effect threshold. If considering aggregate co-channel interference,
∆ > α
√
SINR0. To choose an appropriate value for ∆ is part of our future work.
In reality, the interference tolerance level at the receiver actually varies with
the T-R distance. The closer the transmitter and the receiver, the higher the inter-
ference level the receiver can tolerate. Based on the first model, we propose a more
realistic one:
Definition 7 Let Tx denote the transmitter, Rx denote the desired receiver, and
Txi denote the concurrent transmitter other than Tx. The signal is successfully
received by Rx if:
1. The distance between Tx and Rx is less than Rtr, i.e.,
|Tx−Rx| ≤ Rtr . (8.3)
2. For every concurrent transmitters, the distance between Txi and Rx satisfies
|Txi −Rx| ≥ ∆|Tx−Rx| , (8.4)
where Rtr is the transmit range, and ∆ is a constant.
Here, the size of the IR varies with the T-R distance. ∆ is α
√
SINR0 if there is only
one interference source. It is greater than α
√
SINR0 if there is aggregate co-channel
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interference. In this model, the size of the IR varies with the T-R distance, which
results in the difficulties in identifying the spatial usage of each single transmission.
8.4 Improving TGR
The TGR protocol we implemented in Chapter 7 employs a mechanism that sim-
ply indicates whether a path is congested or not. A more sophisticated mechanism
would be such that the RREQ counts the number of congested nodes as it is prop-
agated. Thus, a source node could choose the route that contains the least number
of congested nodes. This sophisticated TGR is similar to DPR in the way that both
accumulate the congestion status at each hop and then choose the least congested
path. Because TGR does not delay RREQ propagation and thus establishes paths
more quickly than DPR, we expect the sophisticated TGR to outperform DPR but
the increased performance may not be substantial.
8.5 Combining Mini-Hop and Load-Sensitive Routing
Originally, we planned to combine our two routing strategies, mini-hop routing and
load-sensitive routing, and to investigate their synergistic performance.
However, Chapter 7 shows that the blind flooding technique, which is the
basis of most on-demand wireless routing protocols, is load-sensitive in many cases.
Although we enhanced the technique to enforce load-sensitivity and developed two
protocols, DPR and TGR, we did not observe substantial improvement in network
performance. Specifically, DPR and TGR outperform basic blind flooding only when
traffic flow lifetime is relatively short or node mobility is relatively high.
Because the mini-hop routing protocol, MHR, is based on blind flooding,
it should also have some level of load-sensitivity. It is likely that the combination
of mini-hop routing and load-sensitive routing may not be able to outperform the
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combination of mini-hop routing and blind flooding significantly. If we combine mini-
hop and load-sensitive routing, some issues need to be considered. For example, the




In this dissertation, we analyzed the impact of transmit power on the spatial us-
age of multihop transmissions and potential network throughput. Motivated by the
analysis, we developed MAC and network layer protocols that leverage power con-
trol to improve network spatial utilization and performance. More importantly, we
learned some lessons that are fundamental to the power control technique and useful
in future protocol design and network deployment.
9.1 Basic Contributions
In Chapter 3, we proposed a spatial usage metric, Ω, and bounded it as a function
of transmit power. Because Ω indicates potential network throughput, the impact
of transmit power on potential network throughput was disclosed. Our study shows
that the potential network throughput is bounded by two linear functions of 1Rcs in
2D space and bounded by two constants in 1D space, where Rcs is the radius of the
carrier sense range of the power level at which packets are transmitted. It suggests
that the potential network throughput increases as transmit power decreases in
2D space but does not change with respect to transmit power in 1D space. After
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applying two well-known approaches for eliminating the border effect, our simulation
results match the theoretical analysis.
In Chapter 4, taking advantage of the insights gained by the spatial usage
analysis, we developed a MAC layer power control scheme, OTP, to balance the spa-
tial usage and co-channel interference of each individual transmission. Unlike most
existing power control schemes that employ a dedicated control channel to protect
transmissions on the data channel, we base our design on a single communication
channel. To guarantee reliable signal reception, OTP adjusts transmit power based
on the worst case interference. Our simulations demonstrate a moderate improve-
ment over the 802.11 DCF MAC.
In Chapter 5, motivated by the observation that the worst case interference
does not occur all the time, we enhanced OTP and developed EOTP which adjusts
transmit power more aggressively. EOTP requires a sender to observe the actual
interference level at a receiver for a relatively long period and then adjust subsequent
transmit power accordingly. Thus, EOTP trades off a possible occasional collision for
lower power and better spatial usage. The simulations show that EOTP outperforms
both OTP and 802.11 significantly.
In Chapter 6, to take more advantage of the MAC layer power control, we
investigated mini-hop routing, which discovers routes consisting of short hops, and
developed a mini-hop routing protocol, MHR. Most existing mini-hop routing pro-
tocols use a critical power, Pc, to control route discovery processes so as to exclude
long hops. They maintain Pc at the cost of substantial routing overhead. To reduce
the overhead, we identify Pc according to previously discovered paths. To do this, we
employ link-cost routing in each individual route discovery process so as to discover
the minimum cost path with respect to spatial usage and thus reveal the minimum
connectivity between a source and a destination. Pc is the power level that can
cover the longest hop in the minimum cost path. It will be used to control the next
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route discovery process for the same source-destination pair. Therefore, MHR is a
combination of link-cost routing and the power control method. Our simulations
show that MHR combined with EOTP improves network performance substantially
while still keeping routing overhead low.
Finally, in Chapter 7, to fully utilize the networks spatial resource, we inves-
tigated load-sensitive routing, which bypasses hot spots and routes traffic flows into
idle space. We found that blind flooding is load-sensitive to a certain degree. To
reinforce load-sensitivity, we enhanced the blind flooding technique and developed
two routing protocols: DPR and TGR. In DPR, a node delays the RREQ propa-
gation for a duration that is proportional to its congestion degree. Therefore, the
RREQ forwarded by congested nodes is not likely to arrive at the destination in the
first place. In TGR, the RREQ is tagged if it is forwarded by a congested node.
Therefore, a source node can distinguish non-congested paths from congested ones.
The simulations show that DPR and TGR outperforms the blind flooding technique
only when traffic flow lifetime is relatively short or node mobility is relatively high.
9.2 High Level Lessons Learned
In wireless networks, space is limited resource. Transmit power level determines
the amount of space each individual transmission consumes and thus the space
contention degree. For this reason, power control impacts many aspects of network
performance.
In addition to above basic contributions, we learned valuable lessons and un-
derstood many aspects of this technique, including the applicable network scenarios,
its impact on packet delivery latency and routing overhead, the appropriate power
adjustment, etc. These lessons can be used as guidance for developing other power
control protocols or deploying wireless networks.
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9.2.1 Network Scale
An important insight is that power control is unlikely to help in small scale networks.
When the network scale is small, either transmit power cannot be reduced to a level
that is low enough to decouple transmissions, or the space conserved by reducing
transmit power falls mostly outside of the network area and could not be utilized
by other transmissions.
In particular, when MAC layer power control is combined with mini-hop rout-
ing, their synergistic operation actually degrades small scale network performance.
This is because mini-hop routing reduces hop distances at the cost of a greater num-
ber of hops. If the hop distances are not short enough, the MAC layer power control
scheme brings about no benefit. Meanwhile, mini-hop routing requires more trans-
missions to deliver each data packet and, therefore, increases channel contention.
Thus, the combined effect degrades network performance.
The success of power control depends on how the conserved space is utilized
by other transmissions. It is not applicable for small scale networks. It would
be desirable to design a MAC layer protocol that can adapt to network scale and
disable/enable power control accordingly. Also, it would be desirable to design
a sophisticated routing protocol that switches between shortest path routing and
mini-hop routing according to specific network topology and traffic pattern.
9.2.2 1D Topologies vs. 2D Topologies
Our study of 1D topology and 2D topology reveals the spatial usage within a single
traffic flow and between multiple competing traffic flows.
Chapter 3 shows that the maximum network capacity is proportional to 1Rcs
in 1D space and 1
R2cs
in 2D space, where Rcs is the radius of the carrier sense range
of the power level at which packets are transmitted. Thus, power control increases
network capacity more aggressively in 2D space than in 1D space. Moreover, our
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study shows that the combination of MAC layer power control and mini-hop rout-
ing improves 2D networks performance but has no impact on 1D networks, which
suggests that the synergistic operation may not be able to improve the spatial uti-
lization within a single traffic flow but can improve the spatial utilization between
multiple competing traffic flows.
Therefore, it is desirable for MAC layer power control protocols and network
layer routing protocols to adapt to specific network topologies.
9.2.3 Packet Delivery Latency
Although our initial intent was to use power control to improve network throughput,
we found that this technique improves other aspects of network performance, such
as end-to-end packet delivery latency and in some cases routing overhead.
Packet delivery latency consists of forwarding latency and queuing latency.
Forwarding latency is determined by the number of hops a packet undergoes and
queuing latency is determined by the channel contention at each forwarding node.
When the load is light, queuing latency is at a minimum and forwarding latency
dominates the packet delivery latency. However, when the load is high, queuing
latency increases significantly and dominates the packet delivery latency. Since
power control reduces channel contention when traffic load is high, it reduces queuing
latency and thus packet delivery latency.
Moreover, mini-hop routing helps MAC layer power control reduce channel
contention further and thus reduce queueing latency to an even lower level. Although
forwarding packets along mini-hop routes increases forwarding latency due to the
fact that a mini-hop route consists of a greater number of hops, the combined effect
is that the end-to-end packet delivery latency is reduced further.
An extra benefit of reducing channel contention is that established routes are
more stable, resulting in less frequent route discoveries and lower routing overhead.
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We realized that power control improves many aspects of network perfor-
mance because it reduces channel contention. Therefore, any technique that reduces
channel contention may be able to improve network performance.
9.2.4 Appropriate Power Adjustment
We found that mini-hop routing does not work well with conservative MAC layer
power control schemes. When we begun, we attempted to show that the combination
of OTP and MHR improves network performance. But, we did not obtain the
expected results. Investigation shows that OTP adjusts transmit power in an overly
conservative manner so that the benefit of delivering packets along short hops is
nullified by the cost of delivering packets along a great number of hops.
Realizing that the worst case interference assumed by OTP rarely occurs
due to low probability of the worst interferer and a sender obtaining the channel
simultaneously, we developed EOTP, which tunes transmit power based on the ac-
tual interference level at a receiver. Although transmitting data packets at a power
level that is determined by previous interference information introduces some risks,
the chances of a packet being corrupted is small as long as the sender observes the
interference at the receiver for a sufficiently long interval. Our simulation shows
that EOTP outperforms OTP and the synergistic operation of EOTP and MHR
improves the performance of using EOTP alone.
Thus, when designing power control protocols, it is appropriate to trade off
a possible occasional collision for lower power and better spatial usage.
9.2.5 Mobility Resistance
There is a common belief that mini-hop paths are more vulnerable to node mobility
than shortest paths [128], because the frequency of route outage may increase as the
number of hops increases. However, our investigation shows that, in fact, mini-hop
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paths may be more resistant to node mobility.
Every network defines a maximum transmit power and thus a maximum hop
distance. When the sender and the receiver move beyond the maximum distance,
the hop is broken, resulting in outages for the routes that contain this hop.
Shortest-path routing favors long hops so that a path contains as few hops as
possible. Therefore, each hop tends toward the maximum allowable distance. When
nodes move, each hop is likely to be broken. However, mini-hop routing favors
shorter hops. If the MAC layer power control scheme is adaptive to the sender-
receiver distance, each short hop can be extended to the maximum distance and is,
therefore, more resistant to breaking due to node mobility.
Although short hop-distance leads to fewer route outages, we should also
realize that the frequency of route outage may increase as the number of hops
increases in a path. Our simulations in Chapter 6 show that, as node mobility
increases, mini-hop routing brings about lower routing overhead than shortest-path
routing. Although it is needed to perform a formal investigation on this issue, our
study suggests a good side of mini-hop routing in terms of reducing routing overhead.
Therefore, if we want to design a routing protocol that discovers routes with
high mobility resistance, we may employ a strategy that chooses hops with short
distance.
9.2.6 Controlling Transmit Power in the Route Discovery Pro-
cesses
To discover mini-hop paths, some researchers proposed to control transmit power
during the route discovery process [113, 114, 115]. In this approach, the key issue is
to find the critical power, Pc, that is high enough to keep the network connected but
low enough to exclude long hops. The initial intuition is that the lower Pc the better.
But, our investigation shows that, when Pc is so low that it means the network is
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barely connected, per data packet routing overhead increases tremendously.
To explain this, we need to understand route caching. As introduced in
Chapter 2, many wireless routing protocols allow a source node to maintain multiple
paths to the same destination. When one path is broken, the source node uses
another without initiating a route discovery. This process continues until no path
is available in the cache. In this way, the frequency of route discovery is decreased
and routing overhead is reduced significantly.
However, as Pc reduces, network connectivity is weakened, resulting in fewer
number of potential paths between a source and a destination. During each route
discovery process, there are fewer paths that can be discovered and be cached at
the source. Route discoveries may occur more frequently, resulting in higher routing
overhead.
Therefore, when using the power control approach to discover mini-hop
routes, the power level should be chosen carefully so as to avoid significant routing
overhead. In particular, the power level that barely keep network connected may
not be an appropriate choice.
9.2.7 Load-Sensitivity in the Blind Flooding Technique
Our investigation in Chapter 7 shows that blind flooding technique is load-sensitive
to a certain degree. This is caused by two reasons.
The first reason is the nature of blind flooding. In the basic blind flooding
route discovery process, a node is required to forward the first arriving RREQ as
quickly as possible and discard the subsequent duplicates. Therefore, the discovered
path has the minimum delivery latency for the RREQ. If the RREQ is forwarded by
a congested node, it would experience significant queueing latency and may not be
able to arrive at the destination first. However, it is still possible that a congested
node may manage to forward the RREQ quickly, which leads to a congested path
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being discovered. This is more likely when the node is moderately congested.
The second reason is the nature of wireless communications and 802.11 based
MAC protocols. When channel contention is intense, transmissions are likely to fail
due to corruptions and collisions. In 802.11, when the number of consecutive trans-
mission failure exceeds a predefined threshold, the sender and receiver is considered
unreachable and, therefore, a route error message will be reported to the source
node, resulting in a route outage. Therefore, congested paths are much more likely
to be broken than non-congested path.
The above two facts cause the blind flooding technique to converge traffic
flows into idle space eventually if the traffic flow lifetime is long. This suggests
that the blind flooding technique may be good enough for load-sensitive routing in
network scenarios that traffic flow lifetime is long and node mobility is low.
9.3 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we designed MAC and network layer power control protocols




Proof of Two Lemmas about
Shortest-Path Routing
Now, we prove the two lemmas presented in Chapter 2. They are used in Chapter 3
when we analyze the impact of transmit power on spatial usage.
Lemma 1 Let Rtr denote the transmit range of the power level at which a
shortest path is discovered. The average hop-distance of two consecutive hops along
the shortest path, d2, is bounded by
0.5Rtr < d2 < Rtr . (A.1)
Proof : Consider Figure A.1. Node i, i + 1 and i + 2 are three consecutive
forwarding nodes along a shortest path. Let di,i+1, di+1,i+2 and di,i+2 denote the
distance from i to i + 1, i + 1 to i + 2 and i to i + 2 respectively. The circles with












0 < di,i+1 ≤ Rtr
0 < di+1,i+2 ≤ Rtr
. (A.2)
Moreover, we know
Rtr < di,i+2 , (A.3)
because, otherwise, the shortest path routing would short-cut node i + 1 and send
packets from i to i + 2 directly. According to the triangle inequality, di,i+2 ≤
di,i+1 + di+1,i+2, we have
Rtr < di,i+1 + di+1,i+2 ≤ 2Rtr . (A.4)
Thus, the average hop-distance d2 is bounded by
0.5Rtr < d2 ≤ Rtr . (A.5)
Lemma 2 Let L denote the source-destination distance, and Rtr denote the
transmit range of the power level at which a shortest path is discovered. The number
of hops on the shortest path is a function of Rtr, denoted by H(Rtr). We have the
following three inequalities
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H(R′tr) ≤ H(Rtr), (R′tr > Rtr) , (A.6)




H(Rtr), (n = 1, 2, 3, ..., nRtr < L) . (A.8)
Proof : The first inequality, we prove by contradiction. Let Pt and P ′t be
the power level corresponding to Rtr and R′tr respectively. If H(R′tr) > H(Rtr), the
path discovered at P ′t is not the shortest because the path discovered at Pt is also
reachable for P ′t . This violate the condition of shortest path routing. Thus, the first
equation is proven.
For the second inequality, let us consider the two consecutive hops in Fig-
ure A.1. If the transmit range increases to 2Rtr, i can reach i + 2 directly and
shortcut node i+1. It is even possible that i may shortcut more hops, depending on
the positions of the subsequent forwarding nodes. Thus, when the transmit range
doubles, we can construct a new path by replacing two consecutive hops with a
single hop. The number of hops of this constructed path is 12H(Rtr). Since the
shortest path contains the minimal number of hops, H(2Rtr) ≤ 12H(Rtr).
For the same reason, if the transmit range increases to nRtr, a new path can
be constructed such that a single hop replaces at least n original hops. The number
of hops of this constructed path is 1nH(Rtr). Because of the shortest path routing,
H(nRtr) ≤ 1nH(Rtr).
Note that nRtr should be less than the S-D distance L. Otherwise, H(nRtr) =





We want to obtain some insights into the average hop-distance d and hop-distance
distribution of shortest-path routing by using Monte Carlo simulations. Under-
standing the hop-distance distribution is important for spatial usage analysis. In
Chapter 4, we use it to analyze the performance of OTP. In addition, it is useful in
localization and distance estimations [116].
We simulate both 1D and 2D networks, and all simulations are performed
in ns2 [5, 6]. We randomly put n nodes into a fixed size network with area S. For
1D space, S = 1000m. For 2D space, S = 1000m × 1000m. Further, 20 Source-
Destination (S-D) pairs are randomly chosen from these nodes. The routes for these
S-D pairs are discovered by the shortest-path routing protocol, SRP , at power level
Pt whose corresponding transmit range is Rtr. We measure each hop distance d
along the shortest pathes. The possible values of SRP , n and Rtr are:
• SRP ∈ [DSR,AODV, DSDV ]
• n ∈ [80 nodes, 120 nodes, 160 nodes] for 1D space, and, n ∈ [120 nodes, 160 nodes, 200 nodes]
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for 2D space.
• Rtr ∈ [250m, 225m, 200m, 175m, 150m, 125m, 100m]
Thus, each simulation setup is a combination of <SRP , n, Rtr>, and is
repeated 30 times. It yields a set of measured hop-distances from which the hop-
distance distribution and d are obtained.
B.1 Experiment in 1D Space
Figure B.1 shows the variations of d with respect to (w.r.t) Rtr in 1D space. The
x-axis is Rtr, and the y-axis is d. The discrete points are the experimental results,
and the lines are the curves of
d = 0.75Rtr . (B.1)
We observe that, for DSR, AODV and DSDV, the measured d is very close to
0.75Rtr, and it is affected very little by node density.
Figure B.2 shows the cumulative distribution of the hop-distance for DSDV.
The x-axis is the hop-distance, d, and the y-axis is the cumulative probability. The




(Rtr−d) (0 ≤ d ≤ Rtr) . (B.2)
This equation is an exponential distribution with (Rtr − d) = Rtr4 , or equivalently
d = 0.75Rtr. We observe that the hop-distribution is very close to (B.2).
B.2 Experiment in 2D Space
Figure B.3 shows the variations of d w.r.t Rtr in 2D space. The x-axis is Rtr, and
the y-axis is d. The discrete points are the experimental results, and the lines are
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(a) DSR (b) AODV































Figure B.1: Average hop distance vs. transmit range in 1D space.
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(a) DSDV, n=80 (b) DSDV, n=120







































Figure B.2: Hop-distance distribution in 1D space.
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the curves of
d = 0.8Rtr . (B.3)
We observe that, for DSR, AODV and DSDV, the measured d is very close to 0.8Rtr,
and it is affected very little by node density.
Figure B.4 shows the cumulative distribution of the hop-distance for DSDV.
The x-axis is d, and the y-axis is the cumulative probability. The discrete points




(Rtr−d) (0 ≤ d ≤ Rtr) . (B.4)
This is a exponential distribution with (Rtr − d) = Rtr5 , or equivalently d = 0.8Rtr.
We observe that the hop-distance distribution is very close to the function from (B.4).
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(a) DSR (b) AODV
































Figure B.3: Average hop distance vs. transmit range in 2D space.
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(a) DSDV, n=120 (b) DSDV, n=160







































Figure B.4: Hop-distance distribution in 2D space.
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Appendix C
The Spatial Reuse Factor of a
Chain Traffic Flow
We briefly estimate the spatial reuse factor, η, of a chain traffic flow. In Chapter 3,
we use this factor to calculate the throughput upperbound of a chain traffic flow.
The method of estimating η is simple. We randomly choose a forwarding node, and
estimate the average overlapping area o its CSR shares with its closest concurrent





For simplicity, forwarding nodes are evenly spaced by the hop-distance d, as
shown in Figure C.1. Assume node 0 is transmitting. CSR0 is of length 2Rcs, and
0 m+1
CSR of node m+1
m+2 DS
CSR of node 0
m+1O
Figure C.1: Spatial reuse factor of a chain traffic flow.
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it reserves m forwarding nodes on each side of node 0, i.e.,
md ≤ Rcs < (m + 1)d . (C.2)
On the right side of node 0, because node 1, 2, ..., and m are reserved by
CSR0, they cannot commence simultaneous transmission. Thus, node 0’s closest
rightside concurrent transmitter is one of node m + 1, m + 2, ... 2m + 1. Nodes
that are further than 2m + 1 could not overlap CSR0. Denote oi as the area CSR0
overlaps with CSRi (i = m+1,m+2, ..., 2m+1). The distance from the boundary
of CSR0 to node i is (id−Rcs). Therefore, oi is
oi = 2Rcs − id . (C.3)
Because node m + 1, m + 2, ..., and 2m + 1 compete each other and have to
transmit exclusively, each node has 1m+1 chances of transmitting concurrently with







oi = 2Rcs − 3m + 22 d . (C.4)
So is the area that CSR0 shares with its closest leftside concurrent transmitter.
Thus, the average area that node 0 shares with its closest right and left concurrent
transmitters is
o = 2or = 4Rcs − (3m + 2)d . (C.5)
Substituting o into (C.1), yields
η =
2Rcs






According to (C.2), m ≤ rd < (m + 1). Therefore, η is bounded by
4m
3m + 2
≤ η < 4m + 4
3m + 2
. (C.7)
This shows that, while m = 2, 1 ≤ η < 1.5. As m increases, η goes to 1.33.
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Appendix D
The Spatial Reuse Factor of
Parallel Traffic Flows
We use the same method in the previous appendix to estimate η for parallel traffic
flows. In Chapter 3, we use this factor to calculate the throughput upperbound of
multiple parallel traffic flows. Figure D.1 illustrates multiple parallel traffic flows
evenly separated by dtf . dtf is slightly greater than the Rcs so that these flows can
forward packets concurrently. Assume that the forwarding nodes in each flow is
evenly spaced and the hop-distance is d. The number of forwarding nodes reserved







We randomly chose a traffic flow TF1. TF0 and TF2 are flows above and
below TF1 respectively. Assume that node 10 in TF1 is transmitting. We consider
two kinds of its concurrent transmitters: these within TF1 and on the rightside of
node 10, denoted by node 1i, and these within TF2, denoted by 2j.












22 23 D2S2 20 21
d 21
Figure D.1: Spatial reuse factor of multiple parallel traffic flows.
10’s closest rightside concurrent transmitter is one of node m + 1, m + 2, ... and
2m + 1. The distance from node 10 to node 1i is
d1i = id (m < i ≤ 2m + 1) . (D.2)
As shown in Figure D.2, the area that CSR10 overlaps CSR1i is






2arccos( d1i2Rcs ) (Rcs < d1i < 2Rcs)
0 (otherwise)
. (D.4)
Note that if d1i < Rcs, node 1i cannot transmit concurrently with node 10; and if
d1i > 2Rcs, CSR10 does not overlap with CSR1i. The chances of node 1i (m < i ≤
2m + 1) transmit concurrently with node 10 is 1m+1 . Therefore, the average area
that CSR0 shares with its rightside concurrent transmitters is
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The same result can be obtained for o1l, which is the average area CSR10 shares
with its leftside concurrent transmitters.
Second, we derive the average area o2 that CSR10 overlaps with node 2j.
The euclidian distance from node 10 to node 2j is
d2j =
√
R2cs + (jd)2 . (D.6)
Therefore, the overlapping area, o2j , that CSR10 shares with CSR2j is







2arccos( d2j2Rcs ) (Rcs ≤ d2j ≤ 2Rcs)
0 (otherwise)
. (D.8)
Note that, if d2j < Rcs, node 2j cannot transmit concurrently with node 10; and if
d2j > 2Rcs, CSR2j does not overlap CSR10. For this reason, we have
d2j < 2Rcs
⇒ √R2cs + (jd)2 < 2Rcs
⇒ |j| ≤ √3m (m ≈ Rcsd )
. (D.9)
Moreover, the chances of node 2j transmitting simultaneously with node 10 is 12m+1 ,
because CSR2j covers 2m nodes and these nodes’ CSR would defer node 2j’s trans-
mission vice versa. Therefore, the average area that CSR10 shares with the concur-






























The same result can be obtained for o0, which is the average area CSR10 shares
with the concurrent transmitters in TF0.
Therefore, the total average overlapping area that CSR10 shares with its
concurrent transmitters is o = 2(o1r + o2). Substituting o into (C.1) yields
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Figure D.3: The spatial reuse factor for the parallel traffic flows.
η =
πR2cs
πR2cs − (o1r + o2)
. (D.11)
Figure D.3 shows that while m < 4, η is between 1.5 to 1.7. While m
increases, η goes to 1.9.
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